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C HAP TERIX 

TECHNICAL STUDIES 

Introduction The original series of five case studies contained in 

the second interim report on 'The Use of Colour in Historic 

Buildings'* was conducted after completion of the technical 

research into historic house-painting methods which had formed 

the first phase of work. This, it will be remembered, had 

included a series of colour-mixing tests. In selecting rooms 
for examinationt two classes of, interior were considered: 

firstly, those which appeared to retain their original paint- 

work; and secondly, those for which documentary evidence sur- 

vived. Without exception, the first proved disappointing 

(in all cases earlier schemes were found to lie beneath the 

present paintwork), and it, was from the second group that the 

five finally presented were drawn. For these first few studies 

of rooms which had been redecorated the existence of document- 

ary evidence for the original colour scheme was considered 

essential. since it would provide a firm basis for the recog- 

nition of paint layers. Also, it was necessary to be sure 

that a room, particularly one lined with wainscoting, such as 

the Balcony Room at Dyrham, had been painted when first com- 

pleted, since otherwise it could have been argued that the 

lowest layer and the colour scheme it represented could have 

been applied much later. Many disappointments were exper- 
ienced, both where rooms which would have been of considerable 
interest proved-to have no documents relating to their orig- 
inal construction and painting, and conversely, where houses 

containing rooms for which excellent documentary evidence 

survives had been demolished. Most notable in the second 

category was Norfolk House, London, pulled down in 1938. 

There were also instances where rooms had'been redecorated 

recently, and it was not possible to take paint samples in 

view. of the blemishesp however small, this would have caused. 

To the original list it has now been possible to add a 

further-five rooms investigated'in full detail, bringing the 

total number described here to ten. of the additions, two 

(the Vestibule of the Casino, Marino, Dublin,. and the Drawing 

Room at Bolling Hall, Bradford) are rooms for which, np docu- 

mentary evidence for the original paintwork is known to 
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survive; whilst in'the case of another (the Cabinet at 

Houghton Hall, Norfolk) the documentary evidence has proved 

incorrect. tA fourth, - the Drawing Room at No. 48 Doughty 

Street, Londoni-is of particular interest since it was docu- 

mentary-evidencez-for alterations carried out by Charles 

Dickensp rather-than. a reference to the colour scheme he 

adopted, ýwhich, enabled identification of the layer of paint 

which he-applied.. Inevitably, there have been instances in 

which. investi: gation, has not proved completely definitive, or 

where it-was only*certain features of one or two of the paint 

samples taken from atroom which have provided information 

germane to the present-study. These have therefore been 

written up as the series of Additional Studies which are 

appended. 

The particular value of the Case Studies lies undoubtedly 
in the. definition with which they have allowed a wide range 

of colour. schemes-to be-seen in rooms of differing dates, 

architectural styles, purposes, and social classes. Of par- 

ticular note are, perhaps, the Servants' Hall at Boughtonj 

Northamptonshire, and the room belonging to the Royal Society's 

Housekeeper at Somerset House, London, since it is rare for 

documentation to survive for any other than grand rooms in 

important residences. In*addition, both the Case Studies and 
Additional Studies have also proved important in providing a 

cross-check on the techniques mentioned in the various treat- 

'ises which formed the basis of study for the first phase of 

Work. Thus, for example, silver leaf was found to have been 

sused', for knotting in the-Saloon at Uppark, Sussex (Additional 

"Study.,. 11); -, a-. prim6r-, ofý-dark red colour was found in the Ban- 

. *Fig `11 queting--House-, at Studley, Royal; * one of 'pink' type in the 

*Fig. 12 'falseceiling of the House of Lords (Additional Study 20), -* 

*and-a,. grey, undercoatbeneath-blue and green finishes at 

Somerset-House-(Case Study 8) and in the Drawing Room at 

*Fig. 13 Tamworth Castle, (Additional Study-19)* respectively. More 

;, generally, --the., examples examined have shown that the texts 

examined; had, provided7a true picture of the numbers of under- 

coats used; and, that a popular-myth suggesting that highly 

elaborate systems'involving. -ten or-twenty coats as the norm 
is incorrect. ý- They have, I moreover, produced no indications 

of-the use-of 'dragging'* 

I 
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In tackling., the examination of. early paintwork in 

rooms of the dates covered by, this study, which is often 

obscured beneath twentyýor more-repaints, it became'clear 

from the outset that the so-called 'scrape' was quite unsat- 

isfactory, -., For this: -reason'the Victoria and Albert Museum 

had begun. to use, crossTsections. ýexamined by means of a micro- 

scope, and, prelimiharyA--tests on,, samples from one of the 

houses in-Rugby. ý, Street;, ý-ýndori, ýýshowed how easily layers 

clearly visible-undertthe microscope were missed when it was 

attempted to expose the sequence. of. coats using a scalpel,, 

even when-this was done under-low power (lox) magnification. 

The practical help and assistance'-provided by the V&A, 

-together with-the use of, facilitiesýin the Conservation 

Laboratories has been invaluablevand the combination of the 

techniques which had been developed with the fruits of the 

first phase of work-were essential for the recovery of the 

information. contained, in this., chapter. 

in essence, the technique employed in the examination of 

paint samples involves the preparation of cross-sections for 

viewing by reflected light-at magnifications ranging between 

25 and 350 diameters. For most work, however, a-maximum of 

100 diameters is sufficient. -Although the paint samples were 

at first obtained using. a surgical. scalpel, several disadvan- 

, tages were, found with this. methodl-most notably the difficulty 

of-obtaining an---intact specimen complete with 'a fragment of 

the ground material still-adhering-to the lowermost layer of 

paint. This drawback, is partIcularly acute where there is 

any-build-up, Of'-pAint--layersi-andý. especially so in samples 

taken from timber surfaces where the rigidity of cumulative 

paint layerst often totalling more than 1/16th inch in thick- 

ness,,. compared,, with the elasticity of the ground will often 

causeithe sample to-split. at this all-important point. Fur- 

thermore, adhe$ion., is often poor, between adjacent layers in 

-the samples, and-all too easily, splitting will also occur 

here. An-attempt was ther efore', made to develop a technique 

for sampling by means-of a hollow, stainless steel tube sharp- 

ened at the end and. -either driven, into the paint surface or 

used in the-same. way as a-corlciborer. Although some success 

was achieved using tube of . 
1. mm or 1.5 mm diameter, the dif- 

ficulty of extracting the resulting core from the tube without 
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damage proved insurmountable except with the thinnest paint 

layers from wooden. surfaces. Attempts to use the technique 

, 
on plaster resulted in immediate burring of the sharpened 

cutting edge, making-extraction of the core totally impos- 

sible without almost complete fragmentation; whilst the force 

needed to push out a thick paint sample resulted in similar 

destruction. --The-technique has, nevertheless, proved to be 

of, use in the rare situation where only a few layers are 

present on a timber substrate, when it provides an extremely 

discreet -method of sampling.. - It was used for this reason 

almost. exclusively inobtaining the necessary samples from 

the Balcony-Room at Dyrham. 

The most satisfactory all-round method of sampling has 

been found to be the use of an electrically powered dental 

'fisher' drill. Tungsten-carbide bits will cut easily through 

thick paint films, tim r,. and plastero, although with the for- 

mer two substances the burrs tend to become clogged fairly 

quickly necessitating frequent cleaning. Using such a drill 

itýis a simple matter to, isolate a small area of paint, per- 

haps-1/8 inch square from its-surroundings, taking the cut 

down into the ground material. A scalpel blade may then be 

inserted at, some depth below the-lowest layer of paint, 

plaster shearing off neatly when pressure is exerted, althoughý 

timber, requires more care in its detachment, best results 

being obtained by-the. application of pressure along the grain; 

but, inevitably,. it is not-always possible to avoid splitting 

the'sample, at aýweak point. As each sample is taken it must, 

of course, -. be separately labelled, and the location from which 

it has been taken recorded. 

-'Once removed from site#, ' the samples have to be mounted 

in clear, resin, ', Tirantils Embedding Resin having been found 

quite satisfactory. *-A rubber mould made from Silastic 9161 

RTV. -silicone rubber-containing-deep rectangular holes is 

first half, filled with-resin whichAs allowed to harden 

'(commonly"over a-, period'of 24., hours),. after which the samples 

"are-', laid modern--. face'down-on itscured upper surface, this 

being theconvention found to. -be. most convenient. Before 

completing the block by filling the upper half of the pould 

with resin, it is often necessary to secure samples having a 
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timberý. ground by-means of-a. spot of adhesive in order to 

prevent them floating to the-surface. Once the resin blocks 

have set, the sample numbers can be scratched onto the sur- 
face before removal; for grinding: to expose a clean cross- 

section, - and finatý. polishing. " 

The'cross-sections are Viewed. under the'-microscope by 

reflected lighe. i- Where-ordihary objectives corrected for 

use, wit]T a*cover slip"'&re usedi a'drop of white spirit is 

placed between-. the-upper,. surface. of the block and lower sur- 
face of th6, glass;, but with dark field metallurgical objec- 
tives, which-are much more efficient at. powers above lOx, a 
drop of odourless kerosene may be used without a cover slip. 
In examining-the samples. a number of features are-generally 
recognizable. Layers of dirt,.. for, example, may often be 

seen to separate successive--pairLt systems, although these 

are not, always-. present; - and. it-is, sometimes helpful to ensure 
that one. or more, samples, have-been taken from the upper sur- 
faces of flattish mouldings where, dust tends to accumulate 

and be rubbed into the. paint surface. Coats of varnish are 

also easily recognized# appearing as dark brown transparent 
layers, which will often fluoresce yellow when excited by blue 

light. In general, -. coloured; layers often represent finishesi, 

especially-where they contain'more. expensive pigments, since 
these had to be used'in-the-most"edonomical way possible and 
there was oftenlittle_point. during-ýthe eighteenth century in 

using, -for example, an expensive green as both undercoat and 
finish-where', a neutral grey would. -suffice as a ground. Where 
fugitive pigments,: wqre used, 4-these, will sometimes have faded 

near the surface, of a, finish exposed to light over a number 
of years; and finally, the high points of some surfaces may 

, be seen to-have been abraded-either by constant rubbing or 
in the course of preparation prior to redecoration. Distemper 
layers in-particular (often recognizable by their translucent 

. ý. -character, when viewed under the conditions described, and by 

the affinity of their size, medium for a stain such as 

methylene blue)'-often exhibit, -a-peculiarly pitted surface 
as. a. ý, result, of. having., been. washed-off with greater or less 

efficiency'-prior to. ýredecorationo 
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Such optical observation of the cross-section may often 

*2 

*3 

*4 

usefully be supplemented by identification of the pigments 

present in therdifferent layers. In some cases it is possible 

to carry, out chemicýLl*tests on the cross-section itself, the 

sodium-azide/ibdine test for sulphides, * for example, to- 

geth4r with the seiies of tests to distinguish white pigments 
described by A. D. Whitehead, * being suited to this; but gen- 

erally it is necessary to use separate samples of pigment. 

These, it has been found, are best obtained by cleaning down 

to the layer of interest"in situ, and then abrading particles 
from its surface into a suitable container. Those in a dis- 

temper medium may be ground in water and allowed to dry on a 

microscope slide for preliminary visual examination by trans- 

mitted light (generally at magnifications between 100 and Boo 

diameters), -but those in an oil or varnish medium have to be 

ground in acetone to'free them from it. Optical examination 

will often aliow positive-identification of a pigment, blues 

especially being fairly simple to separate by observation of 
their size, shape, colour, and optical activity in polarised 

'light. Others, however, notably the yellows, are more diffi- 

cult; and it is frequently necessary to resort to the chemical 

tesii tabulated by Joyce Plesters. * In general, however# it 

has not often been found*essential for purposes of the present 

study to carry out a complete analysis (for which, where mix- 

tures of'pigments - as is common in house-paints - are pres- 

ent, a scanning-electron microscope would have been of con- 

siderable assistance), although there can be no doubt that 

further information'bn colour-mixing practice would have been 

obtaited. It would also have been possible by means of gas 

chromatography to check on the non-aqueous mediums employed, 
but in only one case (that of the blue picking out in the 

Saloon at tho'Casino, Marino - Case Study 5) did this seem 

particularly worthwhile, and the help of the Scientific Depart- 

ment Of the Nationai'Gallery in this respect is gratefully 

acknowledged:. ý'ýork instead has concentrated on distinguish- 

ing the-firiishes in any-particular painting sequence and 

recording their colours, 'and analysis more or less restricted 
"tý"instances sach as the Drawing koom at Bolling Hall, Brad- 

ford'(Case Study 7), where it could aid this or provide other 
'informationýof specific interest. 
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The role. of the cross-section in allowing identification 

of the particular finish which is of interest has already 
been stressed, and the inaccuracy of the 'scrape' for this I 
purpose 

, 
emphasised.. 

- 
To illustrate thisl two instances should 

be cited, A few years agop, tlýe walls of the Music Room at 

Kedleston Hallg Derbyshire,., were redecorated in a deep pur- 

plish red on the basis of 'scrapes'; but a crpss-section 

taken in the. coxl; rse, of. the present study showed that beneath 

the layer: of red which these revealed lie at least five 

earlier layers of paint, including stone colours and greys. 

It is thus. quite clear that the red cannot have been the 

original colour. By contrast, 'scrapes' which had been 

carried out in the Hall At'Farnborough Hall, Warwickshire, 

were thought to in4icate, that a 'green-blue-grey' finish had 

been applied-over a 'very thin terracotta coloured surface' 
*5 which was. believed to be. a priming, coat. * Cross-sections 

made from samples showed, however, that the latter was the 

original and that the. qý. ey was, a subsequent scheme. This was 

clear for three main reasons. Firstly, at least five layers 

of white Jignored, by or invisible to those who did the 

'scrapes') lay between the terra cotta and the grey# which 

itself. consisted of at least three layers. A nine-coat 

scheme would have IDeen post unlikely. Secondly, the Iterra- 

pottal layer appeared to be in a distemper medium, and, 

instead of containing red ochre as would a red primer, con- 

tained a pinkish-red pigment. Thirdly, this could be seen to 

have faded near the surface on several samples, which argued 

that it had been qxpose4 Xo daylight over a significant length 

6 of time. Altogether, thereforer it was possible to conclude 

that the room had originally been pairtedin a pink distemper 

made lising. 4n organic red pigment (probably rose pink) which 
I 

had faded to. a dull terra, cotta. 

These examples demonstrate clearly the unreliable nature 

of the evidence provided by Iscrapes' and the need for samples 

to be examined by microscopy. Looking down the microscope# 

however, it is not possible to do more than observe the 

general nature of the colour. possessed by any particular 

layer and describe it as ', light, or 'dark', 'bright' or 
'dull', and so on., Pigment particles are often coarse and 

badly dispersed, so that the eye is not presented with a 
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homogenous colour-but a series of coloured spots within a 

white or, tinted matrix; and it is also virtually impossible 

to introduce comparative material into the field of view. 

Colour measurement ultimately depends, therefore, on expo- 

sure of a-small areaof-the layer of interest in situ, an 

operation-which-, it has; been found, is best carried out 

using a surgical scalpel (No. 1ý blade). ýVen then, however, 

-where an oil medium was used, measurement cannot be carried 

out directly, since oils yellow and discolour in darkness. 

Fortunately, exposure to ultra-violet light will reverse 

this, and it is easy to irradiate a small sample detached 

from the wall or ceiling for any period necessary. Daylight 

is perfectly adequate for the purpose, samples generally 

-stabilising within 1 to 4 weeks depending on the time of 

year and'amount of direct sunshine they receive. This pro- 

cedure will obviously also affect any fugitive pigments 

which'may be, present, so that in some instances it cannot 
be-used; -but'it is fortunately unnecessary in the case of 

-distemper samples where'-these were-most often employed. 

Once a sample has been exposed, detached from its ground, 

and any discolouration removed, its colour can be recorded 

either by comparison with a series of colour standards, or 
by means of a reflectance spectrometer. The set of stand- 

ards forming the Munsell Book of Colour are probably the most 

widely used for the-former technique, the matte series (the 

best for the present purpose) containing roughly 1150 chips. 

In-piactice it hAs'been found that a sample about ý inch 

square is adequate in-size for comparison %hth the standards, 
bearing in mind, both that'these are fairly coarsely graduated, 

-especially when considering off-whites, and that any value 

cited will'almost inevitably be an approximation even where 

interpolation-between standards is attempted. The reflect- 

ance-speCtrometer will, on the other hand, provide an accur- 

ately defined spectral curve, but this is much less immedi- 

ately useful for present purposes than a standard whose 

colour can immediately be appreciated. It may, furthermore, 

be questioned whether the enhanced accuracy of the spectro- 

meter is material. Not only is it possible that the bleach- 

ing of an oil medium by exposure to UV will have given the 

oil-a. greater whiteness than it originally possessed, but 

750 
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it must also be borne in-mind that, prior to repainting a 

, paint layer may-well have-changecl-its original colour for 

many other, ýjreasons. Its surface will have become soiled 
by dust or. smoke; it may, have., -been abraded# causing the 

undercoat to. show throughl-, oil paint-, layers become more 
transparent--withithd passage-of: -ýtime with the same effect; 

pigments such as'white lead and vermilion darken through 

chemical action,; the first. -forming. a black lead sulphide, 
and the second reVerting, to a black form of oxide; other 
pigmepts discolour in various ways, Prussian bluey for 

exampler going brown in alkaline conditions; and finally, 

many pigments-are fugitive and lose their colour on exposure 
to light. In almost all instances, therefore, the colour 
beingmeasured will notrepresent the original colour of the 

paint,: and will at best only gýve, a close indication of its 

appearance when new. The samples illustrated in a number of 

the. Case. Studies below should-therefore be seen in this lights, 

and, -whilst giving the most. accurate impression possible of 

the colour schemes in which they played a part, should not 

necessarily be taken as absolutes. 

In the Case Studies and Additiopal Studies which followe 

the schedules of samples are bound Immediately preceding the 

sample location. drawings amongst the.. illustrations. It 

should also be noted that theý. studi. es are ýLrranged in chron- 

ological order of the interiQrs rather than by the date order 

of this investigation. The styleof presentation is accord- 
ingly uneven, and"taie. earlier-studies (especially the first 

two rooms to Jbe tackled, ý-the Old.: Dr4wing Room and Breakfast 

Room at Pitzhanger Manor - Case Studies Nos. 6 and 9 res- 

pectively). reflect the tentative nature of first essays in 

the examination of paint-samples. It was, however, felt 

important to xetain this in. order--ýq show how certainty of 
interpretation grew with experienqq. 

'I. 
- 
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Case_studies 1. TM Balcony Room, Dyrham Park, Gloucestershire (now 

Avon), 1694 (samples taken February 1977). 

*Fig. 33 The Balcony ]Room at Dyrham Park* occupies the centre 

- three bays on the first floor of the west front. William 

'Blathwaytt thL-n Clerk'of the Privy Council, came into pos- 

session of: the Tudor house on the death of his father-in-law 

in 1688, when the building seems to have been in poor condi- 
tion. Within four years he had-commenced construction of 
the new west wing against the west wall of the original 
Great Hall, which still survives; and later, between 1698 

and 1705, he erected a second wing on the east side of the 

Great Hall to the-designs of William Talman. An exception- 

ally full series of letters and accounts concerning these 

projects is preserved at the Gloucester Record Office showing 
the earlier work to have been completed in 1694 to the designs 

of the -archit, 6ct Samuel Hauduroy. The staircase in this wing 
lies to the north of the central Entrance Hall, and the Bal- 

conyýRoom, forming the Ante-chamber in what may have been 

intended as a state apartment, is situated over this. Beyond 
it lie the Tapestry Bed Chamber, which also survives in 

identifiable'form, and a series of rooms including a Japan 

closet which are now altered beyond recognition. 

The panelling of the-Balcony Room was executed by Robert 

*6 Barker of Lond6n, * and the plaster ceiling by Thomas Porter 

*7, who charged Elo 17s. 6d., for-326 ft 4 ins of work. * It 

seems unlikely that this-ceiling has survived since only 

-approximately 200 ft, of moulding are contained in the pres- 

ent pl&sferwork. A 'Mr Hauduroy', possibly Mark Anthony 

Hauduroy, who was later responsible for paintwork at Knole, 

*8 in Kent, and who was the son or brother of the architect, * 

was employed in painting the house as then completed. His 

account-toci'is preserved at-the Gloucester Record Officelt 

and althoughýthis is undated it seems virtually certain that 

`he'cbxried out the work in--1694-since among other references 

to-'MrHauaur'oyl in'the vouchers for that year are two which 

xeadi-ý- 

To Monsieur Hauduroy to'buy'Oile 
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t 'To Mr Buttler uppon Mr Hauduroy's att for his work, 
*10 ye Colours y 

t, 
wer ýý-lefp. by his Master'. * 

The account itself, phqws that umber colour, cedar colour, 

cream. colourp walnut,, colqUrs, wainscot colour and princes- 

wood colour were-used in. the house; whilst the, item. for 

the Balcony Room itself reads: 

'The, Balcony Roome-225. yards &1 foote marble 
Colour at ye yard 33--15--041 

The measurement was, however,,. found to be incorrect, and a 

note"in't, he same bundle headed 'The Alteration of ye measure 

of Mr Hauduroy's work, uppon ye review of it... I records: 

'The measure of ye Paýnting. of y 

Balcony Roome amounts to 147 yards Esd 
s 

which at 3 ye yard come-sIto, 22--ol--ool 

Immediately following the painting item in the account is 

an entry-, 

Iffor laying 19-9-B. ookes of Gold at 2s ye Booke 19--18--001 

The price of 3s. per yard for painting shows the special 

position the. room occupiedin the house# the 'marble colourl 

provided in, the-summer house costing only ls. per yard, the 

same price as that given by Neye in 1703 for 'ordinary Marble- 

colour if on new Stuffl. *,. In-addition to its obvious archi- 
tectural importancei the-Balcony ýoom is thus seen clearly 

as having been provided with a scheme of decoration excep- 

tional ly rich in conception and, accordingly of particular 
interest to the present study. 

Modern writers, howeverv had accepted the present grained 
*Fig. 33 finish in the room* as original. Margaret Jourdain instanced 

it as - an example . of ; the most pleasing type of graining which 
*12 she believed, was produced by "e use of bullock's blood; * 

whilst John Fowler and John Cornforth comment that although 

much darkened the original scheme survives, providing an 

. excellent illustration. of, the., balance of colour employed at 
*13 the end of the seventeenth, century. * It is also important 
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to recognise that-the, photograph of the room taken about 

*14 +15 1909* and published by Stratton in 1920+ shows a fireplace 

different from that present today, so that no significance 

can be attached to. the red colour of the marble. As already 

mentioned toor, the ceiling is most unlikely to be the orig- 

inal;. bqt, it is probably safe to assume this was whitened, 

. no oil item appearing in, Hauduroy's account, whilst a large 

general item for 712 yards of 'whitening' at 2d. per yard 

*16 appears in Porter's bill. * 

Curiosity aboutthe room was aroused by three factors. 

in the first place, although it was quite clear from cursory 

examination that beneath this present darkened surface the 

pilasters had originally been painted in imitation of por- 

phyry, Hauduroy's account is quite specific about the 

finishes used in the different rooms, and it seemed unlikely 
thathe would, have described the Balcony Room as being 

painted 'marble colourl. had large areas been grained in 

imitation of walnut. Secondly, on the grained areas certain 
features could be discerned in a raking light which were un- 

related to the present graining pattern; and thirdly, it was 

clear much.. of the. gold presently visible is gold paint 

raisipg. the question as to whether this represents an added 

embellishment ora replacement of earlier gilding. Accord- 

ingly a series. of paint samples was taken for microscopic 

*Fig. 168 examination, their locations being shown on the drawing* and 
described in the accompanying schedule. Sampling presented 

a particular problem since the room had the reputation of 

being an untouched example of original seventeenth-century 

paintwork in good condition and is moreover open to the pub- 

lic. 'Discretion was..,. therefore of parar4ount importance, and 

it was. Aecessary to look for areas already damaged and to 

restrict the number of samples taken to the bare minimum. 

Where, possible, however, samples were taken from points at 

which the obscured-features referred to above could be dis- 

cerned. - 

Sampling was therefore preceded by a careful examination 

of-the, present paint surface. This showed firstly that three 

types of gildi; lg. were in-fact present; that of the entabla- 

ture.. and, capitals, which had the appearance of being original 
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(this was confirmed by thb-cross-se6tions later taken); 

the gold paint on-thd-panelepilaster, and door mouldings; 

andthe obviotiýly new gold leaf on'the architraves and 

picture frames, which, could be seen to overlie gold paint. 
Secondly* beneath theýgrainingj three different groups of 

surface'features-coUlcT-be, di's6brned: the 'porphyry' areas 
(entablaCture, pilaitersi dado rdill pedestalsl skirting 

cyMa, and lar4e-panel:, mouldings)'were obvious because of 
their heavy spotting, ' Vhilst a fairly recent, anonymously 

executed 'scrape' on one of the pilasters gave a clear indi- 

cation of its original appearance. With the exception of 
the vertical face of the skirting, which had none# all other 

areas sh6wed the presence of thickly applied streaks rather 
than spots. - Two main questidns had therefore to be answered: 
(i) did the gold paint overlie earlier gilding in all cases; 

and (ii) on the assumption that the present graining was found 

to overlie an earlier finish, what was underneathl and were 
the veined areas, differehtiated'from each other in any way? 

Interpretation--of'-the layers-making up the cross-sections 

wasý not-At first obvious. On*the assumption, however, that 

the original gilding would, define., the upper limits of the 

earlidst paint finishes, attention was first given to samples 

from the areas of gilding dnd-gold paint. No. 8, from the 
*Fig. 169 entablature, *'presented the-simplest sequence of layers. 

Zone'A was seen to c6nsise of two layers of coarse 

white, the lower fai'rly dense in texture, the upper 

more transparent. 

Zone B, orange/red in appearance, was made up of coarse 

and fine-red pigment together with particles of. blackj 

browrij and yellow. 
1, 

ZoneýX consisted of'a yellow layer containing coarse 

yellow and white pigmentsi on-the surface of which was 

a layer of gold leaf. 
-- 

"0. " 

It seemed-reasonable, t6"assume, *theirefore, that this sample 

showed an'untouchedareaof the red-'porphyry' ground. which 

could be seen-in adjoining areas, upon which had been applied 
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*17 

*Fig. 170 

a gold-size similar to thatdescribed by John Smith* 

followed by the gold leaf. The absence of any dirt layer 

between zones B and X, taken with the known use of gilding 

in the room from Hauduroyks account was taken to show con- 

clusively-that, this sbLmple represented the original gilding 

system. . .1 1- 

Sample 7 from the door-architraye* was next examined. 
Zones A, -Bl-and X could be easily discerned, followed by: 

Zone Y., which consisted of a layer of brownish trans- 

parent varnish upon which was a thick layer of gold 

coloured flakes, 'undoubtedly the gold paint seen else- 

where in theroom. 

Zone Z above it consisted of a layer of greenish trans- 

parent varnish, the upper half of which contained yellow 
pigment together-with a small quantity of blue-green and 

-red particles. On the surface of this was a layer of 
gold leaf. - 

Comparison was then made-with samples from other areas of 

-the room. --Zones'X and Y were present on Nos. 13,16,19, 

21,24, *25,26,30,34, and 37, ' but although X was presentp 
Twas missing on Nos. 11,27,29, and 39 as mounted, having 
become detached in imbedding although clearly present when 
in situ in the room. Thegold leaf was missing from zone X 

on sample 31, but the layer-of gold size was clearly visible. 
It is thus clear that the. goldpaint and regilding seen in 

the room today-follow the original scheme. 

On all these samplesr zone X was applied directly to 

the porphyry ground (Zone B) with the exception of No. 30 

where a white layer (Zone BI - described below) representing 

one of the white, spots-on-the-porphyry was also present, and 

Nos, 13, -16, --34# and 37-from, the non-porphyry areas, where 

it was'applied"to zone C4-. (also described below). on No. 19 

zone C, overlaidzone B showing the-porphyry areas were the 

f irst to be execaited.: 

I 

On samples 24,25, and 26 the gold paint system (Zone Y) 
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was separated from the, original gilding (Zonei'X) by the 

later graining layers (Zone E- described below) and a 

superimposed coat of white containing yellow, red, and black 

pigment, clearly intended as a buffer coat prior to applica- 
tion of the gold paint on-, these areas,, which must have 

*Fig. 171 become splashed when the graining was executed. sample 25* 

illustrates this, the white layer being denominated as 
Zone'F, and it may be concluded that the gold paint is either 

contemporary with the graining, or executed at some subse- 

quent date. The former, however, seems more likely or more 

care would have been taken with the graining. 

With the information obtained by consideration of the 

gilded samples it was comparatively straightforward to estab- 
lish the upper limit of the porphyry finish, and to ascertain 

whether the ungilded areas had been varnished or had received 
*Fig. 172 further, contemporary glazes. on sample 10, from the pilaster, * 

Zones A and B could. readily be distinguished together with 
the dense white spot Ahere-denominated Zone B') applied to 

the red ground in imitation of the markings in porphyry. 
Upoh thisp however, lay a series of superimposed layers not 

present on the gilded s4MPles, in particular on No. 30. 
*Fig. 173 

_These could be better distinguished-on sample 17* (from one 

of the non-porphyry areas), and on this sample and Nos. 15 

and 18 (also from non-porphyry areas) are# moreoever, separ- 

ated from the underlying-zone (in,. these cases Zone C, which 

will be described below), by a clear-dirt layer. These super- 
imposed layers form Zone E and are clearly seen as a later 

graining systemp consisting, of a. coarse coat of translucent 

white followed by a-translucent-yellowish ground containing 
black and dull red pigment. Upon this lies a layer of var- 

nish and a brown glazing coat containing red and black pig- 

ment-overlaid by a second coat of varnish. The presence of 
the. first-. coat, of varnish is curious, and indeed on some 

samples this zone apppars in, a fragmentary form. Neverthe- 

less the, last-three layers are always present. It may thus 

be concluded that-zones, B plus B, ' and zone C represent the 

original finishesý,. and thatIthese were not varnished when 
the room was first completedý 
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- Samples 20-and 28 from the large panel frame and dado, 

moulding are consis: tent with sample 10. 

*Fig. 174 

*Fig. 175 

*Fig; 176 

Turning now'to the samples taken from the non-porphyry 

aread-all showed Zone A as already described for sample B. 

The overlying finisFr-represanted by zone C however, appeared 

in various forms representing combinations of at least four 

different layers. Considering first sample 36, * Zone C 

consisted only of, 

Layer 
_(a),, 

appearing as a coat of bright pink colour 

containing coarse white, fine red, and fine crimson 

pigment. 

Sample 18, * however, showed two coats, the first, 

'Layer (b), 'in the-form of patches of grey containing 

--coarse white and fine'black pigment, upon which was 

superimposed 

jaer of a very pale pink colour containing coarse 

white and-fine red-Pigment with a minute admixture of 

coarse red particles. - It will be remembered that in 

sampling-a point was, made of taking samples from 

points at which surface features could be discerned, 

and this layer is clearly therefore a light coloured 

vein applied to complete the finish. 

The layers of sample 23 are, much less distinct, but almost 

certainly show layer (d) alone, whilst No. 33 shows layer 

(a) overlaid by layer (b) and a distinct dirt line. 

Immediately above Zone A on sample 35* is 

., Layer (c), seen as a dull pink containing coarse white 

togeýfier with fine red and black pigments above which 

already described. 

'-Sambl: eS l5', A7*'P'*ana-22_mýtCh'this precisely, as do Nos. 13, 

16,34, and 37 on which the gilding (Zone X) is superimposed. 

Sampie 12 is also comparable-with No. 35, but seems to show 
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a slightly different dull-pink applied to the surface 

of, layer. (c) suggesting further, colours may have been 

employed. This suggestion. is borne out by sample 14 

. where. 14yer (c) appears. to be. rather. more purple in colour-. 
As with sample 19 already mentioned, this overlies Zone B 

(the porphyry ground). presumably. splashed from the adjoin- 
ing pilaster in-pachcase. 

-Unfortunately the samples taken 

from the. doorstile and, panel (Nog. 38 and 40 respectively) 

are indistinct, but are almost certainly related to the 

samples already described. 

Careful consideration-of these samples suggests they 

represent a single variety of orange-pink marble, since no 

consistent pattern emerges when they are correlated with 

the areas from which they were, taken, making it unlikely 

that the panel grounds, margins and stiles were differenti- 

ate4-. Mzýny more samples than the condition of the room 

allows would be necessary to make certain of this, and in 

any case it would be necessary to expose areas of the 

original finish in sitU to gain an accurate idea of their 

original effect, Nevertheless the samples do show conclu- 

sively, that, even should any such differentiation be present# 
the non-porphyry areas were very similar tonally, and stood 
in considerable contrast to. the porphyry elements. 

Lastly, the-samples from, the skirting and architrave 
*Fig. 177 plinth (Nos. 32* and 41 respectively) remain to be consid- 

ered. Here a rather different paint system from elsewhere 
in the room seems. to have, been employed, consisting of two 

coats. ., I 

Zone D comprising them has the lower layer made up of 

coarse-white, with black, yellow, and red pigment 

appearing as a pinkish off white; whilst the upper 

layer appears as a greyish white containing coarse 

white, with blackf, Xellow, and dull orange-red pigment. 

This is separated, by a distinct dirt line from Zone E 

already described# appearing here as an off white layer 

-with.,, two superimposed brown graining glazes. 

some doubt,. must be, expressed that Zone D is in fact the 
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*Fig. -34 

original finish since it seems unlikely that such a light 

tolour would have been employed in the context of the scheme 

of decoration revealed by the investigation set out above. 

However, not only did surface examination fail to discover 

any veining or spotting on the-skirting at any point in the 

room,,. but both-samples- are-precisely similar, and the dirt 

layer separating Zones D and E suggests strongly that Zone D 

.. is contemporary--with-, the original scheme as represented by 

Zones A, B, and C. The alternative can only be that the 

skirtinj and architrave plinth were completely renewed at 

an unknown date, but even so, at one stage it is certain a 

pale g reyish off-white skirting must have been present in the 

room, and this fits better with the original marbling scheme 
than with the secondary graining. 

-A reconstruction of the original marbling scheme based 

on this'investigati6n has already been illustrated. * This 

shows clearly the difference between it and the appearance 

of the room today,, and its significance has been discussed 

in Chapter IV. The various stages of the painting process 
may finally be su=arised-as follows. 

1694 Room painted out in two coats of white Zone A 

Ground of porphyry elements executed Zone B 

Orange-pink'marbling carried out with Zone C 

coldurs in followingorder: 

. (a) 'bright pink 
'(b) 

'(c) dull'*pink 

other colours- 
(d) -pinkish white veins 

The presence of the porphyry 'spotting' Zone BI 

visible in some areas on the marble suggests 

this-was the last to be applied. 

No information orr ýoint at which skirting Zone D 

wa6, painted. ' 

Gilding Zone X 

At an unknown date room grained Zone E 

Touching up, ln'gold paint lon white buffer coat Zone F 

wheie necessary) probably-associated with graining Zone Y 

Regilding of architraves, (modern) Zone Z 
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2ý, The former Servants', Hall, Boughton House? Northampton- 

shire, c. 1700 (samples taken March and may 1977). 

Accounts for work carried out at Boughton House by the 
I 

first Puke of,. Montagu duringthe closing years of the seven- 
teenth century are, sýtill preserved at the house in three 

folio. volumes...,; ýmongst, them-is,, pL group of painters' accounts 

which includes a, series. of items headed 'Painters work done 
for His-Grace the Duke. of-, Montagu at his house at Boughton 

*18 in Northtonshire-. per John Dandridge'. * There is also a loose 

letter dated 7th April 1712 to Dandridge scheduling inaccur- 

acies in his bill-,, and addressed to him at his house in Fetter 

*19 Lane, London. *. Although each item in Dandridge's account is 

related to a specific room or. -apartment, many of the names 

given for these have been lost over the years making precise 
identification of their situations in the house difficult 

today. Refe; ences, to the various garrets are fairly clear# 
but only one apartmqqt maylýe ýqcated with reasonable cer- 

tainty from an item for paýnting: 'In the West pavillion or 
*20 Lady SAndwiches Apartm t 1. * Unfortunately, this suite of rooms 

today presents polished oak wainscoting, and moreover contains 

almost twice the superficial area mentioned as painted in the 

account. 

- At the house,. however,.. ip a series of scale plans dated 

1746 showing the 
. 
'Parlour story', 'Second story', and 'Third 

story' (in conventional, inodern terminology the ground, first, 

and second floors)#. -together with another undated plan of the 

ground floor. From; the different arrangement it shows of 

rooms at the east. end of the arcade running along the north 
front the latter seems to be of earlier date, since the 1746 

plans show the present layout. Certain-room names are given 

on this drawing allowing positive identification of the 
Figs. 178,179 Servants' Hall, * which, as the most interesting room of those 

identifiable by this: means, was accordingly selected for sampl- 
ing and detailed examination. The relevant item in Dandridge's 

account reads: 

'In The-Servants. flall 
t 94, vards 5, f ., twice done at 6 i: )r vd 02 07 3 

large lights at 6ý each. , 00 02 061. 
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It Is followed by, another item: 

*21 

*22 

*Table (Vii) 

*Fig. 

*Fig. ' '180 

/ 

'in The passage Next Ye Servants Hall 

553% yards twice done at 6ý per yard Ol 7 91. * 

The number of windows mentioned together with yardages in 

both cases-tally precisely with the extent of softwood 

panelling in the spaces today, making identification a 

certainty. 

Few colours are mentioned in the Boughton accounts, 

but the'iates per yard indicate these were not out of the 

ordinary and may be compared with the price for 'Sad Stone 

colour twice done at 6dI in-John Underwood's account for 

painting at Ditton Park in the same volume#* besides the 

other rates given in price books of the period and considered 

in Chapter II. * It would seem probable, therefore, that a 

stone or timber colour was used in these rooms. 

The-locations from which paint samples were taken are 

shown on the drawing* and described in the schedule. Leaving 

aside the samples from the chimney projectionr the cross- 

sections of those from elsewhere in the room show five dif- 

ferent-paint zones, although the complete sequence was only 

present on'sample 21 from the cornice. * 

Zone-A appears orange-yellow in colour under the micro- 

scope, and is made up from coarse yellow, white, red, 

and black pigments. Its upper surface is distinguished 

on many samples by a. broken dirt layer. 

Zone B is similar, but contains much more white, less 

red, and some particles of brown pigment. It is over- 

laid consistently. -by a. layer of dirt. 

ZoneýC is a very thin layer. of transparent paint con- 

-taining bright red pigment and must undoubtedly be a 

variety of priming. coat.., 

--Zone D, c6ntains two rather translucent grey-green. layers 

(the -lower appearing slightly darker on some samples) 
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which are made up from fine yellow and black pigments 

with a quantity of red and coarse white particles. 

Zone E, which is similar,, ýis separated from Zone D 

by a layer of dirt. 

It will be remembered the accovnts-indicate that two coats 

were applied.; Although none of, the specimens examined gives 

any indication that two layers are present in Zone Ap exper- 

ience suggests that it is frequently impossible to distin- 

guish precisely, similar coats. applied within a day or so 

of each other; and the presence of the dirt on its upper 

surface makes it certain that Zone A is the original finish. 

Accordingly a small area of this was prepared for comparison 

with the Munsell standards, the closest match being with 

5 YR 4/6. 

The--paintwork-in the room today-is in extremely poor 

condition, and with only three repaints in the course of 

the. last two-and-three-quarter centuries it is not surprising 

that not all samples, show-the complete series of zones des- 

cribed above. The layers present. in each case are shown on 

the sample schedule (facing fig. 178), and in this context 

the use of a primer (Zone C) prior to application of Zone D 

is not surprising. As the table shows, however, -(? nly sample 

25, from one of the large panels, lacks the lower three zones 

entirely; but on the analogy-of the door and dado panels 

there can be no doubt this-was-painted uniformly with the 

remainder, a supposition confirmed by sample 17 from a simi- 

lar panel in the passage adjoining. No. 18 is from the dado 

panel'below, and both show an identical Zone A to that in the 

Hall. 

Turning now to the g; amples taken from the projecting 

chimney breast which reveal a different sequence of zonest 

only sample 43 from the cyma of the bolection moulding of 

one of the, panels shows any traces of Zone A. Here the 

paintwork, seems to have suffered from the heat from the 

fire, and is in particularly poor condition, many areas 
being. devoid of paint altogether. However, the trace of 

Zone. -A-on. sampleA3 indicates that the panelling is of a 
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piece with-the remainder of the room, and in the first 

instance was painted in with it. The upper layers, however, 

are totally different from those already described showing 

a-layer of - %ýhite followed by a series of zones containing 

coarse black'and yellow pigments. It is apparent therefore 

it a-later date-;: this element of the room was painted 

differentl)? from the-reanainder, although no cross-reference 

is-possible'with-the other samples from the room, and whether 

this was done at a comparatively early stage remains unclear. 

Amongst the accounts-r' however, is an item for painting six 

*23 chimneypieces stone colour at a cost of El 10s., * suggesting 

average areas of 6-or 7 square yards, a figure not widely 

removed from that of roughly'5 contained in the present 

example. It may be 'suggested, therefore, that disfigurement 

of the paint on the Chimneypiece from the effects of the fire 

made its redecoration more frequent than the paintwork else- 

where, and that here and 'elsewhere in the house it soon 

became treated 'as a distinct part of the room. 

The plaster above cornice level would almost undoubtedly 
havd been simply whitened, and a reconstruction of the orig- 

inal decoraiive'scheme on-this basis has already been 

*Fig. 37 illustrated. * 

. ;. t 
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3. The Cabinetr Houghton Hall, Norfolk, c. 1730 

(Samples taken'Aucjust'1977). 

Houghton was built between, 1722 and 1735 to the designs 

of Colen, Campbell, later altered by. james Gibbs; but William 

*24 Kent was responsible for the interior decorations. * Inter- 

est in the interiorsýwaa aroused by the description which 

Mrs, Powys made following her, virit,. in 1756: 

'the fitting up and furniture very superb; and the 

cornishes and mouldings of all the apartments being 

gilt, it makes the whole what. I call magnificently 

glaringly, more especially as the rooms are, instead 

. of, white, painted., d4rk green-olive; but this most 
*25 likely will be soon altered. '* 

A full description of the picture collection was given by 

Horace Walpole in his Aedes Walpolianae first published in 
1 

1747, where he. also mentioned the fabrics with which the 

walls of the various rooms were hung. In particular, he 

noted that two, the Cabinet and 'Carlo Marat' Rooms,, were 

hung, with. greeA velveý-;. whilst the Saloon was hung with 

crimson velvet, the Drawing. RoQr4 with yellow caffoy, and 

other rooms with tapestry. The Library and Little Bed- 

chamber,, on the other handr were furnished with mahogany 
*26 wainscots. * Together with the Staircase, which was painted 

by Kent in chiaroscuro, the Hallp whose walls of natural 

stone survive, and the Dining Room# one wall of which is 

entirely faced with marble# these account for almost the 

whole of the piano nobile, and it seemed likely, therefore,, 

that Mrs. Powys was recording that such elements as the 

dados and cornices were painted olive green (the doors and 

doorcases in the majority of the rooms are of mahogany). 

Her seeming suggestion that white paint would probably soon 

be substituted was also of considerable interest as a comment 

on changing taste, and it was decided to take paint samples 
from a single room, the Cabinet, to ascertain its original 

colour scheme and subsequent decorative history. 

The Cabinet occupies the extreme north-east coriýer of 
*Fig. 181 the. piano nobile. * Beneath Kent's ceiling#-which is decorated 
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*27 

*FigsO-181,182 

*Figs. 48,58. -, 
59,60 

*Fig. 183 

with gilded and coloured arabesque on cream and pale blue 

grounds, the room Is today painted white and hung with a 

chinese wallpaper having a blue ground. The architectural 

enrichments and certain mouldings are lavishly gilt. This 

-scheme was certainly in existence in the earlier part of 

this century,, although the photograph published by Arthur 

Stratton-in,, 1920* shows the skirting painted a dark colour. 

In this instance, as. in the Balcony Room at Dyrham, it was 

not considered desirable to take a full series of paint 

samples, since. there seemed a fair chance that the gilding 

was original; and the number was therefore limited to those 

shown, on the drawings* and described in the schedule. The 

locations from which they were taken were, however, carefully 

chosen in order. to give a-good picture of any scheme which 

underlay the present paint surface. Perhaps surprisingly,, 
there was no-trace of olive green on any of the samples; and 
it-was possible to show that the gilding on the main archi- 

tectural elements is all original, that the white paint is 

contemporary, and that--the skirting was originally dark in 

tone., This. scheme and details showing the gilding have 

already been illustrated in Part Two of this study. * 

Sample 16 from the base of one of the shells in the 

shows immediately on the surface of the plaster a 

,, -layer (a) which is almost pertainly a primer containing red 

--pigment. Above-it is a-layer (b) of white containing coarse 

-:; ý-; -translucent particles followed by a finer layer of white (c). 

ý-This is followed by-, a layer of gold-size with gold leaf on 

t-its surface (d). Samples 15 and 18 from the ground of the 

frieze and one of the cornice mouldings are similar, but lack 

-layer '(d); whilst sample 1 from the bed of one of the ceiling 

panels (taken, from, the margin of an area of loss) also shows 
layers (a) to. (C) inclusive, with an additional layer of pale 
blue (d9 which forms the ground to the coloured arabesque. 

it may be concludedi thereforet that (c) represents the 

original white finish to which the gilding and paintings by 

Kent. were applied. 

*Fig. 184 Turning to the-samples from the joineryp No. 20* is 

typical. On the surface of the wood cells is firstly, a layer 

(al), containing red; blackj and white pigments. This corres- 
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onds to (a) on the samples from the plaster, and is present 

on sample 17 from the architrave of the entablaturej which 

shows layers (b) and -(c) above it. It seems clear# there- 

fore, that it too was a, primer. Above are three layers of 

white, the first of which seems identical with (b), the 

third of which. is probably (c), ýsince. (d) overlies it, 

whilst'the intermediate white shares the character of (b) 

and (c) and is-lettered Abl). This. may also be seen on 

samplesA, -'5, -6, --7,9, and ll,.. but cannot be distinguished 

on 3,8,10, - 12, or'19 although -it is probably present. 

Layer--(d), the gilding, is to be found on samples 5,6,9, 

11, and'12. Samples 3,4,7,11, and 19 show an additional 
layer of white (e) 'on the surface of (c) or (d), shown by 

the presence of a layer of dir-t-beneath it to be a later 

touching up or partial repainting. 

Sample, 22 from, one of the'. gilded ornaments of the door 

architrave shows a layer of white containing yellowi red, 

and black pigments, probably intended as a primer, followed 

by layer, '(d). Sample 21 is consistent with this, although 

the layers are disrupted. Curiously# sample 14 from the 

gilded enriched roll moulding either side of the chimney- 

piece shows a layer-of-dirt on-the surface of layer (c), 

which in itself appears partially discoloured. Above is a 

layer of-pinkish whiteunlike anything found on any of the 

other samples,, containing, finely divided red pigment, the- 

gold-size-and leaf.. lyingon. thec,, surface of this. It seems 
likely, therefore, 'that this gilding is of subsequent date to 

that on the main, architectural. eleraents. Traces of layer 

(e) appearm its surface, however; and the same three dec- 

orative phases may be found on sample 13 from one of the 

white areas of the same moulding, layers (a) to (c) being 

succeeded by a layer of dirt and another white, followed by 

a further dirt layer and (e). 

*Fig. 185 Finally, sample 2, from the skirting, * may be described. 

On the surface of-the timber,... layer'(a) may be seen, but 

here it is followed by a layer of yellow-brown M contain- 
ing yellow, ifine red, ý and black pigments. It is possible 
thatýa line of black pigment on its surface represents a 

graining or marbling glaze,. especially since it was finished 
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with a- layer -of -varnish (g) . To clarify this it would 

have been necessary to expose a small area of (f) and (g) 

in situ, but this was impossible without damage to the 

existing white decoration. The important fact, however, 

is that the skirting was dark. Layer (g) was succeeded 

by'a layer of brown (h) made using fine red, yellow, and 

black pigments, and-ultimately by a layer or layers of white 

similar to (e). 

To sum up, the original scheme was of white above a 

dark skirting fascia. The dado, doors, doorcases, and the 

entablature were lavishly gilded, and there can be little 

doubt this treatment was exterided to the ceiling mouldings. 

The ceiling itself was embellished with the arabesque 

already described, and the walls were hung with green velvet. 

Whether Mrs. Powys was mistakenly remembering this as green 

paint when writing up her diary is not clear, but it seems 

on balance more likely than that the other rooms on the 

piano nobile were painted differently from the Cabinet. 
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4. The Vestibule of the Casino at Marino, Clontarf, 

Dublin, c. 1770 (sa! 221es taken July 1979). 

The Casino was apparently in course of construction by 

late 1758 when its architect# Sir.. William Chambersj was pre- 

paring the text1for his Treatise on Civil Architecture pub- 
*28 lished the following year. *. It wasprobably 6ompleted by 

about 1771, when he was in, corrpspondence with the Earl of 
*29 Charlemont over the exterior sculpture and chimney-vases. * 

Although the design.. was, hi! sý, it appears that Chambers never 

visited the building during the course of its construction 

and interior decoration, 4nd in 1767 he wrote to the Earl 

expressing regret that there was 

Ino person in Ireland to rely on for fixing the tints 

of the painting, as there is no possibility of sending 

patterns over unaltered the. Want of air always making 

a Very considerable " alýeratiQn in the Colours before 

*30 they arrive in Dublin.. * 

Tw6 years later he gave written advice on alternative ways 
*31 of painting the Saloon in blue; * but correspondence over a 

green and purple scheme for a room in 1775-almost certainly 
*32 relates to another building. * 

Although Chambers submitted an. account in 1777 for 

'Drawings & Directions for painting the Vestibule of the 

Casino' which he had provided in 1773# the following item 

was for the same service in 'the Antiroom of the library' 

and it therefore seems likely that both related to Marino 
*33 Lodge (now demolished) rather than the Casino. * In the same 

way a suggestion in the Irish Times for 16th September 1886 
that certain chiaroscuros by Cipriani, which were then at 
Roxborough, had been removed from the vestibule of the Casino 

seems suspect; and the evidence of the paint samples has 

*Fig. 186 tended to confirm this. These indicate that the room, * pre- 

paring the visitor for the splendours of the Saloon, was 
treated in an extremely simple manner, a slightly greyed 

white (oil on the joinery, distemper on the plaster) being 

used throughout. This would have furthered in an extremely 

satisfactory way the architectural requirement for the room 
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*34 

*Figs. 187l 
188,189 

*Fig. 190 

to modulate from the exterior scale of the building to that 

of the interior in an unobtrusive and subtle manner, without 

the distractions resulting from an immediate introduction of 

colour. 

The repairs. carried out by H. G. Leask in the 1930s, 

when the building was taken into the guardianship of the 

Commissio4ers of Public Works, seem only to have been con- 

cerned, with the repair of timbers supporting the ceiling, 

and are not, therefore, material to the present investiga- 

tion. * For this a total of ninety-five samples was taken 

from the locations'shown on the drawings* and described in 

the schedule. Those from the. joinery (70 to 94, excluding 
89, inclusive). will-first be described. 

Sample 85, from-the upper surface of the chair rail, * 

gave the clearest ipformation about the lowest layers. 

Immediately on-the-surface of the timber is a layer of off- 

white-(a) translucent in appearance under the microscope, 

containing a small quantity of black and red pigments. 

Above this is a layer of greyish colour (b) containing a 

small quantity of black, and three layers of white (c), 

(d), and (e) all having the addition of a very small pro- 

portion of fine. black pigment. The uppermost shows a marked 
layer. of dirt on its surface showing it clearly to have been 

a finish. Small translucent lines on layers (b) and W 

could-either represent splashing of distemper from the wall 

above during the course of decoration or layers of clearcole, 
but since they-appear on few other samples the former seems 

more-likely. 

The layers so far described are succeeded by another 

similar layer of white (f), on the surface of which is a 
layer of. traaslucent dark grey (g) seen on sample 93 to con- 

tain bright. red and black pigments. Above this is a bluish 

white (h) stained with black and-, a blue pigment (which has 

the typical appearance of French ultramarine, first intro- 

duced about, 1$30). arkd another blued white M on the surface 

of--which is a pronoýmded dirt layer. Above this is another 

-whitý.. (J), containir%g. black and orange-brown, followed. by a 

layer-of grey (k)-containing black and red pigments. 
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- The otherýjoinery 'samples are consistent with this, 

except that,. layer (a) only appears on Nos. 84 and 92, and 

sample 94 as mounted lacked all layers above (e). Alsol 

Nos. 78,87, and 93 showed an additional layer (fl) on the 

surface of M containing black, dull yellow, and coarse 

white, whichs-from'a'ýsmall'area exposed in situ may have 

represented a scheme: of dull gold-like picking out in one 

of the later redbdorations; whilst"No. 90 had a splash of 
the modern cream-distemper from the walls on its upper surface. 

It is clear, therefore, that the joinery Of the Vesti- 

-bule was originally finished in an almost pure white to 

which-a. very-small proportion of black pigment may have been 

added in accordance with late eighteenth-century practice 

to correct any tendency to yellowing. A small area of 

layer (e) from the vicinity of sample 79 was removed. for 

colour measurement, 'and on-first being exposed corresponded 
in colour to Mtnsell reference'7.5 Y 8.5/2, but after treat- 

ment to remove discolouration in the oil medium became whiter 

than 10 Y 9/1. 
Si S 

The key to the interpretation of the samples from the 

plabterwork is provided by those from the impost moulding 

corresponding. td'the cornice of-the central doorcase (61 

to 68 inclusive) and-those from the semi-dome (54 to 60 

inclusive).. - In all cases except 56 and 58 these showed the 
layer of, grey . (9)1, already, described on the Joinery samples, 

and above this one or more layers-similar to (h), M, or 

providing a reference point for purposes of comparing 
the plaster and Joinery., The layet (g) is also present on 
the majority of samples from the architrave of the semi-dome 
(44 to 53 inclusive) and the ebtablature and ceiling (I to 

40 inclusive),. this time with a layer of blue distemper (q) 

superimposedi, The blue pigment in this again appears to be 

French ultramarine, indicating that the layer dates from 

after 1830. 

With the exception of layer (p) which will-be described 

in due course and which is immaterial in connection with the 

original colour scheme* the-layers visible below (g) on the 

whole of this group of. samples are in all cases virtually 
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*Fig. 191 

Cýi 

colourless, with only minute additions of staining pig- 

ment. Being distemper, a medium generally well washed- 

off prior to redecoration, however, they are not always 

present on all samples, and, being virtually colourless, 

cannot be distinguished-from each other with ease. Sample 

49* seem to show them-most distinctly, but even this sample 

-may-not possess the full number and others may have been 

present. 'Immediately. on the surface of the plaster is a 
layer (1) containing minute quantities of black and orange- 
brown pigment, -which-is succeeded by another (m) identical 

in appearance. These may therefore represent an undercoat 

and finish. Above them is a layer (n) containing one or 

two particles of greenish-blue, followed by a further layer 

(o) similar to (1) on. which layers (g) and (q) already 

described may be seen. 

Layers-similar to (1) are visible below (n) on samples 
16,17,18,19t-24,33r 47,55# 58,59, and 60. Layer (n) 

alone may-be-distinguished on Nos. 1,2,10, Up 23t 32, 

35,38,39p 45,50,52,54, and 56; but other samples show 

only layers similar to (1), (m), or (o). 

Samples 16,, 23,, 27,, 28,32,39(? ), 50,56,58, and 67 

haVe-a layer of distemper (p) in addition to or in place of 

-the-grey (g). Its relationship with this layer suggests it 

is a distemper equivalent of the joinery layer W), which, 
it was suggested, represented a later scheme of picking out 
inýa'dull gold-like colour. 

.1 :-., ýý. - 

"-. From the above it will be seen that the earliest 

schemes (layers (1) to (n) inclusive) are too fragmentary 

to be reconstructed'with absolute precision. It may be 

assumed with'almost complete certainty; however, that had 

any vdry dark or more distinct-colours been used at any date 

one-or, more of the samples would: have shown traces of them, 

and hence: it is'apparent that the areas of plasterwork so far 

described were originally virtually white in colour. The 

proportions of staining pigment present in the layers noted 

were extremely small, and are more consistent with their 

addition to remove any tendency to yellowing in distemper 

(a common eighteenth-century practice) than with its tinting 
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to differ from the colour of the joinery. Since surface 
discolouration from-dirt and washing-off would effectively 

prevent sufficiently accurate determination of the original 

colour, no samples were removed. for colour measurement; but 

in view of the closexelationship between the upper mould- 

ings of the impost of the semi-dome and those of the cornice 
*Figs. 186,188 'above the-door-th the Saloon, *. it seems very probable that 

distemper andoil., were-carefully matched. 

Of-the samples. taken fromýthe walls (41,42,43,69, 

*Fig. 192 89, and 95), No. 69, '* taken, from an area of plaster which it 

is difficult to-wash off, showed the greatest number of 

layers. on this sample, layers similar to (1), (m), and 
(n) already described could be-distinguished on the surface 

of the plaster, and a spot-of white-oil paint, splashed 

presumably from the frieze of the doorcase adjacent, showed 

that the last of these was probably a finish, although not 

necessarily the first. Above these layers, that lettered 

(p) can be seen, followed by What are probably two layers 

(r) of distemper very similar to the latter, although the 

particles of pigment are much coarser. Above this lies 

another layer of distemper (s) containing black, orange, and 

blue pigment. (probably French ultramarine), followed by a 

layer of green distemper W containing blue, yellowt and 

black, and finallythe modern deep cream finish W. 

Sample 95 showed (1) - or- (m).,, (f I), (p) , (r) , (s) , (t) I 
and (u)r but although No.. 42 perhaps possesses (1) or (m), 

the other samples showed only (fl) and (u), showing that 

these areAs had been thoroughly washed-off prior to redec- 

oration. It seem5 most prpbable, -tlierefore, that the walls 

too were painted in the same white as the joinery and other 

plaster elements. With its dark mahogany doors and veneered 

skirting fascia it t1jup ppssessed the basic Palladian scheme 

described in Chapter V and would have formed a neutral intro- 

duction to the-colour scheme of the Saloon. 
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5. The Saloon at the Casino, Marino, Clontarf, Dublin, 

c. 1770 (samples taken July 1979). 

*35 

*Fig. 105 

*36, 

In March 1769 Chambers wrote as follows to the Earl of 
Charlemont--- 

, 'I had-forgot the. Alteration in the colour of the Room 

-of the-Casino and it appears to me a difficult point to 

settle. [. ].. 
-, I fear all that blew will look dull and 

heavyjf the hangings be light blew I would recom- 
mend that the Entablature door of the room should 
be dead white touched with blew and the cove [and all 

other (erased)] parts of the Ceiling be done with Izing 

glassl& flake white to be of a more brilliant white than 
the Entablature &T &7 the Coffers of the Cove a light 
blew as. also the ground of the Galoss running round the 
flat part of_the Ceiling in oyle and that the Appollos 
head and rays be flake white & the flat ground round it 

of as faint, a blew flat in oyle as it is possible to 

make. [. ] if your Lordship should not approve of this 

method the Walls may be blew to the top of the Entabla- 

ture but it should be a light blew and rich with gold 

upon the ornaments and with regard to all the Ceiling 

, 
Parts the White must predominate but the Coffers & 

-Ground of-the Galoss may be blue the mouldings gilt 

and the Appollos head & Rays white & only heightened or 

streak'd with gold for if it be Solid Gold it will look 

Clumsy!. * 

ýThe paint samples taken show conclusively that of the two 

schemeg. 
_Cham. 

bers described, it was the first# his own prefer- 

ence, which.,. formed the basis of that finally adopted. This 

.. -envisaged therooM*. painted white with hangings of a light 

blue colour, presumably-the 'Sky blew', a sample of which was 
to, have-been sent in 1767; * but, although Chambers suggested 

that. the groun5ýs of the coffers and central area of the ceil- 

-snoUlU CL VULY PaýLU "IUUj Lne 5dmp. Les ana in ing 

situ. tests madeAndicate that the whole of the ceiling was 

painted a uniform, white. However, Chambers's recommendation 
that theý. 9ni; abl. Atureudoorcases, and other elements should be 
'touched with.. blew' was undoubtedly put into effect, and all 
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the-enrichments were accordingly picked out in an elaborate 

*Fig. 130 manner'. ' In situ-iests* show'this was done in a most careful 

and painstaking way, and that the scheme was analogous to 

*Fig. 131 one on a drawing by Chambers I no w at Newby Hall, Yorkshire. * 

Significantly, the blue harmoni-ses wýll with fragments of 

pale blue silk discovered beneath mouldings which had been 

applied't6 the walls to form frames, probably about 1830 

when the secOnd: tarl of Charlemont carried out renovations; 

and there seems-little doubt that this was the original. 

Like the Vestibule. ' the Saloon has a dark, veneered skirting 

and mahogany doors. '"' 

Since H. G. -I. Leask carried out extensive repairs to the 

plasterwork in the Saloon a careful check was made to ensure 

that samples wereýonly taken from surviving eighteenth- 

century work. A total of-tighty-eight was removed from the 

*Figs. 193,194 locations shown on'the dr&wings* and described in the sched- 

Ue. ' UnfortunatelY ihe torus moulding of the skirtings has 

been completely renew6d, "and no pieces of the original could 

be found. The samples from the remainder of the joinery 

(46'to 58, and 61 to 76 inclusive) provide the key to their 

interpretation, and are accordingly described first. 

*Fig. 195 Sample '53* shows first a-layer of warm white (a) con- 

taining yeliow; bright oran'ge-'x'ed, and a little black pig- 

ment-together-with particles of translucent white. Above 

this'is a greyish undercoat (b) similar to that on the join- 

ery in the vestibule, and two'coats of white'*(c) and (d). 

On the surface of the latter is a layer of deep blue (e) 

containing coarse blue pigment. Particles of this were 

removed for further 6xamifiationp and proved to be blue 

verditeri, having'the typical appearance of this pigmentr 

dissolving with effervescence-ýin 3N hydrochloric acid, and 

responaing-positively to-tests'for copper with diethyl- 

dithiocarbamate or dithib-oxamide. Analysis kindly carried 

Londonj has shown, interestinglY out by the National Oallerý, 

in view of--Ehe-good', state Of preservation of the colour, 

that*ihe medium-was simply lin.; ýeed oil. The layer repre- 

sents, of course, the scheme oftipicking out in blue mentioned 

above, and"shows that'(d) wadý-th6 white finish to WhiQh it 

was appliedý. '*, ýIfi due*co'urse the'robm was repainted using a 
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ýFig. 195 - 

white undercoat (f) and graining ground, glaze, and 

varnish (g). This is the finish still (1981) visible on 

the architrave of the door to the vestibule, although sample 

53 possesses further layers, (h), M,, (J), and (k), an off- 

, white, a deep-cream, another white, and the present brown 

finish. respectively. However, since these can only repre- 

sent incomplete schemes of redecoration of fairly recent 
date no further account will be taken of them. 

Layer ta) is only visible on samples 49,50,51,52# 53, 

56,, and 57 from-the-architrave of the main entablature, 

suggesting thi7s was a primer applied only to this element. 
Sampleg 63 and 64 from the dado otherwise conform with 53, 

but layers (d) and (e) are repeated W) and bl) suggesting 

either that the lower pair were a trial or that the upper pair 

are a repaint, the former possibility perhaps being the more 
likely. Above them is a third white (d") and blue (ell), 

this time paler. in colour and different in character con- 

taining much finer pigment. A marked layer of dirt on the 

surface of (el) 'shows this to be a much later repaint, which, 

analysis suggests, was carried out using Prussian blue rather 
than the original blue verditer,. - It appears too on samples 
70,71,74,75p and 76 from the window shutter and window 

and door architraves. Exposure of small areas in situ shows 

that the repainting was carried out much less artistically 

than the original blue, which was present on samples 52,53, 

57,. 63, -, 64,70,, -7l, --74,75, and 76. Other samples showed only 
the white ground. A-, small area showing both the blue and the 

white was exposed in the-area from which sample 74 was taken, 

and removed for colour measurement. on first exposure the 

white. was close in colour to Munsell reference 10 Y 9/1* but 

after treatment-stabilised much closer to white, having a 

value of-about 9.25, although still remaining a little yellow 

in hue. -The, blue started at 7.5 BG 6/4, but eventually sta- 

bilised close to-10 BG 6/6. * 

Although-pamples 67 to 72 as-mounted lacked the layer 

its presence on Nos. 73,74,, and 75 shows of graining- (g) r 

. -', -, -_: 'that thearchitrave, ofthe window, if not the shutter, was 

Ilater-grained, in thetsame way as-the doorcase to the Vesti- 

bule. POnýsamples 61ýto 66 from the dado, however (9) is 
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replaced by a layer of grey tg'). - As already noted, dif- 

ferences-in the layers above, (g) have not been listed. 

The frieze and,. corniceýof the main entablature are in 

*Fig. 196 
plaster, but were picked-out according to the same principles 

as the joinery. S4MPle, 30j, * from the ornament of the cyma 

reversa of thewxorniceýwill,, -first-be described, Immediately 

on-the surface of, 2the plaster is a-layer (1), translucent 

white in appearance under the microscope, above which is a 
layer . (m) containing coarse.: blue pigment, corresponding. -to 
the blue picking-out on the"Joinery (e). over it is a 
layer (n). of off-white containingorange-red, red, and 
black pigments, followed by a layer, of white (o) and a coat 

of gold-size with. gold leaf on. -the s. urface (p). This is 

followed by layers (h), -M, and (k) already described. 

Layers (1), and (m), aPPear also on samples 35,42,43, 

44,46, and 47, layers (n), (o), and (p) also being present 

on Nos. 46 and 47. The others, together with Nos. 27,28, 

29,31,32,33,34, '35,36,37,38,39,40,41, and 45, 

which have only layer (1) beneath, possess (h), (i), and 
(k) above this, The last of these layers represents the 

present finish on all except 34, -36,39,42, and 44, which 
have an-additional whitish. layer (q)-on the surface. It 

seems, therefore, that the,. original, eighteenth-century finish 

survived on the whole of -this area, with the exception of the 

enrichments from which samples 30,, 46, and 47 were removed, 

until comparatively recently; and this appears true also of 

much of the ceiling. --, - 

The samples. taken from above the entablature-(apart 
from those from the central. ceilinq. motif) were completely 

*Fig. 197 uniform in character, * comprising Nos. 3 to 25, and 77 to 

82 inclusive. Apart from Nos. 12,13, and 18, which were 
defective, all showed a layer of. translucent white (r),. very 

similar in character to layer (1) already described but 

containing. an-extremely small quantity of black pigment. 
It was,,. separated. in. the,., majority-of cases from the present 

cream finish, (s) byamarked layer-of dirt. In situ tests 

showed that layer. (r), has., discoloured unevenly and tha, t 

this could not be-. completely reversed by treatment; but in 
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view of the minute quantities of black it contains it must 

have been nearly white when first applied. This is certainly 

in accordance with Chambers's recommendation to the Earl, 

although despite sampling from areas difficult to wash-off 

or rub down in preparation for redecoration no traces of 

blue were- found on the central area of the ceiling or grounds 

of the coffers. 

Samples from the central motif (1,2# and 83 to 87 

inclusive) shqwýý layer (r) followed by (o) and (p) already 

describe4, indicating that the, present gilding is a later 

addition and contemporary with that on the rainceau of the 

frieze. Sample 87 showed also a layer of gold paint, pre- 

sumably making-good by. Leask after repair of the ceiling; 

and No. 1-showed a second layer of gold-size and leaf, 

presumably a retouch. 

.4 
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6. The Old Drawing Room, Pitzbanger Manor, Baling; 1768 

(ýamples taken November, 1976). 

In'1768-Thomas Gurnell comissioned George Dance the 

younger to remodel and extend Pitzhanger Manor, The exten- 

sion took'the form of a: two-storeyýwing to the south, COM- 

prising a Dining Room an the ground, floor and Drawing Room 

*37 above. * Later, in 1800, the house was bought by John Soane, 

who described these roOMs-as displaying 'a profusion of 

ornamentstexquisite in taste, and admirable in execution't 

continurng: -i 

'The rooms here described, erected from the designs and 

under the direction of--the late Mr. Dance, are of large 

dimensions and good proportions, forming fine examples 

of the decorative architecture of the time wherein 

they were constructed... I was naturally attached to 

this part of the building, it being the first whose 

progress and construction I had attended at the com- 

mencement of my architectural studies in Mr. Dance's 

*38ý 1 office' . 

In 1808 the rooms were recorded in the New Vitruvius 

*39 Britannicus as having undergone little alteration, * and are 
*40 depicted in two watercolours of 1832 by C. J. Richardson. * 

*Fig. 108 That of the Drawing Room (here called the Ball Room)* shows 

the skirting, pilasterst architraves and other joinery, and 

the cornice in an off-white; the frieze and the grounds of 

some of the ceiling panels are blue, Whilst other ceiling 

panels are green. The ornaments of the ceiling and frieze 

are white, and the central rose of the ceiling is picked in 

with red. The walls, however, seem to have lost their chair 
*41 rail (shown on one of Dýncels designs for the room), * and 

are shown hung with a Chinese wallpaper. 

No traces of these colours may be seen today, and the 

room, divided down the centre by a half-height timber par- 
tition, is used as a newspaper reading room. Only one of 

the superbly made mahogany doors survives and alterations 
have also been made, probably during the nineteenth c, epturyt 

to the windows. That in the centre of the west wall (on 
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*42 

*Fig. 198 

*Fig. 199 

the left. in Richardson's drawing) has been enlarged, and 

that in the centreof the east wall closed. Curiously 

the exterior elevation given in the New Vitruvius Britan- 

nicus shows blind openings on the first floor of the west 

wall, although. the front-elevation agrees with Richardson's 

watercoldur. * In addition the walls of the room appear to 

have been faced internally between the skirting and frieze, 

an oak bead running-round the panels thus formed. 

Dance's preliminary design for the east wall is 

uncoloured, and no contemporary evidence for the original 
colour scheme has been located- Specimens from the painted 

surfaces were therefore taken (Nos. 14 to 69 inclusive), 

their locations being shown on the drawing* and described 

in the schedule. -They show clearly that the disposition of 
the paint colours shown by Richardson is completely accur- 

ate,. and it seems almost certain these were the original 
Dance colours. 

The cross-section of sample 46, typifying the white 
areas, ý* may be divided into six zones lettered A to F. 
These do not represent periods of painting since in this 

case subsequent colour schemes have been so similar as in 

many cases to defy precise separation, but rather groups of 

-layers-easily distinguishable under-the microscope. - 

Zone A-consists of a thin white layer applied directly 

to the plaster-iipon, which was applied a rather thicker 

off-white layer, -the boundary between the two being 

. defined by a greyish line. It seems probable that 

. the lower layer-is apriming which became slightly 

soiled for some, reason. A, prominent dirt layer sep- 

arates this zone from Zone B, suggesting a long period 
before rP-decoration. 

L. 

Zone B exhibits three layers. of a brownish off-white, 

the centre of which is darker than the outer pair. 

*, 'There are occasional traces of a dirt layer on top of 

.. the first, layer of-, this--zone... -This is also evident on 
ýsample -41. 
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Zone C represents"a series of. repaintings in a rather 

colder tone,, butthe layers are not easily distinguish- 

able on this specimen. Examination of 38 and 39 sug- 

gests four-layers; are present, but 67 appears to show 

there may be at-least five. -A.. 
distinct dirt layer 

., divides-this7-. zone from Zone D., 

Zone. -D consists, of,., a single orange-brown off-white layer. 

Zone. E above this-is-. made, up of two bands of a colder 

off-white, -separated by a dirt line from each otherp 

. and from, - Y. 

Zone F which, exhibits three bands of greyed whfte- 

defined by dirt layers.. 

Samples 14,15 # -. 16, -18, ý 20,21,22 # 23,24,25,26,28,29, 

30,31,32j 33,34,35,36,37o 38#, 39,40,41,43,45,48, 

49,50,52,53,54,55,56, and 58 are consistent with No. 46. 

*Fig. 200 1 Samples 19,, 27, * 44, and 47 also conform to the same 

. pattern, -but an additional Zone A' made up from two layers 

is present lying immediately above-, Zone A. no dirt line 

between them or on the surface of Zone A being visible. 

The lower layer appears-green. -in colour under the microscope 

and contains a large quantity of coarse yellow pigment 

besides an occasional large. green particle. The upper 
layer, howeverj, 

_is much, more, blue in colour and contains 

less yellow pigment. only in, the case of sample 44 is the 

lower layer missing, but otherwise the green areas corres- 

pond precisely -with those whown on Richardson's drawing. 

It seems probable? therefore, that Wýth the exception of 

the panels between the lintels linking the pairs of pilas-! 

ters a yellowish green was originally triedl but that this 

was modified to a bluer colour with a second coati and the 

narrow panels. included. 

A. similar additional Z one'A' is present on samples 17, 

*Fig. 201 42, * 51,. and 59, although In these the lower layer appears 

greyish under the microscope and contains a reddish purple 

pigment, whilst the upper layer is almost pure blue contain- 
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*Ficj. 202 Ing a minimum Of red pigment. sample 57* also has layers 

-forming a-third variant of Zone A', although there is an 

additional very-thin white layer present beneath them which 

is not readily explained. Otherwise two coloured layers 

are present, -the lower a mixture of coarse red and yellow 

pigments,, and the upper-similar but more reddish in colour. 

-This corresponds with-the red area shown in Richardson's 

drawing between*the--leaves of the central motif of the 

ceilings and although the presence of a fire-warning device 

-across the---central, xose prevented a Sample being taken it 

it not unreasonable in view of Richardson's accuracy else- 

where to suggest that this-too-would prove to contain 

similar red layers. 

samples 59,60, and 61 represent the only variation 
from the order so far described in the subsequent zones. 
In place of the lower layer in Zone B are three other 
layers, a white band followed by two green layers contain- 
ing large particles of a green pigment, the lower of these 

being noticeably darker in colour. it therefore appears 

that in the first redecoration after the scheme shown by 

Richardson, the ceiling and pairs of lintels between the 

pilasters were painted out in a uniform off-white, but the 

frieze and its ornaments was finished in green. Samples 

taken from the joinery merely show a sequence of off-whites 

which appear to correspond with those described for sample 46. - 

A reconstruction of the colour scheme revealed by 

*Figs. 203-5 

*Fig. 203 

the samples is illustrated together with other details of 

the architecture* and may be compared with Richardson's 

drawing. Apart from the small error in the central panel 

at the far end of the room above the bookcase this may be 

seen to have been highly accurate. ' Small areas of the 

upper surface of Zones A and A' were therefore exposed 

in situ and removed for comparison with the standard exam- 

ples of the Munsell Book of Colour. * When first exposed 

No. 114 from a typical off-white area matched 2.5 Y 8.75/3, 

No. 115 from a green panel 10 GY 7/2, No. 116 from a blue 

panel 5G 7/1, and No. 
1 
117 from the ground of the central 

rosette 10 R 4/6. These were exposed to low power ultra- 

violet light over a period of six weeks in order to bleach 
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out the effect. of-yellowing of the oil medium in darkness 

over the years. As would be expected the red remained 

unchanged for all practical-purposes, whilst the green 

became only. slightly more: blue. The off-white and blue 

samples, however, -underwent a more-marked change, and the 

samples stabilised at the following-values: 114 at 10 YR 

9/1,115 at 2.5'G 7/2,116 at,. 10-B. -7/2, no apparent change 

being detected-in 117-which-remained at 10 R 4/6. As 

. mentioned in theIntroduction-to this chapter, it is of 

. course--possible, that., a degree of 9verbleaching took placer 

but these results nevertheleps give the best approximation 

possible-to the values, of the colours in their original 

states. 
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7. The-DrawingRoom, Bolling Hall, Bradford, c. 1779 

. (samples taken may 1979). 

The Drawing Room at Bolling Hall is Situated on the 

ground. floor of the wing-rebuilt by john Carr in the late 

*Fig. - 206 . 1770s, o..;. -Its-ceiling-deisgn* 
is based closely on one of the 

plates in--George. Richardson's Book of Ceilings published 

*43 in 1776, * other-variants being used by Carr at Farnley 

Hall, ýEscrick-Hallj*Iand Wigganthorpe Hallj, all in Yorkshire. 

No dop ntaryinformation pertaining to the colours in 

which the room at Bolling Hall was originally painted is 

known to-survive, but the technical investigation under- 

taken indicates that the walls above the dado were origin- 

*Fig. 207 ally painted blue, * and that the joinery and ceiling were 

painted-white. In this-connection it is worth noting that 

neither of the designs for the Wigganthorpe ceiling by Carr, 

*44 now-at the Victoria and Albert Museum* is coloured. 

Eighty-nine samples were taken from the room and mounted 

as cross-sections for microscopic examination. In addition, 

since a few years ago the. skirting was completely renewed 

and was'n6t therefore available for sampling, three were 

also taken-to supplement these from the Staircase Hall 

'ddJoining. - The-locations from which the samples were taken 

*Figs. 208,209 -are shown on the drawings* and described in the schedule. 

The'samples from the ceiling and cornice conform to a 

*Fig. 210r -general-patte=, *-although not all the layers are present 

in-all cases. This- is'no doubtbecause distemper has been 

used fordecorati6n, on a number of occasionst providing a 

weakness in the sequence, of coats making them very liable 

to flaking, quite apart from. the fact that distemper is gen- 

eral'ly washed off'prior, to redecoration. Other variations, 

notably those in zones (g)-and (h) reflect the picking out 

of certain elements in different colours. 

-Immediately on the', surface, of the plaster is a semi- 

-tiansparent*layer (a) which maýy, be seen with clarity on 

sampfea., 7, -. Bo, - 12,16,18i 19,20,21,24,25,. 26, 

ý'29; '31"', '32, -33, ý 34,35,36,37,41,42,43,45,, 46,, 48, 

49,50,51,52,54,58,60,62,65,69,70,71,83, and 87, 
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and may be-tentatively identified on Nos. 10,17,22,23, 

37,47,53, '55,56,63,67,. 68, and 84. The absence of 

a dirt layer on its upper surface makes it uncertain whe- 

ther this was the-original finish or an undercoat, but the 

second layer (b) is also-whitel, this time containing a 

small quantity of, ý, fineýblack pigment. Such an addýtion 

to-whites was. commorrýduring the latter part of the eight- 

eenth century in order-to 1kilL1, the harsh character of 

unbroken white and to prevent-any apparent tendency to 

yellowing. This, layer may beAdentified with certainty on 

samples 5,8,9,,, 17-, 24, --. 28, -3O, '34j 37,45,46,, 47,48,50, 

51,54, ý55,56,58,, 59, - 60,62j 65,66,67, and 70, and is' 

probably present on 10,, 16, ý18,, 19,, 22,23,25,29,32,36, 

43,49, -52, - 53j 63,, _68,,, 
71-j 83, and 84. Its random distri- 

bution between the ornaments and panel grounds shows that 

its absence-from the remaining samples is accidental rather 

than thexesult of-picking out as a part of the original col- 

our scheme. 

1 11 .- 

, Although there ip-again no dirt layer on the upper sur- 

face, of-layer (b), it, seems certain that it represents either 

the first or second: finish to be. applied to the ceiling and 

cornice,, andýhence that t4iese-were. originally painted white 

overall. This conclusion ip popsible since the third layer 

present (c), pink in colourf is present on the majority of 

samples, whether from the grounds or ornaments. Use of a 

tint in this way, wouldconform to practice of the early 

nineteenth century, and,, is.. not consistent with what is known 

of that around 1780. Layer-(c),. is, unquestionably present 

on samples 5,, 8,16,. 17,18,19,260 27# 28j, 29,33, 

34,3ý, 37, -38l 401 41,42, A3,. *45,46,47,48j 49,50,54, 

55,56,58,59,60,61,62k 63,65,66f 67, and 69, and may 

be identified tentatively on Nos. 3,6,10,23,25,32,68, 

70,71,84, and 87.. 

A detailed examination was not made of succeeding 

layers, since these arq complex, and apart from (g), (h), 

and W-seemýo4ly to. r. ep; esent Kediecoration in a plain 

colour. They may be.. divided for, preliminary purposes of 

, analysis, however, ' into zoneIS.,, as follows: 
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(d) whites'containing coarse transparent pigment; 

(e) a-series of distemper layers containing blue 

pigment; 

(f)-further whites similar to (d); 

-11 
(g) another layer of white having in some cases 
(samples--'7, -8'*A3,43,60,65, and 82) a pink finish, 

and'in others (Nos. 14,61,62, and 63) a lilac finish. 

The gilding present'on samples 5,11,41,44, and 57 

is probably contemporary with this; 

(h)- a repeat of (g) incorporating its gilding; 

(i) -further whites; 

(j)- pale blue distempers; 

(k) modern layers including the blue scheme which 

preceded the present green, pink, and yellow finish. 

A limited number, of samples was taken from the joinery, 

but these-, included'areas-such as those from which Nos. 76, 

79, and 80 were removed, which would have been included 

were any elements picked out in colour. This does not seem 

-th have been the case, and--like the-ceiling and cornice the 

joinery appears to-have been painted originally in a 

-slightly greyed-white. The complete sequence of layers is 

*Fig*' 211- s-een*most clearly on sample 78. * Immediately on the surface 

of the-timber are traces of-a dark red priming (1) which is 

seen much better-on*Nos. 79 and 80 but which was missing 
from Nos. 75,76, and 77. --The first finish applied to this 

was a greyed write (m) above which is a coat of varnish (n) 
. s6en'with particularýclarity`on sample 80. It would be sur- 

piising, howev6r. #'if this dates from 1779 and is most likely 

to hiVeýýbeefi-'added at a subsequent redecorationt possibly 
te afte"r-a fla: ý_ 'd finish, fashionable-4at that date, had been 

washed-off-'e'-, "ý-th6; succeeding layer (o) is grey in colour and 
wis"foll(oWed by what may have been a form of graining (p) 

consisting of a'buff ground and undercoat with a brown oil 
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glaze of varying thic%nesp, Subsequently the joinery was 

grained a second and a third time (q) and (r)# the imita- 

tion being varnished in, each case; and was eventually re- 

decorated in a plain dark broýrn (s). The modern layers 

(t) are white, although sample 76 contains a layer of blue 

showing that at, pne stage this-element was picked out in 

that colour. 

Since, as. already, mýpntioned, the skirting has been 

renewed. in recent times, sample 77 shows only the upper 

layers of the modern paint (t), and it was necessary to 

look elsewhere for evidence of, its original treatment. 

The two samples from that of the Staircase Hall adjoining 

(90 and 91), where if, anywhere in the Carr wing the fascia 

is most likely to have been painted a dark colour, were, 

however, completely consistent with those from the Drawing 

Room in respect of their lower layers; and it thus seems 

most likely that its., skirting was originally painted a 

greyed white along with the remainder of the joinery. 

It-was not possible to take samples from the window 

sashes since these too have been renewedr but again they 

were probably pain. tedumiformly with the other joinery in 

accordance with late. eighýeenth-cqptury practice. 

Finally, attention was turned. to the samples taken 

from the walls. 
, 
The complete-sequence of layers is best 

*Fig. 212 seen-on sample. 73. * Immediately on the surface of the 

plaster is a thin layer pf-translucent paint containing 

what appears to, be coarse blue, pigment, a staining test- 

indic4ting_that this isdistemper rather than oil. On 

cleaning down to this layer, in situ it was possible to 

confirm that it was indeed a, water-soluble distemper which 

had been_pýLrtially washed off. in preparation for a later 

redecorationj presenting.. an unevenly streaky appearance dark 

blue-green in colour on the bppj;,, prqserved areas. A micro- 

scope slide, made from. pwabbed-off material showed that what 
had. appearqd as partiples, of coarse blue pigment on the 

cross-section wer e in fact cl=ps.,. of an extremely fine 

material compa; able, with old-specim! ens of prussian blue, 

and that no yiýllow pigmentwas present. Chemical tests 
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indicated the absence of copper but proved the presence of 
iron supporting the preliminary conclusion that the room 
was originally painted in blue distemper tinted with 
Prussian blue. The present greenish colouration is thus 
the-result of discolouration of this pigment in the 

slightly alkaline conditions provided by the lime plaster 
to which it wasiapplied, making it impossible to provide 

a precise determination of the original hue. 

Subsequently the walls were painted blue in oil over 
a white undercoat-(v), the blue again being repeated at 
the next redecoration M. White W, pale pinkish lilac 

on a white undercoat (y), and a second white scheme W 

then followed, with succeeding schemes in lilac on a white 

undercoat (aa), brown (bb), yellowish grey (cc), brown (dd), 

straw (ee), Affl, and (gg), prior to the application of the 

modern paint layers (hh). 

Sample 74 from the dado has only layers corresponding 
to (cc) and above, 

' 
suggesting that it was at this point 

that the chair rail was removed (itsposition is marked by 

a crack in the plaster) and that the wall beneath was re- 

plastered at that date. Random in situ tests showed that 
this sample was typical, but, since the ceiling was painted 
white, it seems most likely that the wall below the dado was 

-also originally without colour. Although sample 72 from 
immediately below the cornice-also lacked the layers below 
(cc), in. situ tests showed that this was exceptional, and a 
new sample from the same area (92) possessed the complete 
sequence. Curiously, No. 81 from behind the window shutter 
lacked'everything below (dd) probably as a result of plaster 
repairs in an area liable to be affected by dampness. 
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8. 
-'Room 

in the-apartment of'the`liOusekee]2er of'the Royal 

Socieý-y, *Strand'Block, -Som6rset'Hollse, LOndoft, 1780 

(samples taken PLpril 1977). - 

The building accounts for Somerset House commence in 

1776 with construction of. the Strand Block, the painters' 

accounts for which gppear in the-su=ary for the second half 

of 1780. - . -Two painters7vere employed, Charles Catton in the 

west half of the building which contained the apartments of 

-the 
Royal Academy, -. William Evang executing the paintwork on 

the opposite side, in which the Housekeeper's apartment was 

situated. His account is"headed: : 

'In the Building next theZtrand, finishing the Apart- 

-ments for the Royal and Antiquarian Societies, and 

the East Wing from the Hackney Coach Office'. 

Various rates are given for common and stone colours, green 

verditer, grey, and. -mahogany graining; but, although there 

follows a series of what were obviously special items 

related in detail to the meeting rooms of the two societies, 
their common Ante-room, and the grand Hall and Staircase 

leading to them, the general items are unrelated to specific 
*45 situations, and merely sum the'total yardages involved. * 

The account of Robert Starkr* paperhanger, also appears in 

the same half year, but again, although the different var- 

ieties of-paper are entered, there is no indication of the 

*46 rooms in which each was hung. * 

In the library of the Society, of Antiquaries of London, 

however, is preserved the Deed of Transfer of the completed 

rooms to the Society. This is dated 15th February 1781 and 

witnessed by Chambers and Yenn. Besides scale plans of 

each floor from garret to cellar on which the names of the 

rooms are noted, it contains descriptions of the fixtures 

and decorations. The situation of the apartments of the 

Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries and of the House- 

keeper to the Royal Society, both of which were arranged on 

this and the garret floors, is shown on the sketch plan of 
*Fig. 213 the attic storey taken from this document. * Amongst other 

details, both apartments are described as having a deal dado 
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with moulded base and surbase, plain moulded architraves 

to the doors and,. windows, ancl six-panel deal doors, the 

rooms being painted in oil, stone colour and chocolate. 

The walls of the Secretary's apartment were papered with 

'a green spotted paper', whilst those of the Housekeeper 

were papered with 'stucco paper'. In the former apartment 

the fireplacessare, described as having Siena marble and 

Sicilianjigsper. mantels, and jambs with statuary marble 

_; -slips andplinths, -and having veined slabs; whilst the back 

room of the-HousekeeperOs apartment had a veined marble 

; chimneypiece and-slab with a plain deal moulded cornice. 

The front-room had one having Siena marble jambs and mantel, 

ýstatuary slips and plinth, a carved-wood moulding around 

the marble, two-carved members In the cornice, and a frieze 

enriched withýstamped metal ornaments, the slab again being 

veined. 

A preliminary examination of the two apartments showed 
the parts, contained. on the garret floor to be less cohesive 

ýarchitecturally, and attention was Immediately concentrated 

therefore on the attic storey. Here, in the Secretary's 

apartment the fireplaca of the eastern room was found to be 

boarded over, whilst that. of the western room (there being 

none in-the centre. room) had clearly few paint layers upon 
it, a fact-: confirmed by later, sampling. Alterations had 

also been carried out at the south end of this room. The 

-fireplace in the Housekeeper's back room was missingg having 
been destroyed or removed during the later insertion of a 

*Fig. 214 staircase at its eastern end, but that in the front room* 
matched the'description-on the transfer deed exactly. The 

north'Wall of this room, however, has undergone considerable 

modification by removal of the door to the back room and 

-insertion of. a modern layýlight, and unfortunately the 

panels-7in thd. doorgiving onto-the. head of the stairs in 

*Fig. ',, 215 ', the, east, wall* were found to have, been replaced with asbes- 
tos, 'prýsumably as a fire precaution, with their consequent 

lo together with the mouldings on. the inner face. ss 

'consideration%. -it was'decided to select the ý-; 2'After; due-' 

f 't'-room of-the Housekeeper's apartment for detailed ron 

examination, whi1st a partial Investigation of the western 
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room in the Secretary's apartment would be carried out in 

the hope that the two, painting schemes would be found to 

have been comparable. This would provide information on 

the likely nature of the treatment of the missing and 

damaged-doors. 

The locations, of-the samples ta6n from the House- 

keeper's room foe microscope examination are shown on the 

*Fig. 216 +Fig. 218 drawing* and described-irt the., Schedule. Sample 12, + from 

the ovolo of the door architrave, - will first be described 

in detail im order to typify the sequence of layers found 

in this area and, elsewhere, and to illustrate the total 

build-up of-succe9ding paint systems; whilst the remainder 

will only be dealt with-as necessary to deal with the 

original scheme of-1780 and the first and (assumed) fifth 

repaints which are of some interest and may be dated to 

c. 1790 and 1830 respectively. 

Zone Ap representing the. first scheme of decoration# 

contains three layersp the-first a coat of white 

applied directly to; the timber, the s'econd morayellow 

in colour containing particles of coarse black pigment# 

whilst the third is similar-containing perhaps a little 

more-black together with'some brownish particles. A 

pronounced dirt-layer separates this froml 

Zone-Bj,, in which two,, vpry similar layers may be dis- 

tinguished. 

Zone C is similar and separated from Zone B by a dirt 

layer. 

Although Zones A to C are clearly distinguished by dirt 

layersi evidence from other samples, notably Nos. 11,13, 

16# 21,22, and 23, suggests, these may in fact represent 
four painting periodsi itý, -being difficult to distinguish 

similar layers of white under the microscope. As will be 

shown four layers of wallpaper were found in positions on 

the stucco corresponding to-these three zones, suggesting 

this islindeed the case,,. but it has proved impossible to be 

completely certain of this. 
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Zone D. What. appears to be a white undercoat is pres- 

ent uniquely on sample 39, but otherwise two layers 

onlymay'be distinguished, -both pale blue under the 

microscope, the'lower containing some particles of 

coarse white pigment, and being generally greener in 

colour. 

zone-E-: consists'ýofýthree distinct layers again sep- 

arated -from. the-zone below by dirt. The lowermost is 

-a neutral grey-containing coarse white particles upon 

which is a pale blue. The. third layer (absent on many 

other samples. - see discussion below) is clearly pon- 
temporary, with no traces of a dirt layer, and is pink 

-in-colour containing particles of coarse red and 
orange pigments, overlaid by a dirt layer. 

Zone F is seen- as. a single layer of pink, whilst 

Zone G from which it is separated by a broken layer of 
dirt consists-of-two similar layers, the lower more 

yellow. in tone. 

Zone H -is seen as a layer of brownish off-white, sep- 

arAted from Zone G and 

Zone I which is similar, by dirt. 

Zone-il'is similar to but paler than Zone I and separ- 

-'ýated from it and 

Zone K, which is again similar, by dirt layers. 

Zone L, -again definedby a dirt line, represents a 

graining system-consisting of a ground similar in 

., appearance-. to. Zone-K but-containing yellow pigment, 

-. ---a, thin,. graining glaze containing red and black pig- 

mentsi, ýandi_two coats-of varnish. (Sample 11 appears 
to Indicata. -two, -coats of- the ground colour were applied. ) 

-, -. Zon6 M 'Shows: tWO coats, of brown containing coarse, white, 

red, and, black pigment. 
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Zone N consists df two layers, the lower a grey con- 

taiding coarse white pigment, whilst the upper is 

green in colodr and. contains green, yellow, and coarse 

white particles. .-ý--ý- 

Zone 0,, separated from-Zone N by dirt deposits, is 

again made up of two distinct layers, both grey in 

colour, under, -the. microscope, the lower containing 

coarse white. and filieýblack pigments, whilst the upper 

contains yellow andzcoarse black particles. Its upper 

-surface is, defined by a dirt line. 

Zone P contains two. whitish layers, the lower contain- 

ling yellow and black-Tigments, and the upper having a 

-milky appearance.! It is separated from 

'Zone Qj which, consists of a pale yellow containing red 

and brownish particles, by a dirt layer. 

Zone R, again determined-bý a dirt layer, consists of 

a sequence of indistinguishable modern whites. 

In tototherefore it seems about twenty repaintings are 

present, suggesting-aredecoration cycle for the room of 

approximately ten years. 

The only variation in the samples taken from the joinery 

in Zone A is shown by samples-. 10# 15r and 16 from the verti- 

cal face of the-skirting, the door architrave plinth block, 

and door stile. The lower five zones only of sample 16 are 
*Fig. 219 illustrated. * 

Zone A consists of three layerst the first a coat of 

white similar to.. -that found elsewhere, the second a 

deep yellowishýwhite_containing yellow, black, and 

coarse white. pigments, -And, the third a brown contain- 

ing red and black-pigments, This zone is precisely 

. similar on samples, 10 and 15 showing these areas of 

Joinery were decorated in chocolate, against the stone 

colour employed elsewhere. - 
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Zones B, C; -and D-on all three of these samples 

precisel)ý match those of sample 12 and the remainder 

of-thd joiriery-showing the timber elements to have 

been-painted uniformly-in succeeding schemes until 

the-presumed-date of c. 1830 corresponding to 

-Zone E, Here sample 16 from the door stile shows a 

unique. paint system, -consisting of a bright orange-red 

ground containing coarse'White and finely divided 

bright red pigments with which a few brownish parti- 

cles are intermixed. Upon this is a thin graining 

glaze and'a-thick-coat of-varnish, a finish most 
likely representing an imitation of mahogany or, other 

reddish timber. 

As mentioned above, the samples taken from elsewhere on the 
joinery in-thd room show a variation in Zone E, the pink 
layer described in sample 12 being present only on samples 
5,12,19,26,41, '-and 42 from'the moulding of the dado rail, 
ovolo'of'the door architrave; moulding of'the window shutter 
panelsI- and carved enrichmentsýof the fireplace mouldings. 
Elsewhere the pale blue was clearly the finish, and it is 
thus apparent th6Lt at this date these items were picked in 

pink on the blue ground. Variations in subsequent zones are 
also apparent from the cross-sections, but have not been 
fully analysed since -they are immaterial to the present 

study. it will suffice, therefore, to note briefly that on 
the fireplace and door'stile, Zones F to K inclusive are 

replaced by three or., more graining zones, and that signi- 
ficant vaiiations'exist'in other samples from the patterns 
descrfl5ed-in Zones t, M, N, Q, and R. 

As already described, the-door panels in this room have 

been-renewed in-asbestos, -with consequent loss of the panel 

mouldings'on"the inner face. Aýseries of samples was there- 

fore týiken from an undisturbed door-In the west room of the 

adjoining"SecretarY's apartmentp-together with others from 

*Fig., 217 

L41= A-%dw&u -A-&& 

tive-acheme when th&room, was*--first-finished was comparable 

with thatý employed-in the Housekeeper's apartment. The 

-locations from ý; hfch these were taken is shown on the drawing 
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and examinationýof the mounted cross-sections showed that 

the disposition of the C010urp was precisely the samer ýLiz- 

stone colour on-the, joinery generallyr with the exception 

of the doors, architrave plint4rblocks, and vertical face 

of-the skirting.. Although Xhe fireplace surround is 

intact, the chimneypiece itself showed only comparatively 

modern paint layers, and seems, therefore to be of recent 

manufacture or to have. been thoroughly stripped down in 

the early years of this century. The samples from the door 

(Nos, 28,29, and,,, 30, from the stile# moulding, and panel 

respectively) show these were painted brown uniformlyg 

with no differentiationj, ýAnd it seems reasonable to assume 

that this was the case also in the Housekeeper's room. It 

is of interest to notq, howpyerl that although the bottom 

zone of the stone-colbur areas conforms precisely with 

that. so.. far_, described for. the Housekeeper's room (but with 

a completely different repainting sequence) there is a 

slight variation In Zone Aof. the chocolate areas. Sample 

*Fig. 220 28, the bottom zone of which is illustrated, * will serve to 

show this. It, will be seen that-in addition to three layers 

following exactly the. system on samples 10,15, and 16, an 

additional dark. brown layer is also-present which contains 

red and black pigment. 

papples 1 and 2 from the ceiling and cornice of the 

Housekeeper's apa; tment respectively show a complete ab- 

sence of lower layers, No. I showing. only a white (distem- 

per) layer, followed by Zone R, pf sample 12# and No. 2 

only zonesN (in a variant form)(ý'q, P, a distemper layer, 

and Zope R. It must bq, assu; ned therefore that these areas 

were. 6riginally whitened or qýstempered. 

- 
ý3aýmpleý3, 

' 
from the wall, revealed several layers of 

Paper, followed, by ýpnes. Dt. 1p,,,, and. F. These were succeeded 

4Y another layer of paper and at least three further paint 
layers (unrelated to layers.. seen elsewhere) above which 

Zones N,, (in a, variant form),,, q?, P. 0 Q, and R could be dis- 

tinguished. It provedpossible to detach an area about 
6 inches by.. 4 inqhes.. from.. the,. wall intact and to separate 

the bottom layers of. pýperby. sqaking in water. Four. layers 

were found below Zone D, a tracing of the lowermost being 
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*Fig. 221 

*Fig. 222 

*Fig. 223 

given. This has a grey ground with an applied decoration 

of lozenges and fl: owers -in cream and black. Although the 

paperhanger's account survives, the descriptions of the 

different papers are not related to particular rooms and 

are also difficulit-of interpretation. It seems highly 

likely, though, that-the-lowest of the papers is the 

originil,, and this sýeems, certainly to have been the case 

in the-room befonging-to the Secretary of the Society of 

-the Deed'of Transfer described as having Antiquaries, ' which 

a 'green spotted'paperl. In Stark's account several refer- 

ences occur to a paper 'Green on Green pretty Rose', and 

investigation revealed a pape'r which seems to fit both 

descriptions* applied imm diately to the plaster in the 

western room of his. suite. In this case it was also pos- 

sible to recover the border, an item mentioned consistently 

in the accounts; but this was missing from the sample taken 

in the Housekeeper's room although its former presence 

could be observed. In the Housekeeper's apartment it was 

also possible to recover the second and third layers of 

paper, '-and'a-'tiacing of the earlier of these having ap- 

plied decoration. in dark blue and white on a pale blue 

ground is illustrated. * 

On completion of the examination of the microscope 

cross-sections, sample areas of the original paint layers 

from both rooms, together with samples of the pink, blue 

and graining of Zone E from the Housekeeper's room were 

exposed. These were detached and matched against standard 

Munsell reference samples# followed by a period of exposure 

to ultra-violet light until they had stabilised at new 

values, with the following results: 

After exposure to UV As found 

Housekeeperts room Zone A 

Stone colour (No. 43) 2.5 Y 8/4 2.5 Y 9/1 

chocolate'(No. 46) 2.5 YR3/2 No change 

Ho" -room, Zone'E Usekeeper's 
5B 7/2 Blue (No. ý'44) 2.5'GY 7/2 

pink (No. 45) 5 YR 7/4 7.5 R 8/4 

Graining-lightest area(No. 53) 2*5 YR 4/8 No change 

Graining-darkest area (No. 53) 10 R 2.5/2 No change 
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Secretary's room I 
Stone colour (No. 52) 2.5 Y 8/4 5y 9/1 

Chocolate (No. 51) 5 YR 2.5/1 No change 

*Figs. 224-7' 

Samples of the wallpaperswere similarly treated in order 

to record, the, colours of their grounds, the cleanest areas 

available being chosen. . Tn qeýne; al these showed little 

change Within the limits-Imposed, by the gradations of the 

Munsell samples, and approximate values for the original 

colours of the grounds are as follows: 

Housekeeper's roorn, lowest paper (No. 54) 10 Y 5.5/0.5 

Housekeep er's room, second paper (No. 54) 10 BG 8/2 

Secretary 's room (No., 55) 2.5 G 8/4 

These, together with Munsell chips showing the paint 

colours and their dramatic transformation after removal 

of discolouration in the oil medium are shown on the re- 

construction drawings. * These show the rooms in 1781, and 

that of the Royal Society's Housekeeper at two subsequent 

dates, possibly about 1790 and 1830. 

.,: 
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9. The Breakfast Room, 'Pitzhanger Manor, Ealing, 1803 

(samples-taken November-1976). 

---After. Soane purchased Pitzhanger Manor in 1800, he 

immediately. set about demolition, of the main block. He 

retained, however, the extension-added by Dance in 1768, 

the Drawing Room on, the first floor of which formed the 

subject of Case-Study-6 above; and replaced the demolished 

portion with a new villa, partly using the old foundations. 

The co leted building was published in Richardson's New MP 

*47 Vitruvius Britannicus* and described by Soane in his 

Plans, Elevations, and Perspective Views of Pitzhanger 

Manor House-(1802). Neither in this, nor in the later 

edition of 1833 did-he give any details of the colour schemes 
he had, employed, and it seems likely from a bill for painting 

materials supplied. by Matthew Dure Percival between 19th 

January and 20th October 1803 (which Soane settled on 19th 

*48 November that year)*.. that-the paintwork had not been exe- 
cuted when the description was originally written. Indeed, 

Soane was still-considering the colour scheme as late as 
october. 1802. 

in 1810, Soane sold the. house and it came onto the 

market-again in. 1832. In the sale catalogue of that year 
the Breakfast Parlour is described ast 

.. 
Ioriginally, called. the Marble Rooml the walls and 

ceiling in imitation-of various sorts of Marble; 

the ceiling domed; ornamented with mouldings,, and 
Grecian Key, with raised figures and ornaments in 

*49 - the spandrils'. * 

The 'Paved Hall' too from which one entered the Breakfast 

*Fig. 228 
. Room (see key plan)* was described as painted in imitation 

of several sorts of marble,, and with the paterae and heads 

*50 of-. the architectural-ornament bronzed. * 

of the Breakfast, Room seems to have cost 

Soane-a great4eal-of trouble, and a large number of sketches 

and more or less finished drawings, are preserved at the Soane 

Museum. Bound in with the 1832 sale catalogue is a small 
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*Fig. 229 pen and wash sketch* which probably relates to the prep- 

aration of the 1802 description; and a second, more 

highly finished perspective dated z4ay 1802 is also in 
I 

*Fig. 230 the museum. * Neither gives: much information as to the 

colours-Soane intended at that-stage, although the first 

does suggest something-of the-general depth of tone 

eventually employed 'and division of the wall surface into 

panels, and the latter the use of a dark skirting or plinth. 

By June of 1802, however, Soane was working on the 

design-of the fi; e]2ý49ei a,, quarter-full-size detail being 

*51 dated 15th of that-month; * apd although the blocks below 

the mantleshelf are simplified. into their existing form 

*52 in'a fullý-size drawing, * the-ovekall design of the fire- 

- place as executed is-in close-accordance with these. 

Thus in-particular the-choice of yellow marble and jasper 

in conjunction'with the black'and, white elements had been 

made by this date. I, I 

Aýlater drawing'dated 4th August 1802 shows this 

.1 fireplace in position. -It also bears pencil annotations 

respecting the colours to be employed on the west wall 

which contains the double'do6rs communicating with the 
*Fig. 152 library. * It is interesting to note, however; that even 

at this date there are significant*discrepancies between 

*Fig. 2311 232 the drawing and the architecture of the room as executed, * 

in particular the-readed-segmental arches running east- 

west connecting the pairs'of caryatides are shown here as 

coffered instead? and the caryatides themselves stand on 

a simple plinth at-skirtinglevel rather than on the raised 

blocks later inserted. By this stage Soand's ideas about 

colour were developing. On the drawing the skirting is 

designated 'porphyry or black', whilst the flat plaster 

wall above'is divided into. panels and fretted, the ground 

being labelled IBI,, -which relates to a note on the right: 

kB. Dark blue and, the fillet lighter'. The centre panel 

is labelled 'red' and the attenuated panel between it and 

the doors 'yellow'. -The letter 'A' on the segmental area 

above the doors again relates to a note at the side: 'A. 

Dark brown'. 
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*53 

*54 

*Fig. 231 

About ten weeks later, -on 17th October 1802, Soane 

made further notes on his thoughts for the 'Breakfast 

Room'. These show he had now decided the Iplinthl was 

to be porphyry, whilst the 'spandrels' were to be painted 
inAmitation of-rosewood. The 'Compartments each side of 
doors' were, to be-*rosewood and satin wood with ebony fil- 

g -lets, and a note-; adds 'see draw Aug: 4th: 18021. These 

notes relate reasonably well to the colours just reviewed, 
but, in addition, the flying figures on the dome are speci- 
fied. as 'Silver-bro: l (presumably silver bronze) and the 
flat. centre of the dome was to be painted 'to represent a 
very flat dome with light clouds', whilst the remainder of 
the dome was to be painted 'light blue'. The caryatides 

were to. be 'copper-bro. ' and, the plinth, capital, and arch 
were to be 'marble'. * 

Before. turning to the examination of paint samples one 
further drawing must be considered, the coloured perspective 
hung in, the Picture Room at, the Soane Museum. * Architectur- 

ally this is undoubtedly the most nearly representative 
drawing of the-room as finally executed, showing the dome, 

arch mouldings, caryatidesp and fireplace precisely in the 
form they appear today (apart from the addition of paterae 
on the diagonals of the dome), although the proportions of 
the door panels are incorrect, and the mausoleum-like 

recesses either side of the fireplace (if carried out) have 
been replaced by book, cases. The colours, however, differ 

considerably from those already described, since whilst the 

ground of the walls is blue and the spandrels are reddish- 
brown, the plinth is pale blue, the panels beige, and the 

ceiling a dark off-white. 

The physical investigation of samples from the room 

was undertaken in the normal way, the locations from which 

-specimens were taken being shown on the drawing* and des- 

cribed on the scheduld. - These reveal an elaborate scheme 

--and., other-finishes, generally on the lines of of, marbled 
'statedi: intentions discussed above, but with signi- Soane's. 

_ficant-alterationsýand additions. 

It will be convenient. to commence detailed consideration 
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*Fig. 233 of the sbLmples with Nos. 83* and 85 from the central area 

of the flat wallzurface, 

Zone'A immediately next, to-the plaster contains three 

distinct off-white layersp the-Iowermost separated 

from the'two above, by a darkish dirt layer probably 

occasioned by dust--during construction of the room. 

Of the two-*apper. -layers the lower is distinctly darker 

in colour. This zone undoubtedly represents a pre- 

pared white ground which, as will become clear, was 

applied almost-generally over the entire room. 

Zone A' applied over-this is made up of three disting- 

uishable-layersl-, Of dark# rather transparent green con- 

taining red, 'bldck, and yellow pigment of which the 

latter predominates, whilst the two upper layers are 

slightly darker in colour. The whole is overlaid by 

A coat of'transparent varnish, and although writing a 

little later, Whittock'atipulated a black'ground as 

*55 necessary for all, green. marbles, * the most likely 

interpretation of this build-up of Idyers is that it 

represents a series of glazes'simulating a marble of 

this-colour. This-would also explain the whitish area 

seen'on the cross-section to the right of the large 

particI6 of yellow pigment, which, it may be suggested, 

represents the finishing touch of a vein softened into 

the green. ' - 

Zone B consists-of a brownish grey in which may be 

distinguished whitei brown, and black pigment. 

Zone C exhibits two layers, the lower off-white, the 

upper containing coarse yellow-brown pigment. 

Zone D contains a series of greens in which five layers 

are distinguishable: The first a yellow green contain- 

ing. fairly coarse-greenish yellow pigment; the second 
thinner and more'blue In colour more finely pigmented; 

the-ýthird darker, containing yellow and dull green 

pigment particles; the fourth rather similar to the 

first, but, the pigment rather less coarse; and the 
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'fifth a thick layer containing coarse green and 

white pigment. 

*Fig. 234 

*Fig. 235 

Zone E is a single layer# blue in colour containing 

blue pigment. 

Zone F*. appedr'i ýihite under the microscope, and con- 

tains gr , eyisli , bigment particles. 

Zones'B, C, D# Eand F present a sequence which occurs 

on other speciiý6ns and-will be referred to as, sequence a. 

Sample 85 corresponds exactly with sample 83 except that 

four white layers are clearly present in Zone A. 

Samples taken within 711 inches of the projecting pier 

against which the caryatides stand differ completely from 
8,3*and-'85 in"ýýe make-up-of Zone A', and there are other, 

minor variatibns in other zones. As with No. 85 sample 84 

shows f6ur layer's in Zone A, -but separate layers are not 

clearly distinguishable in this zone in No. 82, and only 
three may be observed in No. 8. In No. 84, Zone C appears 

to consist of at least'four layers of paint generally sim- 
ilar in character td those described for sample 83 and 

arranged in two pairs! ', the lower in each case being slightly 
lighter-in coiOur. Sample 8, however, differs from this 

again in showing aýlight and a darker layer first, separated 

from another darker 1 ayer by a dirt line, which in turn is 

-separated froma. similar band by another dirt layer. It is 

not intended to offer an interpretation of the latter dis- 

crepancies, however, since they are immaterial to the 

immediate object of ascertaining the Soane scheme, and it 

^is merely nec6ssary to note further that the layers above 

Zone B are missing-from"sample 82, and layers above the 

first'green in Zone D are missing from sample 8 as mounted. 

The vari , atibri4ln Zone A' is, however, important. Consider- 

ing the loi4er' . zones of sample 8, * Zone A' on the white 
i'tsý`of a neutral grey containing black and ground consi'S 

coarse white pigment wif1f a small quantity of red, and 

superimýoied on this is a blue 
. -grey layer containing coarse 

blue and whitd pigment. These layers may just be distin- 

guished in'sample , -with the addition of a thin layer of 
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finely divided black and 
I 
white. pigment containing a small 

amount of red. Both samples exhibit a layer of varnish 

completing this zone; and may be interpreted as repre- 

senting a bluish grey marble with black veins. 

The neit group of samples to be considered are those 

from the pier against which the caryatides stand, the seg- 

*Fig. 236 inents below. the dome,. and the skirting. Of these No. 80* 

is typical. Three off-white layers are distinguishable in 

Zone, A and are also clearly visible in samples 7,9, and 

12, although they capnot be made out on samples 72,79, and 

86. 

Zone A' in all these cases consists of a single layer 

of red and black pigment. In addition# on sample 80 

only, a white spot is, 
'present 

on the surface, which 

is varnished. Taken with Soane's schedule and. other 

notes specifying the imitation of porphyry on the 

skirtingr it seems quite definite that this is what 

the samples. represent. 

The upper zones (present complete on samples 7,9,12,72, 

and 80r_and complete to the top of Zone D on 79l but not 

present on sample 86 as mounted) generally accord with 

sequence a already described. These are, however, minor 

variations in, samples 9 and 12, which have an additional 

bright green layer at the, top of Zone C, Whilst No. 7 shows 

an additional pale grey lAyer at the bottom of Zone E. In 

addition No. 7 shows, of course, the modern pink with which 

this surface is presently finished. 

Attention may now be turned to sample 90 from. one of 
*Fig. 237 the fillets ofthe capital above the caryatid. * As with 

many other samples the white layers of Zone A cannot be dis- 

tinguished and there is. a slight variation in the layers of 

sequence a since the additional pale grey layer noted in 

sample 7 in Zone E below the blue is here present too. 

Zone A' shows a few fleckja of red on the white ground (pre- 

sumably stray brush strokes from the main porphyry areas 

adjacent) but is otherwise entirely composed of a sing. le 

coat of finely divided black. Samples 104,105# and 106 
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from the other fillets are similar, although no traces of 

red are visible-at the. bottom of Zone A' on 104. All 

these, however, show clearly two layers of black in this 

zone, separated in the case of 105 by patches of white 

Aagain-presumably splashings from operations elsewhere). 

In additio4 a varnizh. layer finishing this zone is present 

on 105. With! regard, to the succeeding zones, all the sam- 

ples have the extra., coat of bright green in Zone C noted in 

samples 9 and 12-(wii; # an extra white undercoat on 104), 

but none has the-. additional pale grey layer below the blue 

of Zone E which. is present on samples 7 and 90. Samples 

107 and 108, from the moulding separating the segmental 

areas of wall below the domed ceiling from the rectangular 

areas either side of the library doors, again show two layers 

. of black in Zone A'. The succeeding zones are missing from 

108 as mounted, but 107 shows an interesting variation in 

sequence a, Zone D being replaced by a series of five off- 

whites. As With samples 7, and. 90 there is an additional 

pale grey layer below. the blue of Zone E. Samples 109,110, 

and lll, -from the arph#-rave mouldings of the doors to the 

library, again show two black layers in Zone A', overlaid 

on sample 110 by a coat of varnish. in the case of 109, 

patches of the blue-grey associated with the adjacent 

marbling are present. between the blacks. The upper zones 

are. missing from-110, but on 109 and 111 are seen as a 

. -. series of off-whites# although the blue layer of Zone E is 

present on 111, presumably splashing from the adjacent wall 

area. It may be concluded therefore that the fillets of 

the capitals above the, -caryatides, the moulding between the 

segmental*and rectangular wall areas, and the door archi- 

traves'were picked out in black and finished with varnish. 

Subsequently to execution of the porphyry areas (or at 

least their red ground)., but prior to the marbling else- 

where, a single. coat of, black was applied, the second only 

'being laid on after, completion of these. 

,. "It is now, ýnecessary to turn to the-group of samples 

taken, from, the Coade stone, items, the caryatides and their 

-coffered plinths-. and. capitals, and the motif over the doors 

to the library. With the exception of the latterl these 

show a completely, different system of preparation was used 
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*Fig. 238 from that elsewhere iri the room. Specimen 73* from the 

outermost part of the coffered capital shows this, and 

will be described first-in detail as typical: 

Zone At applied immediately to the Coade stone# 

shows two layetg: clearlys but there are in addition 

possible indications that a very thin priming was 
first provided; Ofthese two-layers the first is 

a coarse yellowish grey containing black, red, 

yellow, and'translucent white pigment. Upon this a 

coat of a fine light grey was applied. 

Zone A' again exiiibits two layers. The first applied 

appears under the micro6cope as black containing a 

small-quantity of fine white and red particles, 

whilst the second is-similar in appearance but of 

much-finer texturd'-without the, presence of red. 

Such a series-of boats most probably may be inter- 

preted as representing a darko, dove coloured or black 

marblej which may have beenIeft unvarnished as no 

varnish layer may be seen on any of the samples taken. 

Zone B is similar to that already described for 

sample 83 above. Thd-sequence of coats overlying 
this, howeveri is completely different from that of 

sequence a and-, the succeeding zones are therefore 
lettered differently beginning with: 

Zone G which consists of-two layers of whitet disting- 

uishable only with difficulty, 

Zone H is clearly'ý, composed, of two layers of transpar- 

ent varnish. 

Zone I appears as a'single very thick layer similar 

to those oý Zone G, but may represent several indis- 

tinguishable coats. ý 

Zone J is'seen as a. greyish white. 

Zone K'is missing from this sample as mounted although 
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present on sample. 89 where it may be seen as two 

layers of modern: white paint. It has, however, been 

*Fig-. 238 added-to týe illustration. * 

*Fig. 239 

Except that the fine-grey layer of Zone A is not disting- 

ýuishable on sample. 77-(from which the layers above G are 

lacking on'the sample., as mounted) samples 77,78, and 89 

accord completely-with sample 73 as described above. 

-Zones C to K will hereafter be referred to for convenience 

as sequence-O. -, 

*Fig. 240 

*Fig. 241 

Samples-74,75, - 76, _81,87, * loo, lol, 102, and 103 

representing the caryatid itself and the areas within the 

coffered parts, of the plinth and capital differ from the 

above only in respect of Zone A' (although as mounted 75 

lacks the layers above Zone 1,76 and 100 lack everything 

above Zone.. A',, and 101 and 103 lack the zones above H). 

In all these cases, Zone A' consists of a single layer of 

gteen-containing yellow and a small quantity of reddish 

pigment-together with an admixture, of varying amounts of 

silver coloured particles and a trace of varnish on No. 87. 

In addition samples 76 and 103* from the rosettes of the 

capitdl-and plinth-have specks of gold-coloured powder on 

-the upperýsurfaca of the green. 

The interpretation of these samples presents some 

difficulty since the silver specks do not seem to be evenly 

distributed throughout, the green, and indeed in the case of 

ý, samples 74,76, -and, 87 appear almost as a treatment first 

applied-to the surface--of. the fine grey layer of Zone A 

and later disturbed by-the application of the green. 

Since, how ever, at one stage Soane intended the caryatides 

'to be''copper bro: ' it seems most likely that this is what 

the samples show. -, Interestingly, a spot of dark black at 

the*right hand end of-sample 87 from the arm of the caryatid 

below the green shows that the marbling of the capitals and 

other areas of - Coade stone was the first to be carried out. 

ý-. 'ýLast in this 'group of samples from the Coade stone is 

No. 99P from the'reli-ef above the door to the library. * 

In contrast to the others forming this group, Zone A here 
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exhibits theý; white ground found elsewhere in the room, not 

in this case., easily resolved. into a specific number of coats# 

although there-are-indications that more than one is present. 

overlying this is a thin layer of bluish grey similar to the 

ground colour already described, as applied to the other 

elements in Coade iýtone6 Zone A', consists of a single layer 

of green similar to, that of the caryatid and coffered areas 

of the plinth and capitals, but lacking any evidence of 

silver specks. --It, -is, however#, probably reasonable to 

suppose that the final effect was similar. The succeeding 
layers of the sample do not appear to fit sequence y (des- 

cribed below) precisely, although they consist of a series 

of. off-whites which may probably be eqpated with this. Zone 

Q is of course, missing being replaced, by the present pink 
finish as on, sample 7. 

The ceiling area reveals a, colour scheme no less com- 

*Fig. 242 plex than the walls. and caryatides. Sample 6, * from the 

reeded soffit of the segmental 4rch connecting the pairs of 

caryatides will be described first and will typify the group 

of samples from the ceiling. 

Zone A. shows three clearly defined white layers, the 

lowermopt. of a darker colour, representing a white 

ground similar to that applied to the areas of wall 

elsewhere. 

Zone A, appears, under the-. migroscope as a single blu- 

ish grey layer containing coarse white and large par- 

ticles of blue pigment. Dark patches on the surface 

are probably tracesý-of varnish. 

The sequence of succeeding layers is completely different 

from those so far described# and will be referred to as 

se ence y comprising Zones L to Q: 

Zone L is a thickish layer of off-white. 

Zone M is similarp but a degree darker and containing 

coarser particles. 
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Zone N is light. in colour but otherwise similar to M. 

It may contain at least two layers. 

zone 0 isstillýlighter but contains coarse brown 

pigment-., 

*Fig. 243 

Zone'P consistsýof-probably, two layers similar to 0. 

Zone-Q. is.. the, present modern white finish. 

Samples 5 and 91. -from-the moulding running around the domed 

c6iling at its. junction with-the walls reflects the same 

pattern in respect of sequence. y, and in Zone A, although 

only a, sýngle white layer is distinguishable in the latter 

on sample 5. On-sample 91! Zone A' consists of a thin 

black layer on which is superimposed a layer of green. 

This may immediately be-Anterpreted as representing a dark 

green marble. 

*Fig. 244 

*Fig. 245 

Samples. l, -4, * and 70 from the ground of the ceiling 

again show the same. layers in. Zone A and sequence y. Zone 

A' in all casesýptes'ents an interesting appearance consist- 
in4'of a transparent yellowish layer containing dark blue 

and *red pigment (almost definitely a coat of 'clearcolel 

since it was'easily stained with methylene blue, although 

the presence of-coloured pigment is curious), upon which was 

applied a further, coat of.,, white. - On the surface of this 

'white layer, is; a''prominent dirt layer defining it as the 

finish.: 

Samples 2, and 98-(from the raised fillets around the 

flying figures and forming the Greek key respectively) are 

precisely'comparable with each other, -although only a single 

coat may be seen in Zone-A-on the former, Otherwise Zones 

A and*A' of samples 1,4, and 70 are present in toto on both; 

and, moreover, on sample 98*-it is clear that two coats of 

white Were appliedon the clearcole. Upon this foundation 

was appfied-a single-coat', Pf. a, 'dark green containing yellow, 

red, and black, pigment;, -and ori-. the. surface of this in turn 

'is d layer of particles having, the appearance of gold 
, 
pow- 

derý This is immersed in varnish, but whether the, gold was 
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applied as a'paint in a varnish medium, or varnished fol- 

lowing its application is not apparent. Interestingly, 
I 

on both these samples Zone L of sequence y is missing, 

indicating that when first repainted these gilt areas of 

the ceiling were left exposed. 

The next-samples to. be considered are Nos. 3 and 71 

(from the flying figures) and No. 88 (from one of the 

paterae at the-base of-these. panels). In all threer onlY 

*Fig. 246 a single layer is visible in Zone A. On sample 88* this 

is overlaid by a translucent layer similar to that inter- 

preted as clearcole on samples 1,4,70, and 98, and upon 

this in turn is a rather broken coat of grey. On the 

surface of this may be seen a series of silver-coloured 

specks fairly widely-separated-and by no means forming a 

uniform layer. Since it will be remembered Soane intended 

the flying figures to be, 'silver bro. ' it seems most likely 

that this is what these samples show.., Sample 71 is gener- 

ally similar, although no silver specks are visible. In 

addition, however, a, pronounced layer of clear varnish is 

.1 visible overlying the grey, which here appears akin to 

Zone A' of sample 6 from the arch soffit. The varnish 

layer of sample 3-is. fragmentary and appears to contain a 

quantity of coarse translucent white pigment. It seems 

most likely therefore that this represents the 'gold-size' 

first applied;. andi, although now lost by regrinding the 

section, when first prepared two widely spaced silver- 

coloured specks were visible on the grey. On completion 

of the basic preparation of the entire room in white, it may 

therefore be concluded that a coat of clearcole was applied 

to the . ceiling ground-which splashed onto the paterae and 

raised filletsý The. ceiling ground was subsequently fin- 

ished with two coats of white oil paint, whilst the fillets 

received a gold-colour bronzing on a green gold-size, and 

the flying figures and-paterae were bronzed with a silver- 

coloured powder appliqd to a cq4t of grey prepared with 

white gold-size. The. areas treated with metal powder were 

subsequently varnished. The lack of silver on sample 71 

may perhaps-be explained by the highlights alone having 

been bronzed, sample 71 being from the shadow side of. "e 

I figurel, s thigh, whilst sample 3 is from a wing. 
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Turning now to the., group of samples taken from the 

mouldings around the oculus in the centre of the dome 

*Fig. 247 (Nos. 93* to 97-inclusive) a most interesting pattern 

emerges. In all,. cases only a single coat of white is 

visible in. Zone A,. -and on this were applied two marbling 

coatý. -, the first a. thin: glaze of a bright red, and the 

second*-a thicker coat of a, fine dark grey containing black 

and white pigment.!! ýLThese, -show traces of having been sof- 

tened, together on some, _of. the samples (especially Nos. 94 

-an&96). and-in view of the;. consistency with which the black 

appears. 'in all the samples taken, may perhaps be interpreted 

as representing a marble with-red veins on a dark grey 

ground. 

With the exception of sample 94 from the ground between 

the other reeding and;. the torus, the remaining samples show 

a superimposed coat-of a green, containing particles of 

canary yellow, black, bluish green,, and red pigments, gen- 

erally similar-to the green on the. caryatides. Nothing 

further-is present on sample 96 (from the flat ground be- 

tween the torus-and inner fillets) but sample 97 from the 

*Fig. 248 latter* shows thesevere finished with gold-coloured powder 

*Fig. 249 in-, the same way, as the Greek key. Sample 95* from the torus 
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. shows this to havp. received-two additional coats of green, 

-the first of, a. darker-colour, and : the second more olive in 

tone. -These, presumably 
ýrepresent 

a-third variety of green 

marble. Succeeding-zones, in, all these cases conform to 

sequence Y, except that as elsewhere,, the gold areas appear 

to'have been omitted from the. first redecoration. 

Last of the ceiling samples is that from the flat 

ground within-the oculus itself, No. 92. * Zone A consists 

of three clearly-distinguishable layers of white, whilst 

Zone-A' shows two layers, the lower pale blue, and the 

-upper'a warm grey-containing black and red pigment. It 

will be remembered-that on 17th, October 1802 Soane speci- 
7.;, -.,,. fied, that'. this, larea-was to.. be. painted to represent a very 

f lat, dome, With 11glit. cloUas, . and the. sample is ot course 

entirely consistent. with this having been done. Subsequent 

-layers"follow, sequence.. Y. in the. usual, way. 
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in preparing the -drawing; showing the conclusions 

*Fig. 251 reached above concerning the., Soane, scheme, * several dif f i- 

CUlt4es have been encountered. In the first placeg large 

areas of the room aremarbled, and the paint layers con- 

sist of a number of-. *tthin, glazes applied unevenly and irreg- 

ularly over-a prepared ground., jIp. -plapes these may have 

been softened, into, each other,, whilst other areas may have 

received nothing,, --the-ground being allowed to remain exposed. 

To the normal hazards of sampling, therefore is added that 

of missing a potentially interesting, point, and taking the 

sample instead from a misleading, jDald area. Thus, in the 

case of sample 6 for example, rather than finding an area 

of plain grey, evidence showing a dove-grey marble with 

widely spaced darker veins may perhaps have been missed; 

Secondly, asýhas been remarked in the Introduction to 

this chapter, it is almost impossible to quantify paint 

colours from a cross-section. -With. areas of plain paint- 

work, however, a small. chip may be taken and matched to a 

set of reference colours, but with marbling it would be 

necessary, to expose quite. a large area perhaps six inches 

square in order to arrive-. at. a reasonable estimation of 

its effect. Clearly it has been impossible to do this in 

the present instanceo, and the indications an the drawing 

must therefore-be regarded. more as symbolic of the different 

effects employed#-than presenting an accurate statement of 

their true nature and balance. 

One-fu'rther problem should also be mentioned. Frpm 

*Figs. 152,228 the drawings illustrated* and from the drawing in the Pic- 

ture Room at the Soane Museum mentioned abovel it will be 

seen that Soane intended, to divide the rectangular areas 

of wall into panels by means 9f frets, and although the 

different drawings show these arranged in slightly varying 

patterns and proportions there is no doubt this idea formed 

an integral. part of his thinking from the beginning. The 

cross-section technique Is obviously, unsuited to investi- 

gating, the. disposition eventually employed (although it has 

shown-some sort of panel was executed) and, short of taking 

an unreasonable number of-samples at closely spaced centres 
it is impossible to determine this without opening up quite 
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a largeýarea of the original paintwork for inspection. 

In the same, way,, either side of the central Coade stone 

motif above the, doors to the library Soane shows a decor- 

ative device presumably intended to be painted, and again 

it. would be, necessary to expose a largearea of the ori- 

ginal paint-in, order;. to-ascertain whether it was executed, 

and what-itsipreciq6 form was. 

Ultimateappreciation of the room must therefore await 

an opportunity.: for -such further investigation. The nature 

of the Soane scheme-and'the overall disposition of colour 

have, however, been determined; and it may be seen that 

this was in general accordance with the majority of his 

documented thoughts, although considerable refinements 

were incorporated., Tn preparation the room was painted 

out in white, -, and-. on completion all the marbled areas of 

wall together-wi. th-the caryatides. were varnished. (Although 

no traces of varnish were seen-on the samples from the block 

behind the-. caryati. des-it. seems most unlikely they were 

-ceiling, 
however, with the omitted. ) In thecase of-the 

exception of-thp-, elements-finished in metal powder, the 

clouded area and oculus, mouldingj, and other areas within 

the green edge moulding-seem to have been left without 

varnish; although--the presenceýof the clearcole layer in 

the white ceiling ground'doesýperhaps suggest that a dead 

-Altogether, the effect of the room matt-was not desired. - 

must have been, powerful-, and-against the background of the 

refinedtints of earlier neo-classicism as exemplified by 

the old Drawing Room, must have been as overpowering in 

1603 as it would be found today. 
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10. The Drawing Room at 48 Doughty Streetp'London W. C. lp 

during, tho residence of'Charles Dickensf 1837-9 

(samples taken'October, 1981). 

No. 48 Doughty'Street, was built in 1801 (at which time 

*56 it was No. '38)- under the terms ofa-lease granted in 1799. * 

It was occupied by-Dickens from April 1837 to December 1839 

when he took up residence in a grander house in Devonshire 

Terrace. The Drawing Room, occupying three bays along the 

front of the house, -survives substantially intacte although 

the present sashes and their beads are restorations installed 

in the 1930s by the Trustees of the-Dickens House Museum. 

On 18th March 1837,, Th=as Handisyde, the Agent, wrote 

to the Landlord-, Joseph Banks, indicating that Dickens was 

willing to take the house for three years at a rent of E80 

p. a. # provided he agreed to 'new paint the front Drawing 

Room and blind frames round windows-'. The ceiling too, he 

noted, 'requires to be cleanedl, 'and he suggested it would 

be sensible ta allow Dickens; 1something towards the beauti- 

*57 . fying to be, done-bphimself'. *- On 29th March# in a second 

letter, he reported that painting and whitewashing were 

-*58 proceeding. * Unfortunately# no information is given con- 

cerning the finishes, or colours. employed; but identification 

of Dickens's paint-layer on the joinery was possible by 

correlating cross-sections of samples taken for microscopic 

examination with documentary evidence which shows that 

Dickens had, ýthe chair rail removedand the walls papered 
down to the skirting. 1.1 

In Dickens's tenancy agreement, the 'one pair front 

Room' is described as being Idadoed and papered above'; but 

in that of his successor dated 28th February 1840 it is 

described simply as 'skirted and paper above'. In addition* 

comparison of these documents shows that Dickens removed 
r the Reigate stone hearth and substituted one of veined 

marble; whilst in the later agreement it was mentioned that 

part of a gilt moulding, no doubt forming a border to the 

*59 wallpaper, was deficient. * It seems clear, therefore, 

that the last layer of paint on the dado (later obsci4red 

by'Dickens's wallpaper) was that of his predecessor; and 
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that: the layer succeeding it-on the remainder of the join- 

ery was that applied, at Dickens's behest. 

The locations from which the paint samples were 

*Figs. 252,253 removed are shown, on the drawings* and described in the 

schedule. Most of-those-from the joinery (19 to 49 inclu- 

sive) are, consistent,, although variations are present as 

'indicated belowý No. 22, -, from the lower torus of the 

*Fig. 254, skirting moulding, A'showed-the layers in clearest defini- 

tion, and is 'accordingly first described. Immediately on 
the-surface of the timber is. a layer (a) of white contain- 
ing dark brown and translucent white particles, together 

with localised agglomerations of red lead typical of a 

priming. Above are three layers of white containing red- 
brown and finely divided black pigments, the first (b) 

whiter than the second (c), which is cream in colour, and 
the third (d)-rather greyish in tone and having its upper 

surface defined byýa layer of dirt, showing it to be a fin- 

ish. Although-dirt is also present on the surface of (a), 

this could simply represent soiling between installation of 
the, moulding in'its primed state, and its eventual decora- 

tion. Succeeding, (d) are two further layers of white, (e) 

and (f), containing finely divided black pigment, the lower 

of the two-being'slightly more greyish in colour, whilst 
the upper, has a layer of dirt on its surface. There follows 

a layer of white (g), again containing finely divided black; 

and another stratum ofwhite (h), possibly made up of two 

coats. Although, no-dirt layer is visible, this seems likely 

to have been-a finish. Above is a layer W of white con- 
taining translucent white particles and finely divided black 

pigment, succeeded by a-pale, grey finish (J) containing a 

similar black and having dirt visible on its surface in 

places. on samples 23,291 31,33,36,43, and 49, and 

probably too Nos. 19,39, and 46, (J) is replaced by a pale 
blue (JI), the finished result of which would have been 

joinery having the appearance of being painted white, whilst 
the dado, skirting riser, 'architrave fascias, and door and 

shutter stileso-kails, panels and panel margins were coi- 

oured in pald-, blue. This scheme-may be compared with that 

shown on Charlotte Bosanquet'. z watercolour dated 1843 show- 
ing the Drawing Room of Admiral Bosanquet at Clay Hill, 
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*Fig. 166 Enfield, there combined with a blue wallpaper. * Succeeding 

this scheme are three layers of green, the first (k) con- 

taining coarse green and lemon yellow pigments, the second 

MI) being similar-i but paler through the addition of an 

agglomerated, white, and the third (k. 11. ) being dulled by 

the addition of axeddish. brown,, , This last layer is only 

present on. samples-22, ý2T-,, 28, -, 32,34,37,38,40,44,47" 

and 48, so that-at, this,, stage. the joinery was painted green 

with-certain mouldings picked out in a duller tone. 

Layer (kl) is the last to be, present on the dado 

(sample 19) and seems, therefore, to have been that immedi- 

ately pre7dating the Dickens scheme. on sample 22, as else- 

where in the room, it is. succeeded by two layers of pink, 

(1) and (11) containing fipely divided red, black, and a 

small quantity of blue. On most samples, (11) is clearly 

paler than . (l); - -)Dut, the variation is probably present in all, 

and where visible on the-cross-sections does not appear to 

add up to a logical scheme of picking out. Also, exposure 

of an area across the door-architrave mouldings did not 

reveal any tonal difference between them and the panels, 

so that on this occasion it seems likely the joinery was 

painted a uniform tone. -. -When first, exposed, a sample from 

the door architrave was close to, Munsell reference 7.5 YR 

7/2; but-after removal of discolouration from the oil medium 

*Fig. 254 stabilised at approximately . 
2.5 Pý_, 7/2. * 

Dickens's. scheme wqLs-succeeded by an off-white (m),, 

which-seems-to have traces of dirt on its surface indicat- 

ing it was a finish; and by another off-white (n) containing 

brown pigment. Two coats of white-, (o) and (o') followed,, 

the second-defined-as. a finishby. a dirt layer; but at 

this stage the door was treated differently, being grained. 

Layers (o) and (ol) are here replaced by two off-white 

undercoats, a graining glaze, and at least three layers of 

varnish. The, remainder of ýthe joinery was next painted a 

pale pink (p), probably applied in-two coats, tinted with 

red and blaqk pigments; a scheme followed by another off- 

white applied in two, coats, (q) a, nd,. (ql). The graining con- 

temporary with (o) and (ol) was kept as the finish on the 

door.. Aftqr this, the whole room was grained#, that on the 
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door being renewed. Two white undercoats (r) and (r') 

furnished the ground for the graining glaze, above which 

are at'least*three layers of varnish (r"). The scheme 

may therefore have been refreshed by additional coats of 

varnish'on two occasions or-, more before application of an 

off-white (s)'"containing red, blue, green, and finely 

divided blaýk'_pigments. On samples; 25,26 to 32,34 to 39, 

and 44 to 49, howev6rj a, pink'finish-was employed. An off- 

white schemeýappliedýusing two coatsý '(t) and (t') followed, 

succeeded 1: 4'i-dark'off-white containing yellow, black, and 

red pigments'(u). Above this lie-three modern schemes in 

white or, 'off-white M, (w), and the-present paintwork (x). 

Of-thd other samples froim the joinery, No. 17 (from 

the . modern picture rail) has"only layers (u), (v), (w), 

and (x); No. 24 -(fromýtthe'site of the chair rail) has 

traces of'aý white' primer containing red lead in the pores 

of the wood celli, "followed by a layer of paper and its 

modern white finish; and No. 42 (from the shutter stile) 
has only layers' (v), (w), -and (x), having presumably been 

stripped or renewed fairly recently. Interestingly, sample 
36Afrom the panel surround of the shutter opposite) has a 

whole series of layers present below (a), showing it to be 

a piece of re-used timber. 

-Turning n6w to the samples' -from the cornice (2 to 15 

inclusive) the greatest number of layers may be seen on No. 

*Fig. ' 255 9, from the soffitýof-the'corona. * The majority are missing 
'frozfi the-"bther samý16s, and, being in distemper, would have 

been washed--off prior'to each redecoration. There can, 

therefore, be no guarantee'that all are present on No. 9 

either, but*the number-does seem to be roughly comparable 

with the total'o'f schemes found on the joinery. Since a 

tentative correlation only is possible, this will be made 

6hly aftdt'the sequence-of layers on sample 9 has been 

descriýe 

immddiately'-on the surface 6f', the plaster is a layer 

iaý*)'-6f"white, probably-appli6das-two coats, containing 

blac'i pigmenf. ""A similar layer`-(bbý, again possibly com- 

posed ofý-tw6 co . ats#'folldks- 'Sample 4, however, shows a 
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layer of pure white on the surface of the plaster followed 

by at least, two layers similar to (aa) or (bb), so that 

the precise painting sequence is unclear. On sample 9, 

(bb) is succeeded bya layer of yellow made from yellow, 

orange, bright red, and black pigments (cc); but on sample 
3 this is preceded by. a paler yellow. containing bright red 

pigment. On sample 9, (cc) is followed by a layer of orange 
containing white,, red, 

-, and a small quantity of black pigments 
(dd); and on its surface are traces of a layer (ee), better 

seen on. sample 8, of. -a brown containing orange and black 

pigments., Above this is one of the few oil layers present 
(ff), a pink containing red, black, and a little blue 

pigment; and on its surface is a layer (gg) of pink dis- 

temper, made using red_, pinkish, red, and black pigmentj 

which has a dirt layer on its upper surface. Succeeding it 

is a layer of. pale green (hh) which contains black and bright 

red. pigmentq, followed by a discontinuous layer of a similar 

green containing-more black (ii). This is followed by a 

warm grey (jj) containing r. ed and finely divided black pig- 

ments, and by an off-white (kk) tinted with a small quantity 

of red, black, and yellow. pigments. Next lies a layer made 

up from two coats of., ýL dullt muddy colour (11) in which 

yellow and black pigments may be seen, less of the former 

being contained i. n the lower stratum. Following this is a 
layer of pale blue (mm) made using French ultramarine, and 
a green (nn) in which the same pigment is used together with 
orange and yellow stainers. Two Inore blues (oo) and (pp) 

succeed these, both made using French ultramarinet the 

second slightly darker in tone. - These are overlaid with a 
layer of dense white in oil or emulsion (qq); a thick layer 
(rr), probably made up of three or more coats,, of pale blue 

distemper tintedwith French ultramarine; and finally the 

existing white, emulsion (ss). 

The only obvious similapity beýween any of the layers 

present on the plaster and joinery is that of (ff) and (1), 
but it is not possible to be at all certain that they are . 
contemporary. They do, howeypri seem to occupy a comparable 

relative position in., their respective sequences (about five 

or six finishes up, and, perhaps thirteen or fourteen fi; om 

the-top),, and it would not. have been unusual for the joinery 
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and a plaster cornice to be painted to match in the late 

1830s (an example"of this treatment. was drawn, for example, 

by Charlotte, Bosanquet in the Library at Vinters, Kent, 

*Fig. 167 about 1840). * If the two do relater though, it would imply 

-*the use of'a browni: sh-cornice with the green scheme (i. e. 

that (ee), and W are, contemporary with each other), which 

does not seem unreasonable; but more questionably that an 

orange cornice-was,, used with the blue scheme (i. e. that 

*rig. 256 

(dd)-and (J) are'contemporary). on balance, it seems most 

probable-that-the pinksare one and the same, and that 

Dickens had the cornice painted to-match the joinery. A 

reconstruction of the window wall on this basis is illustrated. 

The sample. from the ceiling (No. 1) shows only paler 

versions of (cc) and (ff), followed by a modern lining 

paper finished firstly in a white distemper (probably 

equating with (rr)) and the present finish (ss). If the 

conclusion drawn in the last paragraph is correct, it seems, 

therefore, that Dickens had the ceiling painted in a pinkish- 

toned white. 

Neither of the two samples taken from the walls showed 

any relationship with either the joinery or the plaster, 

but this is only to be expected in a room where these have 

probably always been papered. No. 16 has a layer of off- 

white distemper made using yellow, red, and coarse black 

pigments on the plaster, followed by the present lining 

paper and finishes similar -to those on that of the ceiling; 

whilst No. 18 has a layer of pale blue distemper made using 

French ultramarine, a layer of white oil paint, and the 

present lining paper and its finish (ss). 

It is a pity that nothing is known of Dickens's wall- 

paper, but its nature may perhaps be surmised from a letter 

he wrote in 1845 concerning that in his house in Devonshire 

Terrace: 

11 should like to new-paper the drawing-room; taking 

away the ugly hand rail, and bringing, the paper down 

to the skirting board. I should like the skirting 

board to be painted in imitation of Satin-Wood the 
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ceiling to have-a faint pink blush in it - and a 

little wreath-of-flowers to be painted round the 

lamp. The paper must be. blue and gold or purple 

and gold - to agree with the furniture and curtains; 

and I. should wishý. it to be. -cheerful and gay... - 

*60 ýGold moulding round, the paper',. * 

There-are notable parallels here with his earlier Drawing 

Room at Doughty Street: -, ýtlýe removal, of the chair railp the 

gold fillet around-the wallpapergand probably too the 

use-of a pink blush on the ceiling., Altogether, his 

taste seems to reflect that of his day, when, as des- 

cribed in Chapter VIII, a Drawing Room was seen as calling 

for richness and cheerfulness. 
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Additional 1. 'Use'of'azurite on'the'ceilinci of Wolsey's Closet at 
Studies Hamptoncourt, Middlesex,, c., 1535 (sample SuPplied 

'November 1976). 

A small sample removed from a fragment taken from 

the ceiling of Wolsey's'Closet before its recent restora- 

tion showed imm&aia7tely 'on the surface of the modelling 

medium aI ayer 6f'-giey containing coarse white and black 

pigmenis. The'surviving b1tie finish and gilding were 

applied on the surface of this. Particles of the blue 

pigment, which had'been used without admixture, had, when 

examined by transmitted light, the typical appearance of 

crushed azurite coarse angular blue particles which are 

highly birefringent. The pigment dissolved with efferves- 

cence in 3N hydrochloric acid, and tests on the solution 

for copper using diethyl-dithiocarbamate or dithio-oxamide 

*61 proved poiitive. * 

2. Use of smalt on a mid-seventeenth-century doorcase now 

in'the Banqueting Hall at Tamworth Castle, Staffordshire 

(samples taken February 1979). 

*62 

*Fig. 257 +Fig. 258 

The two mid-seventee nth-century doorcases in the 

Banqueting Hall at Ta: mw6rth Castle w6re removed to their 

present location from a house at Chislehurst, Kent, demol- 

ished in 1822. They were drawn shortly prior to this by 

Buckler, * and on re-erection were heightened, a tympanum 

plac'ed within each arch, and a pediment (probably from 

elsewhere in--the Chiilehurst-house) added on top. The 

terms from the chimneypiece shown on the same Buckler draw- 

ing also made their way to Tamworth and may now be seen in 

the North Wing. Examination of paint samples from the door- 

case leading to the latter* showed that Nos. 2,31 8, lo, + 

11,24, and 28 hýd at the bottom a layer (a) of dull red 

paint containing white, coarse black, and bright red pig- 

ments. Above lies a coat of translucent brownish paint (b) 

in which coarse white particles (clumps of white lead) may 

bd seen. This is followed by a layer of yellow (bl) con- 

taining I coa . rse'%ýhite pigment together with a small quantity 

Of kine dark red, and on the surface of this is a layer of 
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gold leaf, above which are traces of varnish. 

Samples 5,7,9,26, "27,29,30,33,34,39, and 41, 

on the other hand, do not possess (bl), but have instead 

a layer of white (b") contqining a small addition of blue 

pigment readily ; 7ecogniz, able as smalt. Although no smalt 
IL -I. 

can be seen in the equivalent layer of sample 35 it is 

probably identical; and although samples 1,4, and 25 are 
incomplete, the 

' 
areas, they, repFesent were probably similarly 

treated. Only samples 6 and 36 seem to vary, having no 

smalt visible, its place being taken by coarse black. Sample 
*Fig. 259 41* showed clearly that the gold leaf (which at this point 

appears to lie directly on the surface of layer (b)) lies 
beneath (b"),, and it seems most likely that the doorcase 

was originally painted brown, that the gilding may be con- 
temporary with this, and thatthe blued white (comparable 

with Bullet's late seventeenth-century formula for gris 
*63 perle * represents the first redecoration, in which the 

original gilding was retained. As will be. seen from the 
*Fig. 258 drawing of sample 10, * many schemes succeeded this, and it 

is probably safe to date layer (b") to the latter part of 
the seventeenth century or, just possibly, the early part 

of the eighteenth. It is also interesting that on, sample 
38 (from the ground ofthe pulvinated frieze) the surface 
of (b") is strewn, with coarse smalt, no doubt to produce 
a deep blue ground to the, carved ornament. 

3. Graining in the Duchess of York's Lodging at Hampton 

Court, c. 1670 (sam2le taken November 1978). 

In 1669, work began on fitting up the interior of the 

old tennis court at Hampton Court, Middlesex, as lodgings 
*64 for the Duchess of York. * Of the wainscoting installed as 

part of the exercise, the stiles and rails still survive in 

what has now become Apartment 29# and these were recently 
exposed in the course of alterations carried out by the 

Department of the Enviror=ent. The raised panels and their 

projecting mouldings had,. however, been removed (probably 

during the early eighteenth century) to allow the room to 

*65 be hung with fabric. Streeter's bill of 1674* shows that 
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the Presence Chamber, Bedchamber, and Closet were painted 

*Fig. 260 walnut-tree colour; and a cross-section* made from the 

graining on the surface of one of the exposed stiles shows 

that it is the original finish which survives. Immediately 

on the surface of the. timber is a layer (a) of deep red 

priming, followed. by a coat of brownish white (b) rather 

translucent in, appearance under the microscope and contain- 

ing coarse-white., This formed the ground to which the veins 

were, applied in-opaque. colour (c) containing, in the sample 

taken, red., yellow., black, 
-andcoarse white pigments. 

4. A layer of white-containing smalt in a sample from the 

Marble Hall at Petworth, Sussex, c. 1700 (sample taken July 

1978). 

A series of tradesmen's bills shows that the Marble 

Hall (or Hall of State as it was then known) at Petworth 

*66 was completed in 1692, * and a sample taken from the stile 

of the dado beneath the-. left-hand side of the left-hand 

nichein the east. wall showed the following sequence of 

*Fig. 261 layers. *. Imme. diately, on the. surface of the timber is a 

layer of orange-red (a) containing red and yellow pigments. 

Above this is a rather translucent coat (b) of white con- 

taining coarse white, and black pigments, and on its sur- 

face is a layer 
. 
(c) of. ypllowish brown containing dull red 

and yellow pigments. together with coarse black. This was 

probably a finish and is superseded by a layer (d) similar 

to (b) and a layer of white (e), probably also a finish. 

These layers- are all-. missing from a number of other samples 

taken from the room., but the reason for this is unclear. 

Layer (f), which follows, is translucent in appearance and 

contains dark red and black Pigments; and its presence at 

the bottom olf the other samples shows it to be a primer 

rather than a grainipg, glaze. It may, be, therefore, that 

this rep?: ese, nt, s redecoration following the extensive fire 

of, 1714, and, certainly the slightly blistered appearance of 

layers (a);. to,. 
-(e) 

Would be-consi-s. tent. with this. On the 

surface-of, (f) are two.., layers of white (g) and (h), the' 

second of which may be a finish since there seem to be 

traces of dirt on its surface. -Above these lie the layer 
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of white containing smalt W which is followed by about 

ten further schemes ifi whites'f off-whites, and pale greens 
(not shown on the drawing of the cross-section), the last 

thought to date from the early part of the present century. 

The layer of smalt'is of particular interest as represent- 
ing-an English example'of'the-use-of the combination Bullet 

*67 suggested in 1691"for mixing'gris'ýerle, * and, although it 

cannot at present be precisely dated, 'its position in the 

sequence of layers suggests it, --is probably earlier than the 

second quarter of the eighteenth century. 

S. A pale grey finish in the Saloon atBeningbrough Hall, 

Yorkshire, c. 1715 (gample taken July 1977). 

A sample taken from the stile of the panelling to the 

north of the jamb of the door at the south end of the west 

wall of the Saloon at Beningbrough, which was completed 
*Fig. 262 about 1715* showed firstly a layer (a) of priming containing 

dark red pigmento followed by a layer of pale grey (b) con- 
taining finely divided black. The latter seems from a 

slight discontinuity running through it to have been applied 
in two coats. Its upper surface is-defined by what appear 
to be traces of dirt, showing it to have been the first fin- 

*68 ish. In 1947 the room -is said, to haVe been strippedr* and 
the survival of the earlier layers'i: i probably owing to a 
lack of complete thoroughness in this operation. 

6. The earlier Great Room at 22 Arlinqton Streett Londonj 

C. 174ý (sM21es taken October 
_ 

1976). - 

In 1740, the Hon. Henry Pelham purchased the northern 
half of the site now occupied by No. 22 Arlington Street 

and commenced construction of a house to the designs of 
William Kent. Its'structdre was largely complete by late 

*69 1743 when the work was'ineasured, * but in 1745 Pelham was 
able to-purchase the adjoining plot and extend the building 

to the south. Although substantially altered internally, 

the structure stood complete until 1978-9,, when the front 

part of the house was demolished by tfie Eagle Star Insurance 
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Co. leaving only the main block facing Green Park to the 

west. This had on the ground floor a Dining Room the 

*7o plasterwork of which was'completed "by October 1742* and which 

was painted'by i745-. ' The painting account for it reads as 

follows: - 

d 
191i-[square yards]'. "Chocolate 3 times in Oyl at 6 0- 4- 

-9 
. 15 3 4'Times in-turpentine dead white at 9d 5-14- 9 

0 145 '4'times-, D on Stucco at 10 6- 0-10 
d 

*71 24 Number-of sash squares finished white at 111 3- 01 

Unfortunately-this room had been completely destroyed (the 

present Kentian detailing is all new) and it was not possible 

to take samples to'confirm that the chocolate brown was 

applied to the door and skirting leaving the remainder of 

the interior white. - Parts of the Great Room above survived, 

however, although the frieze and architrave of the entabla- 

ture together with the wall panels, the applied doorcase, 

'and the, chirýneypie6e-are'restorations dating from the 

*72 earlier-part of the present century; * but the original 

door, its architrave, and the dado survive, and it was 

possible to, take'samples"irom them in order to see whether 

a comparable scheme. had been'adopted. The locations from 

which'these were-removed, (prior to the recent restoration, 

which hasnow d'estroyed'the original skirting) are shown on 

the drawing* and described in the schedule. *FigS. 263,264ý 

donsidering'first sample No. 51rom the cyma reversa 

*Fig. ý65 of the skirtingf* immediately on-the surface of the timber 

is''a'layer of'ýýhite (a) , slightly yellowish in appearance 

under the microscope. "Its composition can be seen better 

on sample 6, which shows it to have a lower layer of white 

containing bright orange-red pigment (probably red lead) 

forming the priming,, followed by probably two coats of 

white containi: ng-blacký'-The upper surface of (a) 

-is defined by a p'r'onouncea dirt layer showing it to have 

-been a finýish. `it_, is succeeded by"two further layers of 

white M and (c), which-are similar in character but rather 

-greyish 
in toner (c) being a little lighter than M and 

to be a-finish by aýlayer of dirt. Above lies again shown 

(0- possibly'tw6) lay'ers'of creamish white one r: (d) on the 
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surface of which is a much purer white finish (e)*. again 

with dirt, here traces only, on its upper face, There next 

follows a greyis4 white (f) which contains black pigment 

and pockets of bright. orange-red, the latter probably red 

lead used as a drier; and a white. (g), possibly applied in 

two layers, the upper of which forms the fourth finish. 

This was superseded by a coaxse white undercoat (h), a 

biege ground (i), containing black, yellow, and red pigments, 

a graining, glaze, and a, layer of varnish (J), In subse- 

quent years, the room-was redecorated many times in white, 

but there is no need to consider these layers further. 

Samplep 4,6, and 9 are consistent with No. 5, but Nos. 1, 

2,3, and 7 show a slight variatiQn, having a second layer 

of graining on. the surface of (j), which is important in con- 

nection with the interpretation of sample 10; and in addi- 

tion, samples 1 and 2 have-a layer of gilding amongst the 

later whites. ý. 

*Fig. 266 Sample 10, * from the, door, shows a different sequence, 

although some layers are common to it and the samples already 

mentioned. Immediately on the surface of the timber are two 

layers of brown (ala), (alb) containing black, red, and 

white. The, second is darker than the first and seems to 

have been the original finish since it is succeeded by two 

layers of white which, may most probably be identified with 
(b) and (c) of sample 5. A further two layers of brown (d') 

and (el) follow, very similar in character and sequence to 

those of (a'). The.. second probably formed the finish con- 

temporary with layer (e) of sample 5 since it is succeeded 
by layers which seem. identical to (f) and (g). One or more 

coarse whites follow,, seemingly in place of the graining 

sequence. (h),, (i), (j),, since they are immediately succeeded 
by the second graining. sequence of distinct character noted 

on samples 1.21 3. and 7. As it appears unlikely that the 

door would have been painted white whilst the remainder of 

the joinerywas grained, it may be that these white layers 

simply represent. bringing. forward an area where the graining 

had been chipped. 

*Fig. 267 The sequence of layers on sample 8, * from the skirting 

fascia, differs in. seve; al respects from that of sample 10. 
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-Immediately 
on the-surface of the timber is a layer of 

brown (alla), -similar, in-all respects to (ala) of sample 

10. It is separated from, a second layer of brown Wb), 

however, by a layer of greyish white containing black and 

orange-red pigments; but-since Wb) appears identical 

with (alb) it-seems, ýmost probable that this represents a 

stray-splash of-white from above obliterated by the fin- 

Ashing coatýof brow4_-Above the latter are layers which 

seem similar to-(b) and: (c) on sample 5, having in addi- 
tionýon_the surface of the second a layer (c") of grey 

containing black, orange-red, and lemon yellow pigments. 
This is shown tohave been a finish by a layer of dirt, and 
it seems, therefore, -that the second scheme employed in the 

room made use of white joinery and a white door, with a grey 

skirting. -Two. coats of a paler grey, which cannot be rela- 
ted to any other. layer,. follow; and it seems possible these 

were superimposed to obliterate the grey prior to applica- 
tion of two layers of white (d") and (e"). These may prob- 
ably. be identified-with layers (d) and (e) of sample 5, 

especially since layers (f") and (9") which follow are 
similarly comparable with M and (g), although (f") appears 
to be composed of two layers, the second slightly paler. 
Layers which are, obviouslythe same as (h), W, and (j) 
follow together with the, second graining sequence. 

The interpretation, of the-Samples suggested above is 
Anevitably tentative, since it depends on the apparent sim- 
ilarity of weakly-tinted off-white layers and comparison of 
a small number of samples. The position of the first and 

second graining systems, however, limits the alternatives 

possible, and makes it., virtually certain that no stripping 

of paint has-taken place on the. elements examined. It seems 

unquestionable, thereforep that (as put into effect in the 

*Fig. 46. recentredecoration)* white and brown were used in this 

room when'it-was first, completed,, and most importantly that 

the total'of-9ý square yards of chocolate employed in the 

Dining Room is, consistent'-with. -a-similar disposition of it 

on door and skirting. 
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7. The Soxith Staircase at Nogtell Priory, 'Yorkshire, 

c. 1747., (samples taken January 1981)-. 

Correspondence in the'Nostell archives shows that the 

*Fig. 268 *73 South Staircase* was under construction in 17471+ but no 

documentary evidence bearing on its-original colour scheme 

is known to exist. Vollowing the fire which damaged several 

rooms at the Priory in 1980, a, complete series of paint 

samples was taken, frbmthe-South Staircase, but unfortun- 

ately these were not easy of interpretation and it was not 

possible to produce a definitive reconstruction of the 

exact colours originally used. Certain observations were, 

however, possible: 

i. - Samples from the door at the east end of the south wall 

on the top landing showed that it had originally been 

painted brown on a dark red. priming. 

ii. Samples from the-remainder of the joinery, including 

the doorcases, chair rails, skirtinqs? and bands of guil- 

loche running into'the half and top landings showed a layer 

of pink priming followed by two layers of dark stone colour 

mixed using black, dull red, and yellow pigments. The 

second of these could be seen with certainty to have been 

a finish on account of the prominent dirt staining on its 

surface on many specimens; but both were similar in tone 

and appeared close, in colour to the natural stone used in 

the Lower Hall from which the staircase rises. 

iii. Beneath the oil layers present on samples from the 

walls,. 'with their panels and-other-enrichments, a small 

number of samples revealed traces of distemper containing 

black, and sometimes also red, staining pigments. This had 

clearly been thoroughly washed off before the later oil 

layers were-add6d, but probably represent vestiges of a 

scheme of decoration in a'colour of similar nature to the 

oil paint on the joinery. 

iv. Samples frcm the ironwork of the staircase balustrade 

showed several layers of neutral mid-grey above a red prim- 

ing. Succeeding layers were dull green or black, the former 
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a fashion associate4 with the years around 1800; and it 

seems most likely that one of the greys represents the 

first finish. 

Altogether, therefore, it seems most probable that the 

South Stairs were originally given stone-coloured walls 

and doorcases, echoing the natural stone of the Lower Hall, 

although it was not possible to ascertain whether this was 

varied in any way between panels, mouldings, wall surfaces, 

or other elements qf the composition. The doors, however, 

were a dark brown, and the ironwork of the staircase a 

steel grey. 

8. The First-floor Drawing Rooms at No. 15 St. James's 

Square, London, 1766 (samples taken October 1979). 

No. 15 St. James's Square was built to the designs of 

*74 James Stuart between 1764 and 1766. * Stuart's ceilings 

remain in the Front and Back Drawing Rooms on the first 

floor (now the Board Room and Committee Room respectively), 

although between 1791 and 1794 Samuel Wyatt added a bay to 

the latter, matching the central circular panel of the 

*75 existing design. * The locations from which a small number 

*Figs. 269,270 of samples were removed are shown on the sketch plans. * 

Considering the Back Drawing Room first, Sample No. 2 

*Fig. 271 showed the following sequence of layers. * Immediately on 

the surface of the plaster is a layer (a) of white distemper, 

followed'by two layers of. green distemper (b) and (c) con- 

taining blue, green, and lemon-yellow-coloured pigments. 

The second of these layers is distinctly more bluish than 

the first, and its surface is markedly discoloured showing 

it to have been a finish. Above it is a layer of white oil 

paint (d) the lower half of which contains finely divided 

11lack pigment, whilst its upper surface is defined by a 

layer of dirt showing ýt to have been 
'a 

finish. There fol- 

lows a further layer of white (e), again with dirt on its 

surfacel, another white (f). probably composed of two layers, 

the upper containing coarse translucent white particlesi 

and a further layer (g) similar to this. Layer (f) may be 
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seen to have been a finish from the dirt layer which occurs 

on its surface : Cn'otherl'samples, and both it and (g) were 

given a warm tone by tinting with brownish red pigment. 
After these oil layers, a redecoration in distemper (h) 

followed, its two, layers being--bkown in colour and contain- 
Ing black and red-pigments. Above it lie the modern layers 

(i), (J), and. (k) which are immaterial to the present study. 

Samples 1 and-3 are similarl although on the former, 

layer (a) is not visible and In place of (h) are two dif- 

ferent layers of distemper, the lower colourless and the 

upper tinted with French ultramarine. Sample 4 has a layer 

of white and a layer of pink distemper in place of (b) and 

(c), and layer (e) is not distinguishable. The coherence 

of the surfaces of la, ýers (a) And (b) in all the samples so 

far considered indicates that they were not washed off be- 

tween coats as would have been normal if they represented 

subsequent redecorations, and the lack of dirt on them 

accordingly points to (d) having been the first finish. 

Fewer layers are present on the samples taken from the 

*Fig. 272 gilded ornaments. Sample 12, for example, * shows layer (a), 

its surface here marked by dirt (as also on No. 5) followed 

by M and if). Above is a layer of yellow gold size and 

gold leaf (P). Samples 6 and 13 are similar, although on 
the latter there is an additional layer of white overpaint- 
ing on the surface of the gold. Beneath it, however, is a 
layer of dirt showing it to have been a later addition. 
Layer (a) cannot be distinguished on sample 11, and (e) 

cannot be seen on No. 5. It seems, therefore, that either 
three or four white schemes superseded Stuart's green and 

pink, and that the-gilding was introduced with the second 

or third of these. 

The samples from the bay lack layers (a), (b), and (c), 

and appear to start with, layersý'(d), (e), or If). Although 

which of these is the first to be present is not clear on 

any of the samples taken, it'is nevertheless evident that 

Wyatt's alteration is associated with one of the white schemes. 

Whether it. was he who applied s. cheme If) with its gilding 

If') cannot, therefore, be deduced, but it can be concluded 
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with certainty that the'gilding is not earlier in date 

than 1791-4. 

*Fig. 121 

273 

The samples-from the Front Drawing Room show that 

it had a-similar decorative history, with gilding being 

added: to a, white scheme probably at the same date. 

Layers, ý'(a), --(b)-i"', anil'ý(c)-are-present on Nos. ý, 2,3,4, 

6,8, and 11 , , -'-but*-'layeýr (a) alone on Nos. 5,7,9, and 10. 

Like that of thb Back Drawing Room, therefore, this ceil- 

--ing also had white architectural ornaments and certain 

panel grounds picked in with green when first decorated. 

Further sampling might show, however, that other colours 

were also employed. 

9. Use of charcoal black in the Library, Kenwood, 

Middle'sex, 1767/6,; -1800 (sample provided September 1976). 

A'paint sample supplied, by the Greater London Council, 

taken from the-main wall plane of the tympanum above the 

entrance. doOr within the Library at Kenwood, * showed a 

traiislucent colourless layer'on the surface of the plaster. 

Tlýis appeared to'be in an oil'rather than size-bound 

medium-and to be a priming coat. Above was a layer of 

white and a pale blue finish, the surface of which was 

defined by a just discernible layer of dirt. The paint 

succeeding this appears pale blue in colour under the 

microscope and 4 contains coarse black and brown pigments. 

The, b*lack'has'the-'typical'appearance of crushed charcoal, 
i- ts-'larg'e' particlesýbeing*of quite irregular shape, and 

may date from C. '*1800 or a little before. Above lies a 

series-of layers, orange-pink in colour. 

I loa. The ceilings in the Boud6ir and Zodiac Room at the 

Casino, Marino, Dublin, c. 1770 (samples, takenZuly 1979). 

I-In, addition to the samples'taken from the Vestibule 

and Saloon described. 'in Case Studies 4 and 5 above, a small 

number of samples was removed from the ceilings of the Bou- 

doir and Zodiac"Room. Those-from the former* (1 to 6 
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inclusive) were consistent# having a layer of white dis- 

temper on the surface of w4ich is a marked layer of dirtr 

followed by a second coat of distemper containing French 

ultramarineb This, appears,. to be identical with layer (q) 

in sample 49 from the yestibule,,. and it seems therefore, 

that like that of,. the latter,, tbis ceiling too was origin- 

ally distempered %ýhite., The three samples from the soffit 

*Fig. 274 of the ceiling of tlie. Zodiac Room* (4 to 6) are similar, 

although in this pase the layer, of blued distemper is 

replaced by one of white oil paint, again containing French 

ultramarine. 

lob. The distemperfinish on plaster and joinery in the 

State Bedroom at the Casino, c. 1770 (samples taken July 1979). 

Samples taken, from the plasterwork and joinery of, the 

*Figs. 275,276 State Bedroom at the Casino* (except from the flat areas of 

ceiling, which have been renewed) have revealed it was orig- 

inally painted in white distemper, probably providing a 

*76 finish similar, to the blanc de Roi described by Watin* and 

discussed in Chapter. Ii above.. Thp walls were originally 

hung with fabric or paper, and-it seems likely that the 

gilding visible on the. cross-sections is associated with 

this first scheme of decoration. 

The samples from the. entablature provide the key to 

understanding the layers. No. 10, from an egg on the egg 

*Fig. 277 and dart moulding of the architravq, * shows the greatest 

number and will accordingly be described first. Immediately 

on the'surface of the plaster can-be seen a layer of white 

distemper (a), which may represent several coats. Up to 

three can be distinguished on samples 8,16l 18,20, and 

22; whilst several other examples show two. Above (a) is 

a layer of gold-size and gold leaf (b). A layer of white 

oil paint (c) follows,, on the surface of which is a second 

coat of gold-size and gold leaf (d), representing the pres- 

elitfinish. on its surface, however, are splashes of white 

oil paint. (e) and, d. is, temper. (f). 

Sampleý. 7, from the floret of the cyma reversa, matches 
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*Fig. 278 

this exactly, although free from splashes of (e) and (f); 

whilst Nos. 6,8, and 9 are comparable but without gold, 

showing that (a) must have been a finish. It may be sug- 

gested, therefore, that the architrave was repainted in 

oil and re-gilt, and-týhat-subsequently the white alone was 

repainted leaving the second layer of gold exposed. Sam- 

. ples 1,3, and 5, from "the frieze and cornice, show only 
layers-(a), and-(bY'#' indicating that they exhibit their 

original-gilding. . Sample 2, * on the other hand, shows 
layer '(a)"followed by a second layer of distemper (0) 

containing a small quantity of French ultramarine, suggest- 

ing that-when the architrave was repainted and re-gilded 

the white areas above were repainted in distemper around 

the original gilding. Sample 12 is similar to No. 2, 

although the blýied white W) could not be discerned on 

Nos. 4 and 11, which as mounted for examination seemed 

only to show a-layer similar to (a). 

Layer (a) was present on every other sample taken 

from the room with-the exception of Nos. 24 and 26-8 

inclusive from the column bases, and No. 29 from the 

plinth ofxthe architrave of the door to the corridor. 
Probably,, howevert these had been damaged prior to re- 

painting. To find such a finish used in an interior is 

unusual, especially as a ground for architectural gilding; 

and-although its resemblance to the gesso grounds used in 

water gilding will-be obvious, it is clear that in this 

instance oil gilding was employed. Since the entire room 

seems-to have beefi"finished in this way it may therefore 

be suggested'-that Chambers or his client, the Earl of 

Charlemont, were attempting to imitate Watin's blanc de Roi. 

il. Earlier colour'schemes and silver-leaf knottincr in the 

Saloon atUpýarký Sussek, 'C. 1770 (samples taken February 

1977). 

Although it hds been suggested that the existing pale 

qiýy`paint. ahdý'4ilding in the Saloon, at Uppark is original, 

datin4-from completion of the room about 1770, possibly to 

Henry'Keenej* paint'sampling has shown this *7i the-designs 
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*Fig. 279 is not the case. A, sample from one of the ceiling panels* 

showed immediately on the surface of the plaster a layer 

of white, (a),, probably applied in at least two coats, 

followed by a layer of pale blue (b) containing a small 

quantity of bright. and dull red pigments. This was super- 

seded by a layer of, creamy, white (c), a layer of white (d) 

similar to (a), and. a pale lilac (e) containing coarse 

blue and, fine brighýt. red, pigments. Above this is a layer 

of white M similar to, (a) and possibly containing as 

, many as three coats, It seems clear, therefore, that 

there were at least two schemes in which colour was used 
in the panels prior to application of the present uniform 

pale grey. The gilding, moreover, can be seen to be asso- 

ciated with the present., fintsh, since a sample from the 

gilded ornament of thesame. ceiýjing panel showed layers 

(a), (c), (4), (e), and (f),. together with a layer of 

gqld-size and gold le4f, on th-e. surfac. e of the latter. 

A sample. from the moulding of the wall panel to the 

left of the door to the Hall appeared to show the same 

sequence of layers as that from. the ceiling ornament, 

except that (d) was lacking,, but a sample from the wall 

to the right of the fireplace on this side of the room 

appeared to show that even more layprs were present than 

*Fig. 280 on. the ceiling. Immediately on the surface of the plaster* 

was_a layer (g) of buff-coloured paint containing coarse 
black, brown, and translucent white pigments. Immediately 

above this was a layer of varnish (h) followed by two 

layers of pale green-(i), and a darker green containing 

coarse white, pigment (j)... Above it. lies a layer of bluish 

green 1k) applied as two coats, its upper surface marked by 

a layer of dirt. All of these layers had cracked, and the 

succeeding colour (1), a still darker green containing 

coarse particles or, clumps of blue pigment, had run down 

as far as the layer of varnish (h). 
-Above are to be seen two lay- 

ers of a paler green (m) containing, yellow and blue, the upper 
being slightly the darker of the two; and these are suc- 

ceeded by A similar. pair of even paler green layers (n). 

On the surface of, these isthe present finish (o), a 

slightly greyed white.,.,. Although it is impossible to be 

specific about the interpretation of all the. se,. layers on 

the basis of a single sample, it is nevertheless clear that 
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the walls have been -repainted on a number of occasions, 

and that the present finish, of considerable age though 

it may be,, -is not the original colour used. 

I Close. examination of the paint surface on the joinery 

showed many points. at which flaking was taking place. 

The reason in each. case was found to be poor adhesion 

between the paint and a layer of silver leaf which had 

*78 been applied as knotting in the way described by Nicholson* 

and discussed in Chapter II. A cross section showed, how- 

ever, that this had not been applied directly to the timber, 

but above a layer of white oil paint, to whose surface a 

coat of yellow gold-size had been applied. Where exposed 

by flaking of the upper layers, the silver had completely 

tarnished and appeared black. 

12. Probable use, of copper resinate on one of David 

Garrick's Bergeres, 1772 (samples taken May 1979). 

Samples were taken from one of David Garrick's bercio-res 

on loan to Bradford City Art Galleries and Museums from the 

*79 Victoria and Albert Museum. * These are mentioned in Thomas 

Chippendale's account of, 28th February 1772 as being 

'Japan'd Green & white' and were supplied for the Drawing 

*80 Room of his-town house in the Adelphi. * The green Japan 

was applied directly to the timber, and the later repaint- 

ing in,. White and gold could be clearly seen on a cross- 

section.,. Examination. of-the pigment in the original grg. ýen 

layer-by transmitted light, following preparation by grind- 

ing in'acetone to release it from the medium, revealed the 

presence of two white pigments# one finely divided and 

resembling white lead and the other having the appearance 

of a coarsely crushed mineral, possibly barytes. No green 

particles-could be seen, however,. although the mountant 

used in preparing the slide acquired a greenish cast. The 

dry pigTaent mixture dissolved in 3N hydrochloric acid with 

effervescence and lost its colour. Tests on the solution 

for-copper with sodium diethyl-dithiocarbamate and, dithio- 

oxamide, and tests for lead with potassium iodide and 

potassium chromate all proved positive. Tests for arsenic 
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with stannous chloride and calcium with sulphuric acid 

*81 proved negative. * It seems most likely, therefore, that 

the 'japan' was prepared, by the solution of copper acetate 

or copper carbonate in resin; and that this was mixed with 

an extended white-lead for"application. The resulting 

colour was'close to'Munsell reference, 7.5 GY 6/4 and did 

not change on exposure'to ultra-violet*light over a period 

of several weeks. 

13. Traces of white paint'onthe Staircase at Blickling 

Hall, Norfolk, c. 1770-(sainple taken January 1978). 

The Jacobean staircase at Blickling Hall was moved and 

re-erected about 1770'by William Ivory. As it stands today, 

the left-hand flight is original and is of oak, whilst the 

right-hand flight is of pine and presumably added by Ivory. 

Apart from the brackets on the Architrave of the pine string, 

which are grained, the. whole is at present unpainted and 

exhibits the natural grain of the two timbers. Traces of 

paini: survive beneath the brackets, however, and a sample 

mounted for examination showed a series of layers of white. 

The lower two appear'to be-of distemper, followed by one of 

oil containing-a very bmall quantity of red pigment. Three 

further layers of distemper followf' on the surface of which 
is the present varnish, pigmented with red and black, These 

layers, whose detailed interpretation is uncertain, seem 

clearly to be the remnants'of the white paint shown on a 
drawing by Buckler 6f-about 1820 still at Blickling, and 

may be taken as confirming-that his depiction of the stair- 

case in white is'correct'. ''- 

14. 
___The 

gilding on'the ceiling in-the Drawing_Room at 

Osterley Park, Middlesex (samples taken May 1978). 

The gilding on'the ceiling of the Drawing Room at 

OSterl'ey'matches, that described in David Adamson's account 

*82 of 1772-4. * -A smallýnumber of-samples was therefore taken 

*Fig. 281 from the locations shown on the. sketch plan* in order to 

check whether this was'theýoriginal. All showed a series 
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of layers, of white. ýAup to three were visible on some 

samples) followed by alayer of yellow gold-size and 

gold leaf. It seems clear, therefore, that it is 

Adam's gilding which survived. 

*83 

*84 

*Fig. 282-5 

*Fig. 286 

*85 

t 

-15. 
The originalýAdam colour scheme in the Top Hall at 

Nostell-Prioxy, Yorkshire (samples taken March 1981). 

Of the Adam drawings preserved at the Soane Museum, 

those for the ceiling of the Top Hall at Nostell are dated 

1771 and 1772. * Neither is coloured, nor is the set of 

elevations dated 1771 in-the Nostell archives. * A prelim- 

inary series of samples was taken to see whether colour 

had-been used when, the. room was decorated, the locations 

from which these were removed being shown on the drawings* 

and described in the schedule. No. P was typical. Immed- 

iately on the surface of the plaster was a layer (a) of 

white containing. finely divided black pigment, followed 

by a layer ofýuntinted white (b). on many samples this 

could be seen to have a layer of dirt on its surface, 

identifying it as a finish; and some also showed it was 

made up from two or three coats. These layers were present 

on all the samples taken, 
-with 

the exception of No. 61, 

, which was defective; No.. 74, which had one of the later 

-layers on the surface of the plaster, possibly as the re- 

sult of damage; and Nosý,, 64,67, and 77 from the grounds of 

the blank-panels. Adam's drawing at Nostell shows the lat- 

ter filled, with decoration,. and the absence of relief orna- 

, ment in them today suggests that this may have been painted 

in grisaille on paper or canvas, which would account for 

the lack of (a) and (b). It seems clear, therefore, that 

apart from these, the whole of the Top Hall was originally 

painted white. The later schemes in the Top Hall are of 

little interest-in connection with the present studyp al- 

thougli it., may'be noted that layers (d) and (e) appear to 

: correspond, with the scheme described in Thomas Ward's 

account, for repainting the interior in 1819-25 using cream, 

cinnamon colour, and drab. * 
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16. Evidence for-an earlier colour scheme in the Boudoir 

at Attingham Hall, Shropshire, c. -. 1785(samples'taken 

September, 1977). 

*Figs. 139,287 The Boudoir at Attingham* is believed to have been com- 

pleted about 1785 to the designs of George Steuart, but 

although it has been, ýpuggested its present decorations may 

*86 be by DelabriZxe-and.. qPntepporary with the room, * several 
*Fig. 289 paint samples from a trial series* taken to check this sug- 

*Fig. 289 gest that an earlier-scheme lies beneath. No. 10, * from 

the ogee of one of the panel mouldings, for instance, shows 
three'layers of white on the surface of the plaster, the 

first (a) translucent in appearance under the microscope, 

and the second twor (b) and (c) containing coarse white 

particles. On-the surface of the latter is a layer of 

yellow gold-size and gold leaf (d) 0, followed by a layer of 
transparent Japan gold-size and gold leaf (e) forming the 

present finish. Nos. 14 and 16. from the mouldings of one 

of the-doors are similar, and it is'clear that the gilding 

at least-has, therefore# been extensively, if--not completely 

renewed. 

Sample 8, moreoverý from the ground of one of the dec- 

orated panels, shows. layers matching (a), (b), and (c) with 

a layer of dirt on the'surface of the latter# suggesting it 

was a finish. Above. -this lies-the present stone colour made 
from white with a little finely divided black and coarse 

*Fig. 290 brownish pigments. -Sample ll. 'too, * from the main wall area, 

shows an earlier, scheme-beneath the present paintwork. on 

the-surface of the plaster-are layers of white which seem 
to correspond with (b), and (c). of sample 10, followed by 

a pale blue (f), a white (g), a green (h), afid a further 

layer of white (i). Layer jh) appears under the microscope 

as a creamish layer containing coarse green and a small ad- 
mixture of brown and, red particles. The upper surface of 
W is defined- by a layer of dirt and is followed by the 

present grey finish (J) made using-blue and red pigments 
(cf. mixtures for-ýFrench, -grey discussed in Chapter III). 

Sample 13, from the stile of one of the doors, mly be 

compared with No. 11, since it appears to show (b) and (c), 
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*Fig. 132 

followed by the., green (h) and the present grey (J); whilst 

sample*7, from, the-arabesque in one of the wall panels, 

seems to-show. (b), and (c), followed by the pale blue (f), 

a layer of white (possibly (g))* a second layer of pale 

blue containing yellow and black pigments, and a layer of 

Japan gold-size-and;, gold-leaf. The use of Japan gold-size 

suggests',. 'of dourse-in'that the arabesque is contemporary 

with. the second, layer-, of.. -gilding on samples 10,14, and 16. 

Samples Ito,. 8-(from the mirror frame, dado, and one of the 

columns) simply show a series of white layers (up to six on 

sample 2); and sample 6 (from the face of one of the columns) 

appears to show three layers of gold leaf on the surface of 

the whites. Altogether, therefore, it may be concluded 

that, at least one, if not two, schemes probably underly the 

present finish, although'it is not possible, of course, to 

suggest the length of time which separates them. 

17. Picking out of the enriched mouldings in the Etruscan 

Room. at Heveningham Hall, Suffolk, c. 1790 (sair ples taken 

March 1977). 

A preliminary sample removed from the brown ground of 

the enriched upper cyma recta of the cornice in the Etruscan 

Room at Heveningham* shows what appear to be three layers 

of white on the surface of the plaster, followed by a fairly 

thick layer-of dark brown.. This is rather transparent in 

appearance under theý'microscope, and was tinted using dark 

red and black pigments. -It-seems certain that this repre- 

sents the original schem6, -and. -that-the other mouldings, 

which are-treated-consistently with the cornice, are also 

original. 

18. Red paint on the walls in the Gallery at'Attingham Hall, 

Shropshirer-'-'1806 . (sample taken September 1977). 

A drawing preserved at Attingham shows that Nash 

intdnded to-finish the walls of-the Gallery red. A sample 

taken from the'wall showed four-layers of white on the, sur- 

face of the-plaster, the first translucent in appearance 
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under the microscope, and the last having a pinkish tinge. 

Above these lie a coat of dark'ked, which is probably the 

original finish. It appears-to be composed of white and 

red pigments* toned down with alittle blackr thus reflect- 

ing Vanherman's suggestion. that a red-for the walls of a 

picture gallery couldýbe mixed using-ý; hitej Venetian redt 
*87 and black. * Subsequent-layers are a, darker red followed by 

a layer. of varnish;., probably forming the second finishl and 

the present surface formod-using an orange-red undercoat, 

a red pigmented layer, and, ýa coat of varnish. 

19. A grey undercoat for green, paint in the Drawing Room 

at Tamworth Castle, Staffordshire, 1807-9 (samples taken 

February 1979).:. 

In 1813, the Reverend J. Nightingale recorded that the 

armorial panels forming the frieze in the Drawing Room at 
*Fig. 291 *88 Tamworth Castleý, -were in situ.; + and it seems probable that 

they, together with the wainscoting, of Jacobban-style,, were 
installed between 1807 and 1811 byýLord Townshend using 

fragments of genuine work of unknown provenance. His reno- 

vations at the Castle. were mentioned by Palmer,, who observed 
that from 1807 he carried out 'the most extensive altera- 

*89 tions and repairs', but work stopped at his death in 1811. * 

Samples from the-corniceý-and architrave of the entablature 

and from the main areas of wainscoting beneath are consist- 
*Fig. 13 ent, * showing a grey undercoat made from white stained with 

a finely divided black pigment, and a green finish tinted 

with yellow. and blue pigments. These probably date from 

1807-11. Above lies-the present graining# built up from 

a ground of off-white, a graihing glaze, and a coat of 

varnish. 

0 

20. Pink primer used on the, timber ceilincr of the House of 
Lords,, 1847 (samples taken April 1982). 

Samples taken fromýthe ceiling of the House of Lords, 

completed in 1847, revealed that a primer of 'Pink' tY 
. 
pe 

had been used. -Such primers are seen as a layer of white 
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*Fig. 12 

containing dispersed clumps of red lead, and a specimen 

on which this is particularly clear is illustrated. * 

21. Black paint, probably connected with a mid-nineteenth- 

century mournin2, found in the Amber Room at Nostell Priory, 

Yorkshire (samples taken December 1980). % 

The Amber Room at Nostell Priory was damaged in the 

*Fig. 292 

fire of May 1980. In the course of examination to investi- 

gate the nature of the original, mid-eighteenth-century, 

colour scheme two layers of black paint were present on some 

samples about half-way through the complete painting sequence 

in the room. The cross-section from the area of wall behind 

the right-hand shutter of the window adjacent to the bath- 

room is illustrated, * showing these, (f) and (g), above: a 
layer of buff (a), probably applied in two coats; two coats 

of white (b) and (c); a pale grey (d); and a mid-grey (e). 

Above them lie a pale grey (h), and white (i), and two 

layers of pale blue (J) and W. They also occi4rred in 

samples from the wall below the chair rail and on the return 

of the right-hand architrave of the door to the South Stairs. 

Black also survived in fragmentary state on the plaster door- 

cornices (not an original feature of the room); but, along 

with all previous layers had been stripped from the remainder 

of the joinery before the next scheme was applied, although 

a residue of it could be seen in the pores of the wood form- 

ing the panels of the door to the South Stairs and also on 

*Fig. 293 

some other samples. Traces of black, however, could be 

seen on the wall plaster surrounding the fireplace and 

windoV and door architraves, * proving that these had all 

been painted in this way. 

By comparing the layers above the black with those of 

the cornice and ceiling samples, it was possible to see that 

the latter retained their complete sequence; and it may 

therefore be concluded that the walls were hung with a black 

fabric,. pieces of which were also hung across the ceiling, 

possibly in the form of a tent, to create a compýetely 

black room used for a lying-in-state. 
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APPENDIX 

TECHNICAL NOTES ON THE PREPARATION OF THE PAINT SAMPLES 

Method The samples illustrating Chapter III were prepared 

using ordinary plain white index cards as a base. No 

undercoats were used except where specifically indicated 

in the description of a sample, -but the cards were given 

a preliminary coat of size. This was made by dissolving 

25 gm. of animal glue size in each 400 ml. of hot tap 

water, the solution being applied by brush and allowed to 

dry. 

The oil samples were prepared by mixing the necessary 

pigments in paste form# these having been ground into oil 

where required using a glass slab afid muller. The oils 

used both for this and dilution were either Winsor and 
Newton's sun-bleached poppy oil or a commercially refined 
linseed oil, these being differentiated on the samples by 

the suffix (PO) or (LO) as appropriate. For dilution the 

oil was combined with half its volume of commercial oil of 

turpentine, boiled oil being used in the case of the linseed 

oil samples. In general 2 ml. of the mixture was used to 

each 3 ml. of paste to provide a paint of suitable consist- 

ency for application. The samples were cross-brushed before 

being laid off with a'fine flat ox-hair brush. 

The distemper samples were applied in the same way and 
were made by combining dry pigment directly with a cold 

. 
solution of size which had been prepared by dissolving 15 

gm. of animal glue size in each 100 ml. hot tap water. The 

ratio of size to pigment varied from 10 to 20 ml. for each 
10 gm. of dry powder. These samples are distinguished by 

the suffix (D). 

The tinting and base pigments for both the oil and dis- 

temper samples are scheduled below. Wherever possible mod- 
ern, commercially available specimens were used, although 
in some cases control samples were prepared to eighteenth- 

century formulae in order to ensure that these were reason- 

ably representative of the pigment as then available. . 
Specimens marked W&N come from Winsor and Newton's range 
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of artists' oil colours, their published description 

being given in brackets; 'but in other cases the name of 

the supplier is . indicated in full. Where modern samples 

proved unobtainablej, batches of pigmept were specially 

prepared using# where'necessary,, the facilities of the 

York University chemistry laboratories. These are marted 

ICB and the f6rmulae*used in their production are given in 

detail after th e schedule. 

Schedule of White 12igments 

pigments Whiting Berger Paints (sample marked 
employed Freshwater Road 141-010-5 7/mL) 

Dagenham 
Essex RMS 1RU 

Lime Commercial sample of hydrated building lime 

White lead W Winsor and Newton Ltd. ('Cremnitz white' 
51 Rathbone Place pure basic Carbonate 
London Wl of lead ground in 

safflower oil) 

(ii) L. Cornellissen & Son 
22 Great Queen Street 
London WC2 

Titanium, white W&N (Titanium oxide with 
a small percentage 
of zinc oxide) 

Blue pigments 

indigo Eliza Leadbe ater (Natural dye, be 

. Rookery Cottage lieved to be of 
Dalefords Lane African origin) 
Whitegate 
Northwich,, Cheshire 

Azurite Eaton's Shell Shop (Minýral from 
16 Manette Street Mexico) 
London Wl 

Blue verditer ICB batch I 

Azure blue ICB batch V 

Smalt Reckitt's (Colours) Ltd. (Sample marked 
Morley Street ISmalts 3FI) 
Hull HUB, 8DN 

Prussian blueý . -ý. W &-N (Potassium ferric- 
ferrocyanide) 
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gx4ents Green pi. c 

Malachite Eaton's Shell Shop (Mineral from 
16 Manette Street Zaire) 
London Wl 

Distilled Fisons. Scientific (Laboratory 
verdigris Apparatus Ltd. reagent, cupric 

'Loughborough acetate) 
Leicestershire 

Green verditer iCB, batch IV B 

French green ICB batch VI 

Scheele's green ICB batch III 

Emerald Green ICB-batch II 

Inorganic yellovi 
pigments 

Yellow ochre W W&N ('Yellow ochre', 
a native earth) 

(ii) Brodie and Middleton Ltd. 
79 Long Acre 
London W2 

(iii) W&N ('Gold ochre', 
a native earth) 

King's yellow ICB 

Realgar Hopkin and Williams (Laboratory, 
Chadwell Heath reagent, native 
Essex orpiment) 

Canary litharge Associated Lead Manufacturers Ltd. 
7 Wadsworth Road 
Perivale, Middlesex UB6 7JQ 

Naples yellow ICB 

Patent yellow ICB 

Chrome yellow W&N (normal chromate 
of lead) 

Organic yellow 
pigments 

Yellow lake (i) ICB, batch E(ii) 

-(ii). ICB batch F (i) 

(iii) ICB batch D(ii) 

Pink ICB batch B(x) 
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Inorganic 
'red pigments 

Red ochre W L. Cornellissen & Son ('Brown red') 
22 Great Queen Street 
London WC2 

W&N VVenetian red', 
synthetic ferric 
oxide) 

(iii) W&N VIndian red', a 
blend of both nat- 
ural and synthetic 
oxides of iron) 

Uv) W&N ('Mars violet', 
chemically prepared 
iron oxide) 

(v) W&N ('Mars brown', 
chemically prepared 
iron oxide) 

(vi) W&N ('Mars red', chem- 
ically prepared 
iron oxide) 

(vii), L. Cornellissen &-Son ('Burnt ochre') 
22-Great Queen Street 
London WC2 

(viii) ýW &N Might red', cal- 
cined yellow ochre) 

Red lead Fisons Scientific Laboratory 
Apparatus Ltd. reagent) 
Loughborough 
Leicestershire_ 

Vermilion W W&N, (Vermilion', mer- 
curic sulphide) 

-George Rowney'& CO. Ltd. ('Scarlet vermilion' 
12.. Percy Street mercuric sulphide) 
London Wl 

Organic red 
pigments _ 

Carmine W&N 

Rose pink ICB batch 11 

Bkown picjitentsý 

Raw umber W&N 

Burnt umber W&N 
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Black pigments 

Lamp black &N (A variety of carbon 
black obtained by 
the imperfect combus- 
tion of hydrocarbons) 

Ivory black W &-N 

Charcoal black W&N 

Vine black ICB 

(Obtained from the 
calcination of bones) 

('Charcoal grey', 
composition expressed, 
by the name) 

Methods used Blue verditer W 

for the *1 The method is that given by Peter and Ann MacTaggart. * 

preparation 15 gm. of cupric nitrate were dissolved in 200 ml. of tap- 

of pigments water. The solution wag placed in a domestic refrigerator 

together with 6 gm. qf whiting and allowed to cool overnight. 

The chalk was then added to the solution and the mixture 

stirred vigorously every 20 minutes for a period of 17 hourst 

by which time the reaction had practically ceased. The pre- 

cipitate and supernatent liquor were allowed to remain 

together for a further 24 hours, being stirred once or twice. 

During the wholeof the process the temperature was main- 

tained in the region of 7 degrees Centigrade. Finally, the 

liquid was decanted from the verditer, which was washed in 

four changes of water and allowed to dry on filter paper at 

room temperature. - 

Blue verditer (ii) 

This formulation was based on that for azure blue in 

the 1831 formula book of Lewis Berger a transcription of 

which has been given in Chapter I above. 10 gm. cupric 

sulphate were dissolved in 75 ml. warm water followed by 

2.5 gm. cream of tartar. When cold, about 20 ml. of a 

solution containing 10 gm. potassium carbonate in 50 ml. 

water were added. Once the effervescence had ceased# a 
further 75 ml. of the first solution were added followed 

by the balance of the potassium carbonate. The whole was 

allowed to stand overnight before the precipitate was fil- 

tered off, washed, 'and allowdd't; ý'dry. 
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Green'verditer 

Excess commercial whiting (crushed chalk) was covered 

by about 250 ml. of a solution containing 35 gm. of cupric 

nitrate per 1000 ml. of water. When the blue colour of 

the supernatent liquorbad faded it was decanted from the 

precipitate and a fresh quantity of cupric nitrate solu- 

tion added. This was repeated over the course of eight 

weeks until the, reaction was complete. The green verditer 

was then filtered offj washed, and allowed to dry at room 

temperature. (Note: the resulting pigment had a lumpy 

texture when used in distemper, and it seems likely that 

the correct method would have been to use an excess of 

cupric nitrate solution. ) 

French green 

This formulation is based on that given in the 1831 

formula book of Lewis Berger, a transcription of which was 

given in Chapter 1.20 gm. cupric sulphate were dissolved 

in 100 ml. hot water, and 11 gm. potassium carbonate separ- 

ately dissolved in-150 ml. hot water. The second solution 

wasAgradually added to the first whilst both were still hot 

until effervescence ceased. The precipitate was then fil- 

tered off, ý; ashed, and allowed to dry at room temperature. 

Scheele's green 

*2 The formula used. in based on that given by Hurst. * 

15 gm.. of arsenious. oxide were dissolved in 100 ml. of 

boiling water containing 7.4 gm. anhydrous sodium carbonate. 

15 gm. cupric sulphate, were separately dissolved in 200 ml. 

hot water. This was then. added slowly to the first solution 

whilst'both were still hot. The precipitate was filtered, 

washed,. and allowed, to dry in a gentle heat. 

Emerald green 

*3 This formula. too was based. on that given by Hurst. * 

12.5 gm.. of cupric sulphate and. 5.9 gm. hydrated sodium 

carbonate were added to 300 ml. boiling water. Sufficient 

acetic acid was then. added to dissolve the precipitate. 

A., separate solution-containi. ng 7.5. gm. arsenious oxide an d 

4 gm. hydrated sodium carbonate in boiling water was also 

prepared and-added to the first whilst both were still hot. 
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The emerald green was then allowed to develop, filtered 

off, washed, and dried. 

King's yellow 

This was prepared in accordance with the formula given 

*4 by Hurst. * 5 gmý,, 'ýof arsenious oxide. were dissolved by 

boiling in dilute hydrochloric acid. A current of hydrogen 

sulphide was passed-throdgh the solution, and the precipi- 

tate filtered offr washed, and dried. 

Naples yellow 

*5 The formula used was based on that given by Heaton. * 

20 gm. antimony potassium. tartrate (tartar emetic), 40 gm. 

lead nitrate, and 80 gm. sodium chloride were thoroughly 

mixed and heated in a crucible to 800 degrees Centigrade 

for a period of, 2 hours. The pigment was ground in a mor- 

tar and pestle to fit it for use.., 

I 

Patent yellow 
*6 The formula used was taken from Tingry. * 100 gm. of 

canary litharge (lead oxide) were covered with a solution 

of 25 gm. sodium chloride in 100 ml. water. An hour later 

the paste which formed had become white in colour, and 200 

Q ml. water were added. The mixture was allowed to stand for 

24 hours, and the precipitate filtered off and washed until 

neutral. When dry it, was zoasted at 300 degrees Centigrade 

in a. thermostatically controlled furnace. 

Yellow lake -(i) 

0.6 gm. of commercial extract of Persian berries was 
dissol-ved-together-with, lo gm. alum (aluminium potassium 

sulphate) in 200 ml. boiling water. When cold, sufficient 
(approximately loo mi. ) of a solution containing 9 gm. 

Potassium carbonate per 150 ml. water was added until the 

liquid was'Just 
' 

alkaline. The precipitate was washed, fil- 

tered off, and dried at room temperature. 

Yellow lake'(ii) '' ý ;I 

1 gm. of flavine wasýboiled in 200 ml. water for an 

hour, the liquid filtered-off, and when cold the volume 

made up with fresh water. 10 gm. of alum were then dissolved 
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in the solution of dye, and potassium carbonate added in 

the same way as-dbscribed for yellow lake (i). Prepara- 

tion was completed by washing, filtering, and drying. 

'Yellow., lake (iii) 

0.3-gm. of., cpmmercial extract of Persian berries were 

dissolved together with 15 gm. alum in 300 ml. hot water. 

Whilst still hot (at about 75 degrees Centigrade) about 

100 ml. of the standard solution of potassium carbonate 

described above was added until the liquid was just alka- 

'line. ManufactUie was completed-as before by washing, 

filtering, and drying. 

Pink 

3 gm. 'commercial extract of Persian berries were dis- 

solved in 300 ml., hot water. 30 gm. of whiting were added 
followed by-a'totar of 3 gm. alum in small quantities. The 

dyed chalk was filtered off, washed, and allowed to dry at 

room temperature'. 

Brasil 

0.65 gm. *of, commercial brasil wood extract were boiled 

in 100 ml. -water containingý1.3-gm.. alum. When the dye had 

dissolved the solution was allowed to cool and made up to 

), 200 ml. with cold water. 15 gm. of whiting were then 

added and allowed to stand, for 3 days before being filtered 

off, washed, and dried. - 

Vine black 

Vine twigs and tendrils were enclosed in a crucible 
full of sand and heated until charcoal was formed. It was 
then crushed for use. 
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APPENDIXB, 

TRANSCRIPT OF METROPOLITAN - 14USEUM OF ART INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
MEMORANDUM TO MR. REMINGTON FROM MR. PEASE, DATED 19th 
APRIL 1955. 

I have co=itted specimen excision upon the Kirtlington 

Park walls and 'ceiling, and report as follows: 

Ceiliiig 

Flat I Ornamont 

1. Plaster ---' Plaster 
2. - Warm Cream Warm Cream 
3. Lighter " Lighter " 
4. Buff Gray Buff Gray' 
5. Greenish Gray Greenish Gray 
6. Blueish IN Blueish of 
7. Cool Gray Cream 

(FINAL) (FINAL) 

Walls 

Flat 

Plaster 
Warm Cream 
Lighter 
(FINAL) 

Ornament 
Plaster 
Warm Cream 
Lighter 
White 
(FINAL) 

, It seems quite definite from this that all surfaces 

were originally the same color. Layer No. 2 is a very warm 

yellowish cream color. Layer No. 3, which can be seen as 

the ceiling background, is lighter and less yellow. There 

is'no way of being sure whether No. 3 is a later coat, or 

an original second coat. Either could be justified, accord- 

ing to taste. 

[signed] Murray Pease 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES TO TEXT 

Where a reference in the text above is in bold, this denotes that 
further information is contained in the noie-s- 
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seems astonishingly high, especially since most of the weight 
would presumably have been that of the water; and the use of 
Paris white ground on its own in oil is mysterious (unless 
intended for use as-an extender with white lead), as is the 
nature of 'water white'. The prices for the same materials 
in the 31st edition (Phillips (1821), pp. 170-1) had fallen 
to 9d., 2d., 6d., 'and 7d. respectively. 

38 Hill (1746)1, pp. 150-1 (footnote y). 
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42 Tingry (1816), pp. 183,184,189. 

43 -9. Whittock (1827)01 p. 

44 Neve (1703), pp-. 10-; -8. * 
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46 Vanherman (1828), p. 17. 
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48 Neve (1703), pp. 197-8. 
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51 Tingry (1830), p. 60. 
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53 Hurst (1896), p. 81. 

54 Peacham (1606), p. 56. 

55 Waller (1686), p. 24. 

56 Dossie (1764), vol. i, pp. 137-8. 

57 Martin (1813), p. 463; Nicholson '(1823-5), p. 416. 

58 Whittock (1827), p. 9. - 
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59 DIAviler (1691), vol. i, p. 228. 

60 Fe"libien (1676), p. 293. 

61 Heaton (1940), p. 194. 

62 Vanherman (1828), p-17. 

63 Tingry (1830), pp. 48-9. 

64 Berger MSS. # 'Lake & Carmine Book', pp. 132,212,261; 
1831 formula book, p. 62... Both satin white formulae in the 
former MS. are dated 1815# the second (which is a slightly 
expanded version of the-first) being as follows: 

I Cwt. qr. lb 

0.1.21 or 49lbs Picked Chalk Lime ab'ý-'a B[arre]l 
0.3.20 or 104 [lb. ] Powdered Alum - 
['About' struck out] 2 butter boats full of Orchill - 
'Slack the Lime with about 2 pails warm Water & then 
mix it well with the Alum. Divide it into five parts 
and knead each for half an hour and make into three 
lumps. Divide the lumps and knead again for half an 
hour 3 at a time Tread[inIg from 9 till 61 man & 
horse. 

'Put. four lumps into the. Barrel with 18 pails of water 
and turn an hour let it out of the barrel-through a 
corn sieve into the back Repeat the barrelling until 
the lumps are all used & then turn the barrel an hour 

i 
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with 14 pails Pwarm water' - struck out] to wash it 
out - Then add the Orchill stir it well together and 
fill [filter) it out through a 68 Sieve. ' 

65 Berger MSS., stock 1801-2, p. 56; stock 1805-61 pp. 24,29, 
34; stock 1809-10, pp. 27,37. 
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pencils and-children's toys. Its use in buildings is not 
prohibited at the time of writing, although its application 
is subject to the Control of Lead at Work Regulations 1980 
(Statutory Instrumerýt No. 1248), which is concerned with the 

health and safety of operatives on building sites. This is 
expanded in a code of practice, Control of Lead at Work 
(H. M. S. O. (1980)), issued by the Health and Safety Com- 

mission; and further useful information is contained in 
Lead in Paint, the eleventh ina series of 'Notes to 
Industry' issued by the Paint Research Association, 
Waldegrave Road, Teddington, Middlesex, Twll 8LD. 

68 Pliny, 1.34, c. xviii ((1601, p-520); Vitruvius, 1.7, 
c. xii ((1826), p. 223). 

69 Vernatti (1678), pp. 935-6. 

70 Hurst (1896), p. 10. 

71 No. 1581 (1787). 

72 Hill (1746), p. 133 (footnote n); Dossie (1764), vol. i, 
p. 133; Tingry (1816), p. 186. 

73 Tingry (1830), p. 267. 

74 Birch (1756-7), vol. iii (1757), p. 517. 

75 Robert Campbell (3,747), p. 107. 

76 Trade cards of John G. and Jeremiah Pilcher, Colour Mer- 
chants, Morganla Lane, Tooley Street, London; and of Cox's 
and Poyser, Lead Merchants, Derby. 

77 John Smith (1687), p. 14., 

78 Watin (1785), pp. 17-18. 

79 Nicholson (1823-5), p. 410. 

80 Nicholson (1825), p. 407. 

81 Smith (1676), p. 11; (1687), p. 15. 

82 Dossie (1764), vol. i, p. 132; Nicholson (1819), s. v. 
'PAINTING, Economical', vol. ii, p. 415. 

83 Tingry (1830), p. 50. 

84 Watin (1785), pp. 17-19. 
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86 Nicholson (1823-5), p. 410; Watin (1785), p. 18. 
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91 Ure (1839), s. v. 'WHITE LEAD', pp. 1297-8. That this 
explains the nature of-the 'Dutch lead' of which Lewis 
Berger made extensive use seems questionable. Many 
references to. the substance are to be found amongst the 
Berger MSS. Ori lsý January 1802, for example, he had a 
stock of 40 cwt. 'Dutdh Lead' valued at 5s. per cwt. 
(stock 1801-2, p. 63);, on lst January 1806 this had risen 
to 138 cwt. ' at . the"same price,, together with 26 cwt. 
'common' Dutch lead at 2s. 8d. (stock 1805-6, p. 34); 
whilst on the same. date in 1810 he had in stock just over 
241 cwt. 'Dutch Lead' at 4s. 6d. per cwt., 189 cwt. of 
'Dutch Lead Hansons' at 4s. 9d. per cwt., and 15711 cwt. - 
of 'Comn Du 

* 
tch Lead' at 2s. 8d. per cwt. (stock 1809-10, 

pp. 4,37,, 38). The substance was used by Berger as a base 
for certain lake-pigments, appearing in a number of his 
formulae, including, for example, one dated 1815 in the 
'Lake & Carmine Book' (p. 202) for Dutch pink in which both 
'fin-el ind"Isandy' 'varieties were mixed; and it was also 
employed in the preparation of refiners verditer (q. v. ), 
which suggests it was a carbonate. The formula for the 
latter in the 1831 formula book (p. 185) calls for the use 
of 'Pinnings D. Lead' which then (1834) cost 4s. 8d. per 
cwt., and a loose MS. inserted at that page refers to 
'Dutch Lead (Pinnings make of Hull)'. Both the price and 
uses to which the substance was put make it seem unlikely 
that it contained much, if any, white lead, especially 
since the better qu 

* 
alities were comparable in price with 

Paris white; and, it seems possible that it may have been 
barium carbonate (q. v. ). 

92 Stalker and Parker (1688/1971), p. 70. 

93 Smith (1687), P-16., 

94 Watin- (1785),, p. 16. 

95 Dossie (1764), vol. i, p. 131. 

96 Martin (1813), p. 462; Nicholson (1819), s. v. 'FLAKE WHITE', 
vol. ii, p. 4; Nicholson (1823-5), p. 416; Whittock (1827), p. 8. 

97 Butcher (1825), p. 7. 

98 Tingry (1830), p. 50. 

99 Petworth MSS., PHA 6614, No. 219, "p. [121. 

100 op. cit. p. 68. 

101 Pp. cit. f P. 69., 

102 Op. cit. " P-8., 

103 Builders Price-Bobk'(1810), p. 83; (1813), p. 126. 

104 Phillips (1812), p. 209, - (1821), p. 167. 

105 Martin (1813), p. 460. '-*, 

106 Nicholson (1823-5), p. 410; Nicholson (1825), p. 408. 

107 Butcher (1825), p. 30. 
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108 Pat. No. 651 (1749); Hurst (1896)t pp. 18-19. 

109 Watin (1785), p-19. 
110 Field (1835), p. 69. 

ill Hurst (1896)t P. 25. 

112 Ure (1839), s. V. 'WHITE LEAD', p. 1296. 
113 Tingry (1816), pp. 180-1. 

114 Pat. No. 2189 (1797); lmrýt (1896), 'p. 36. 

115 Pat. No. 3099 (1808); Hurst (1896), p. 25. 

116 Pat., No. 4254 (1821)'; Tingry (1830), pp. 51-2. 

117 Vanherman (1828), pp. 81-3. 

118 Pat. No. 7521 (1837)1 Ure (1839), s. v. 'WHITE IXADI,, 
p. 1299; Hurst (1896), p. 41. 

119 Ure (1839), s. v. 'WHITE LEAD',. p. 1298. 

120 Tingry's editorp for example, referred (Tingry (1830), 
pp. 51-2) to two patents, the first (No. 5377) awarded to 
Mr. John-Ham of Bristol in 1826, tlýe*s'econd (No. 5383) 
awarded to Mr. Peter Groves in'the same year. Groves 

-treated, galena (lead, sulphide) withpotassium nitrate 
and sulphuric acid, the product, as Tingry's editor 
pointed out, being lead sulphate rather than white lead. 
Althouýqh the latter was 'not prepared to state that sul- 
phate*Of lead Is equally useful as a pigment with the 
carbonate', Hurst (Hurst (1896),, p. 50) referred to its 
unsatisfactory nature. when used alone, but described var- 
ious combinations in which it had come to be used by the 
late nineteenth century. ' It had, however, been used as a 
watercolour pigment at the end of the eighteenth century 
(Harley (1970), ' p. 160). Also, Vanherman (Vanherman (1828), 
pp. 81--3) described a method of making white lead by grinding 
granulated lead with white sand to produce 'a white oxide 
of lead' which was carbonised by the same means as that 
employed in the other methods he described. It is possible 
that this was re, lgted to the process proposed by Torassa 
and Wood, which. Hurst discusi3ed (Hurst (1896), p. 40) and 
was, he considered; 'of interest on account of its novelty 
only, Aot from any practical value it may-possess". 

121 Heaton (1940), pp. 65-6., 

122 Neve (1703), p. 197. 

123 Boughton MS., vol. iii, p. 158. - 
124 Stalker and Parker (1688/1971), p. 70. 

125 Salmon (1734), p. 57. 

126 Dyrham MSS. # D. 1799,, Al4l. 

127 Tredegar MSS., 68/76, *, 
128 Soane MSS., 'Ealing'. 

129 Phillips (1812)., p. 213: 
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'Second lead for priming, per pound 8ý[d. ] [8d. ] 
Do. White lead, do 9ý[d. ] [9d. ] 
Best white lead# do. _ 10 Ed. ] 
Do. in spirits, do. 10 
Nottingham lead, do 11 
Flake white, do . 1 -10 [1s. 9d. ] 
Do. a fine sort, do. 2- of. 

.j The prices shown in the s- econd 
' ' 

column within square brackets 
ear are those which-app in the 31st edition ((1821), p. 171) 

where these differ'from the rates of 1812. The nature of 
the white lead 'in spirits' is not clear, but it could pos- 
sibly represent a ready-mixed Iflatting' finish of the type 
discussed in Chapter-II (q. v. ) . 

130 Vanherman (1828), p. 9. It is also interesting to note an 
early nineteenth-century price list (Rondelet (1812-n. d. ), 
vol. v, p. 221)'in which ceruso , 

(2me crualitg) was 70c. per lb., 
ce"ruse (ler qualitg was 80c., plomb en 4cailles was 1 fr. 25, 
and the same len trochisques' 2 fr. 26. The last must have 
been a very special quality of pigment, perhaps related to 
that prepared by the refining process described by Watin 
((1785), p. 17). 

131 Morveau (1783), pp. 22-3. 

132 Nos. 1996 (1794), 2094 _ý1796). 

133 Vanhdrman (1828), pp. 49-51. 

134 Op. cit. ý(1795),, p. 243. 

135 Watin (1785)p p. 20. 
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137 Vanherman (1828), pp. 49,51. 

138 Op. cit. [18591,. pp. xxi, 813. 

139 Heaton (1940), p. 102. 

140 Hurst (1896), p. 74. 

141 Harley (1970), p. 165. 

142 Vanherman. (1828), p. 99 

1.43 Berger MSS., first experimental notebook, Nos. 42-7 of 
1816;, second experimental notebook, p. 7. 

144 Tingry (1830), p. 58; Patent No. 5258 (1825). 

145 Edaýon (1940), p. 105. 

146 Vanherman (1828), pp. 99-101. 

147 Tincjry-(1830), p. 58. 

148 Dossid (1764), vol. i, p. 133. 

149 F41ibien (1676), p. 292. 

150 Vanherman (1828), p. 21'. - 

151 Pincot [2. i 18111, P. 39-: ' 

152 Martin (1813), p. 461; Painter's... Pocket Manual (1825), 
pp. 184-5; Tingry (1830), p. 277. 
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John Smith (1687), p. 25. 
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John Smith (1687), p'. 26. 
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Butcher (1825), pp. 12,31. 
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Watin (1785), pp. 41,46. 

Stapleton & al. (1975), p. 58. 

Nicholson (1819), s. v. 'PAINTING, Economical', vol. ii, p. 417. 

Berger MSS., 1831 formula book, p. 113. Tingry's editor 
(Tingry (1830), p. 129) indicated that indigo was combined 
with starch to form fig-blue or queen's-blue, which were 
sold in cakes and lumps for use in 'domestic economy'. on 
lst January 18o6 Lewis Berger had a stock of 1 cwt. of the 
latter valued at 1s. per lb., and in 1810 173 lb. at lld. 
together with 14 lb. 'Flat figg Blue' at ls. 4d. It is 
also possible that the 'Cake Blue' of which he had 2 cwt. 
in 1806 valued at ls. per lb.,, 

, 
and the 'Princes blue' of 

which he had 426 lb. valued at lod. per lb. in 1810, were 
similar preparations of indigo. (Berger MSS. j stock 1805-6, 
pp. 211 31; stock 1809-10 , pp. 10,111,26. ) 

Berger MSS., stock 1805-6, p. 27; stock 1809-10, pp. 21-2. 

Phillips (1812), p. 212; Harley (1970), p. 63. 
178 Barley (1970), pp. 58-9.. 
179 Tingry (1816), pp. 237-8. 

180 Ure (1839), s. v. 'ARCHILL't p. 52. 

181 Tingry (1830), p. 137. 

182 Berger MSS., stock 1801-2, p. 48. 

183 Addy (1898), pp. 71,91# 123. 
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Watin (1785), pp. 30-4. ' 
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John Smith (1676), p. 19; (1687), p. 25. 

Merret (1678), pp. 1048-9. 

Neri (1662), p. 292. 

MacTaggart (1980). 

Berger MSS., 1831 formulaýbook, pp. 185-6. 

Vide n. 91 to this chapter, supra_. 

Berger MSS., stock 1801-2, p. 45; Nicholson (1819)p s. v. 
'PAINTING, Economical', vol. ii, p-417; Vanherman (1828), 

pp. 26,86. 

Nicholson (1819), s. v. 'PAINTING, Economical'# vol. ii, 

p. 417.? 

No. 3594 (1812). * 

EncyclopaediA Britannica (1810), s. v. 'CHEMISTRY', vol. v, 
p. 554b, para. 901. 

Dossie (1764), vol, i, p. 92.. 

Pelletier (1792), p. 47 sqq. 
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1781 at 4s. per lb., is recorded (Wilson (1960), pp. 27-8); 
whilst Phillips, gave the price*of a pound of 'Blue verditorl 
as los. (Phillips (1812), p. 212; (1821), - p. 17o). Prices in 
contemporary France were cited as 9fr. per lb. for first 
quality cendre bleue, the second grade being 6fr. (Rondelet 
(1812)-n. d. ), vol. v, p. 222). 
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213 Berger MSS., stock 1801-2, p. 54; stock-1805-6,, pp. 8,29, 
32; stock 1809-10, pp. 26,34,36,37. 

214 Ham MSS., Gooderick's 4ccount. 
215 John Smith (1687), p. 25. 

216 Watin (1785), p. 31. 

217 Tingry (1816), p. 200. 

218 Vide Case Study 5 in Part Three infra. 

219 Vanherman (1828), P. 86, No. 4. 
220 No. 3594 (1812). 
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221 Butcher (1825), p. 30. 

222 Laxton (1818)0 p. 96. 

223 Phillips (1812), p. 212; (1821), p. 170. 
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226 Vanherman (1828), p. 26. 
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230 Watin, (1785), pp. 30,43. 

231 Tingry (1830), p-64; Ure (1839), S. V. 'COBALT', p. 301. 

232 Harley (1970), pp. 51-2,183-7; Hurst (1896), pp. 219-24. 

233 John Smith (1687), p. 26; Watin (1785), p. 32. 

234 John Smith (1723), pp. 69-71. 

235 Ibid., p. 26. 

236 Dossie (1764), vol. i, p. 95; James Smith (1815), vol. ii, 

p. 733. 

237 John Smith (172 3), p. 26. 

238 Stalker and Parker (1688/1971), p-71; Walpole, 'Anecdotes', 
Works (1798), vol. iii, p.. 336. 

239 In 1802 Berger's stookof-strewing smalt stood at 168 lb. 
valued at ls. 6d. per lb.; in 1806,1,082 lb. at ls. 7d.; 

and in 1810 87 lb. at ls. 9ýd., plus 820 lb. 'Smalts HFE1 

at 2s. 9d. per lb. In addition, he possessed small stocks 
of 'Smalt Royal', these standing at 8k, lb. valued at 52s. 6d. 

per lb. in 1802; 6ý lb. at the same price in 1806, and just 
over 2ý lb. at 84s. in 1810. Alth6iigh it is not clear why 
this variety was so much more eýxpensive, it may be doubted 
that it was destined. for house-painting purposes. (Berger 
MSS., letter book, pp. 249,. 261; stock 1801-2, pp. 52,6o; 

stock 1805-6, pp. 3,22;, stock 1809-10, pp. 10,24,28. ) 
Classifications such as 'HFE" were-discussed briefly by 

Hurst, who observed that the letters varied with different 

makers and represented no particular standard (Hurst (1896), 

P. 224). 
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240 john Smith (1687), pp. 26,61,75. 

241 Soane MSS., Martin, loose ff. inserted between pp. 
l33,134, f. [21 r. 

242 Vide Additional Study 2 in Part Three, infra. 

243 Vide n. 239 to this-*chapter for details of Berger's stocks. 
244 Martin (1813), p. 461; Nicholson (1823-5), pp. 412,414. 

245 Butcher (1825), pp. 12-14. 

246 D'Aviler. (16-91), vol. i, pp. 228-9, - Bullet (1691), p. 284. 

247 Vide Additional Study 4 in Part Three, infra. 

248 Dossie (1764), vol. i, p-95; Watin (1785), p. 32. 

249 Tingry (1816), p. 193. 

250 Harley (1970), pp. 65-7. 

251 Woodward (1724), pp. 15-17. 

252 salmon (1734), pp. 56,57,58. 

253 P. R. O. MSS., T. 1/241, f. 382r. 

254 Dossie (1764), vol. ii, pp. 424-7. 

255 Hurst (1896), p. 214. 

256 Campbell (1747), p. 106; Watin (1785), p. 33. 

257 Dossie (1764), vol. i, pp. 82,88. 

258 Phillips (1812), p. 212; (1821), p. 170; Whittock (1827), p. 11. 

259 Vanherman J1828), p. 86. 

260 Berger MSS. The formulae in the 'Lake & Carmine Book' at 
pp. 242-56, dited 1816, are numbered 13411 138341,142111 , 144141,157's 1651, and 167Y, but in later entries at 
pp. 376-96, dated 1816,1818, and 1826, this system of 
classification is replaced by 'Deep PrusU Blue', 12nd Deep 
Prussý-Blue, -'No 3", 'No 4 Wet Blue', No 51, and 'No 71 
Prussian 

, 
blues. 

. 
'Chrome Blue' was a special variety made 

with the additiorfof barium sulphate and sulphuric acid for 
lu 

. se in the manufacture of 'Chrome Green', known today as 
Brunswick green (pp. 408,409). Experimental notes are 
plentiful in the second experimental notebook, in which 
names such as 'Cranes Pale Dry PrusO Blue', and 'Mineral 
Blue, Celestial Blue or Meggittst Blue for Sale in Powder' 
are found (p. 5, f. 21 r. ). In the third experimental note- 
book a loose sheaf oCmanuscripts recording experiments 
carried out between 1829 and 1830 is preserved at p. 87, 
together with other no tes of a later date. The 1831 formula 
book shows that the range of pigments manufactured in that 
year,. cost prices periýpound also being given, was: 

Ant, ý4erp`blue @ llýd. 
Prussian magnesian blue @ 2s. 2ýd. 
Deep Prussian bl: Ue @ 2s. 421d. 
Second'(fleep Prussian blue @ 2s. ld. 
No. 3 Prussian blueI, ls. 9d. 
No. 4 Prussian blue @ ls. 7d. 
Crane's pale Prussian blue @ ls. 8d. 
New Prussian blue @ 3s. 2d. 
Wet blue @ 23s. per cwt. 
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'New Prussian blue' was later deleted, and seems to have 
been superseded by the pale and deep 'Chinese blue' formulae 
dated 1836, whilst an extra deep Chinese blue was added in 
1838. 'Celestial blue' was made-in 1831 as a mixture of 
Antwerp and Prussian., -blues-with, barytes and sulphuric acid. 
(1831 formula book, pp. 111,115,125, p 126,127,129,195, 
197,198. ) 

261 Berger MSS., letter book, p'p. 11,2 4,29,30. 
262 Ibid., stock 1801-2, pp. 50,58,60,61; stock 1805-6, 

pp. 3,4,28,35; stock 1809-10, pp. 15,21,24,36. 
263 Vanherman (1828), pp. 25-6. 
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John Smith (1687)f. p. 24; Stalker and Parker (1688/1971), 
p. 71. 
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14th June and 20th-Augusi 1780, and 20th June 1788); 
stock 1801-2, pp. 44,57,58,60; stock 1805-6, pp. 9,17, 
26,28; stock 1809-10, pp. 15,17,19,29. 

Dossie (1764), volA, p. 112. 

For other pigments-known as 'English verdigris' or 'British 
verdigris' vide articles on green verditer and Brunswick 
green below. In addition the name was applied to a hybrid 
pigment manufactured by Lewis Berger in 1819 containing a 
mixture of copper carbonate and copper acetate. His 
'English Verdigreasel was made as follows: 

128 lb Roman Vitriol Dried 
well mixed under stone 28 lb Sugar Lead Powdered 

_7 lb Pot Ash desolved, in 2 Pails Water and reduced 
to 1 Pail, & ý then let it stand 12 Hours 
to settle put the Dregs in a Cloth to 
run of[f] then put it to the ingredients 
to. be well mixed to stand abt 6 Hours 
then well mixed and laid on [chalkstones]'. 

From 1811 he had been making a pigment he called patent 
green by a similar method, -although this contained almost 
equal weights of-the three ingredients; and by 1816 also 
coný, ained a proportion 

- 
of verditer. In that year it was 

renamed azure blue, but in 1817 the formula for this too 
was changed, and it was made from copper sulphate, pearl 
ash, and cream of tartar until after 1831. The name patent 
green (which is discussed in connection with Scheele's green 
q. v. ) also-occurs in one of his experimental notebooks in 
an entry dated 1821, where a formulation (given below in 
the section on copper chloride Brunswick green - q. v. ) 
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ýdescribed below), ' lime, 'salt tartar', and sal ammoniac 
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Tingry (1830), pý91 (first and second formulae). 

Vanher man-(1828), p-88. 
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Whittock (1827), p. 12. 
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_-Tingry:. 
'(1816), p. ̀ 201; 'Pýinter! s... Pocket Manual (1825), 

PaW. 

302 Tingry -. (Ib 30)., p. tW. 

303"" Watin (1780-if P. 29. '*' 

304 Pincot 18111 p. 23'. 

305 Vide Additional Study: 12 in Part Three infra. 
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ITýke 28 lb Deep Prussl! Blue - Cranes & powder it 
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At this date 'Deep' Brunswick green, which contained 1 part 
of yellow to 10 of blue, cost 25s. per cwt. to produce; 
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details of this and similar compound pigments containing 
emerald green marketed by Berger,, vide glossary of colour 
names in Chapter III infra, s. vv. 'Green, Aquatic', 
lGreenj Chinesel, -ýGreen, Marine', and 'Green, Peal, 
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p. 417. 
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774 Butcher (1825), p. 31; Nicholson (1825), p. 411. 

775 Laxton (1818), p-96. 
776 Vanhennan (1828), pp. 27-8; Nicholson (1825), p. 412. 

777 Tingry (1816), p. 273 (flaxen grey); Nicholson (1819), 
s. v. 'PAINTING# Economical', vol. ii, p. 417 (grey, apricot 
and peach); Butcher (1825), p-30 (French grey); Vanherman 
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778 Vanherman (1828), pp. 60-1. 

779 Whittock (1827), pp. 35-57 passim. 
780 Ibid., p. 10; Dossie (1764), vol. i, 'pp. 56-69 passim; 
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13 cwt. Nicaragua t Wood cut into Chips boil 1 cwt. 

at a time with ab 300 Galls Water for One Hour: 
draw off thro' a Wicker Sieve fill up again & boil 
for 1 hour & 22 minutes - draw that off & then put 
in a fresh I cw Wood repeat the boiling as before 

cwt till' all is"boilld -ý- Dissolve 1.2 [qrs]. 11 Elb. ] 
Alum in a Copper of-Water & add to the liquor & stir 
well together This. liquor must remain 5 Days before 

cwt it is struck when ready for striking take 20 
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1846). 

Heaton (1940) Nodl Heaton, outlines of Paint Technology (2nd edn, 
1940). (Jst, edn was 1928. ). 

Hertfordshire (1910) Royal commission on Historical Monuments (England), 
An Inventory_of the Historical Monuments in 
Hertfordshire (1910). 

Hey (1957-8)** Margaret Hey, 'The Analysis of Paint Media by Paper 
Chromatography'# Studies in Conservation (1952-date)t 
vol. 111 (1957-8), p. 183ff. 

Hill (1746) John Hý11, oEoýpAC2X Tj EpEcioy Theophrastus's History 
of-Stones (1746). 

Hinkley (1960) F.. Lewis Hinkley, Directory of the Historic Cabinet 
Woods (New York, 1960). 

History of the King's The History of 
_the, 

King's Works (ed. H. M. Colvin, 
Works (1963-82) 1963-82). 

Holme (1688) Randle Holme, The Ac"'d'my 6f_Armory_(Chester, 1688). ae 

Hope (1807) Thomas Hope, Household. Purniture and Interior 
Decoration (1807). 

Houghton ' John Houghton, A Collection for IM2rovement of Husbandry 
(1692-1703) and Trade (1692-1703). 

Howes (1949) F. N. Howes, Vegetable Gums and Resins (Waltham, 
Massachusetts, 1949). 

Hull (1872) Edward Hull, A Treatise on the Building and Ornamental 
Stones of Great Britain and Foreign CountryS (1872). 

Hurst (1896) George H. Hurst, Painters' Colours, oils, and Varnishes 
(2nd edn, 1896). (lst edn. was 1892. ) 
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Hurst (1902) George H. Hurst, The Painter's Laboratory Guide (1902). 

Hussey (1967) Christopher Hussey, 'Wimpole Hall, Cambridgeshire 
Country Life, Vol.. cxlii (14th December 1967), pp. 1594-7. 

Jeans'-(1950), Sir James Jeang, -The Growth of Physical Science (1950). 

4] jourdain [191 Margaret Jourdain (pseud. Francis Lenygon) Decoration 
. in England froM1660-to 1770 [1914]. 

jourdain [1922] Margaret Jourdain, English Decoration and Furniture of 
the later XVIIIth Century (1760-1820) [19221. 

jourdain (1926) Margaret Jourdain, English Decorative Plasterwork (1926) . 

Kendall (1809) Edward A. Kendali, Travels through the Northern Parts of 
the United States (New York, 1809). 

Kirby (1957) J. W. Kirby, 'Building Work at Placentia 1532-15331, 
Transactions of the Greenwich & Lewisham Antiquarian 
Society, Vol. v, No. 1 (1957), pp. 22-50. 

KUhn (1968) Hermann Mn, 'Lead Tin Yellow', Studies in Conservation 
(1952-date), Vol. xiii (1968), pp. 7-33. 

Lairesse (1738) Gerard de Lairesse, The Art of Painting (tr. John 
Fritsch, 1738). The first edition was published as 
Het groot Schilderboeck (Amsterdam, 1707). 

Laugier (1977) Marc-Antoine Laugier, An Essay on Architecture (tr. 
Wolfgang and Anni Herrmann, Los Angeles, 1977). The 
first edition was published as Essai sur l1architecture 
(Paris, -1753). 

Laxton, (1818) W. R. Laxton, The Improved Builder's Price Book (2nd 
edn, 1818). 

"(1770)- Leadbeater J. Leadbeater, The Gentleman and Tradesman's Compleat 
Assistant (3rd edn, 1770). 

Le Blon-- (n. d. ) James Christopher Le Blon, Coloritto, or the'Hamony 
of Col8uring in Painting (n. d. ). 

Lees-Milne (1947) - James Lees-Milne, The Age of -Adam. (1947). 

Leinster (1949-57) Correspondence of Emily, Duchess of Leinster (1731-1814) 
(ed. Brian Fitzgerald# Dublin, 1949-57). 

Leybourn (1668) William Leybournj A Platform for Purchasers, A Guide for 
Buildersr'a Mate-for Measurers (1668). 

Leyburn (1700) William Leyburn, Architectonice: or, a Compendium of 
the Art of*Buijjýý700). This was published as an 
addition to: 'John'Brown, The Mirror of Architecture: ... 
by Vincent Scamozzi (4th edn, 1700). 

Lingard (1825) A C022arative View of the... Invulnerable Oil Paint, 
prep red by John Lingard, Jun. (2nd edn, 1825). 
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Linstrum (1972) Derek Linstrum, Sir Jeffry Wyatville Architect to the 
Eing (oxford, 1972). 

Lomazzo (1598) G. P. Lomazzop A Tracte-containing the Artes of CUriOUS 
Paintinge (tr. Richard Haydockel Oxford, 1598). The 
first edition was published as Trattato dell'arte do 
17a Pittura'(Milan, 1584). 

London (1851) London as it is To-day: Where to go, and what to seep- 
during the Great Exhibition (1851). 

Loudon (1833) J. C. Loudon, An Encyclopaedia of Cottage, Farmp and 
Villa Architecture (1833). 

Luxborough (1775) Letters written by the Right HonourableLady Luxborough 
to William Shenstone, Esq. (1775). 

Mackenzie (1825) Colin Mackenzie, One Thousand Processes in manufactures 
(5th edn, 1825). 

MacTaggart. (1980) Peter and Ann MacTaggart, 
-I 

Refiners I Verditers I, Studies 
in Conservation (1952-date), vol. xxv (1980), pp. 37-45. 

Mandey (1717) Venterus Mandeyl Mellificium Mensionis: or the Marrow 
of Measurin. % Ord edn, 1717). 

Manor House (1832) Manor House, Great Ealing, Middlesex, Particulars... 
ýsale catalogue, 1832). Copy in Pitzhanger album at 
Soane Museum (see under Soane Museum drawings below). 

Martin (1813) Thomas Martin (pseudonym for John Farley), The Circle 
of the Mechanical Arts (1813). 

Mason (1783) William Mason, The English Garden (new edn, York, 1783). 

Matthaei (1971) Rupprecht Matthaei, doethe's Colour Theory'(1971)*. 

Meikleham [S.. 1835] Robert Meikleham (pseud. ; Zobert Stuart),, A Dictionary 
of Architecture (c. 18351. 

merret (1678) Christopher. Merre 
- 
t, 'The Art of Refining', Philosophical 

Transactions, "%; ol., xii (1678), p. 1046ff. 

Merrifield (1849) Mary P. Merrifield, original Treatises... on the Art of 
Paintincr (1849) 

Middleton (1915) G. A. T. Middleton, Building Materials (2nd edn# 1915). 

Mills and White John Mills and Raymond White, 'Analyses of Paint Media', 
'Analyses' (1977) National-Gallery TechniCal Bulletin (September 1977), 

pp. 57-9. 

Mills a nd White John Mills and Raymond Whiteo, 'Natural Resins of Art 
'Natural Resins' and Archaeology', Studies in Conservation (1952-date), 
(1977) vol. xxii (1977) 12. -ý31. 
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morveau (1783) 

moxon (1703) 

John Nash [lP261 

Joseph Nash (1839-49) 

Neri (1662) 

Neve (1703) 

New Decorators' 
iiand-Book 

Nicholson (1819) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Guyton de Morveau, 'Recherches pour perfectionner la, 
preparation des couleurs employges dans la peinture I, 
Nouveaux Memoires de l'Acadgmie de Dijon 1782 (Dijon, 
1783), pp. 1-24. 

Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises (3rd edn, 1703). 

John Nash,. The Royal Pavilion at Brighton 11826]. 

l- Joseph Nash, ".. The, Mansions-of England in the Olden 
Time (1839-49). 

Antonio Neri, The-Art of Glass (tr. C(hristopher] 
M[erret] , 1662). 

R. Neve (pseud. T. N. Philomath) , The City and Countrey 
Purchaser, and Builder's Dictionary (1703). 

The New Decorators' Hand-book AJ. Tomlin, Barnsley, n. d. ) 
. 

Peter Nicholson, An Architectural Dictionary (1819) 

Nicholson (1823-5) Peter Nicholson, The New Practical Builder (1823-5). 
Appended is 'The Practical Builder's Perpetual 
Price-book' with its own pagination. 

Nicholson (1825) Peter Nicholson, The Mechanic's Companion (Oxford, 1825). 

Nicholson (1834) Peter Nicholson, The Builder's and Workman's New 
Director (new edn, 1834). The first edition appeared 
in 1824, but did not contain any information on 
house-painting. - 

Nightingale (181a) 

I 

Nostell: Priory 
(1973); -(1978) 

,.,.. 
J. Nightingale i The -Beauties of England and Wales-, 
vol. xiii, part ii, Staffoidshire (1813). 

Nostell Priory (Na 
' 
tional Trust guidebook, 1973, small 

format); ibid.; (1 9781"larger format). 

Osterley Park (1972) Osterley Park (Victoria and Albert Museum guidebook, 1972 

Pain (1786) William and James Pain, Pain's British Palladio (1786). 

Pain (1794) William Pain, The Practical House Carpenter (5th edn, 
1794). - 

Painter's... Manual 7bePainter's, Gilder's and Varnisher's Manual (new 
[c. 18301 edn, M. Taylor, [S.. 1830]). 

Painter's. Pocket The Painter's and Varnisher's Pocket Manual (Knight 
Manual, (1825), and Lacey, (1825). 

- 

Palladio (1738) The Four Books of Andrea Palladio's Architecture 
(Isaa 

' 
c'ware, --1738). The first' edition appeared as 

I gyattro'Libii dell'architettura (Venice, 1570). 
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Palmer (1845) C. F. R. Palmer, The History of the Castle and Town of 
Tamworth (1845). 

Panelled Rooms Victoria and AlVert Museum, Department of Woodwork, 
(1914-1924) The Panelled Rooms (1914-1924). 

Papworth (1857-8) Wyatt Papworth, 'An Attempt to Determine the Periods 
in England, when Fir, Deal, and House Painting were 
first Introducedr, Transactions of the Royal Institute 
of British Architects, lst series, vol. viii (1857-8), 
pp. 1-13. 

Payne (1798) John Payne, The Art of Painting in Miniature (2nd edn, 
1798)'. 

Peacham (1606) Henry Peacham, The Art of Drawing with the Pen (1606). 

Peacock (1785) James Peacock (pseud. Jose Mac Packe), OlKf6la, or, 
Nutshells (1785) . 

Pelletier (1792) M. Pelletier, 'Examens chimiques des cendres bleues', 
Annales de chimie, Vol. xiii (Paris, 1792), p. 47ff. 

Pepys (Murray, n. d. ) Samuel Pepysp Diary 1659-1669, (abridged by AleX Murray# 
n. d. ). 

Petworth House Petworth House (National Trust guidebook, 1978). 

Phillips (1804) John Phillips, Crosýyvs Builder's New Price-book (1804); 
(1812); (1821) (19th edn, 1812); (31st edn, 1821). 

Pincot [c. 1811] John Pincot, Pincot's Treatise on the Practical Part of 
Coach & House Painting Lc. 18111. 

Piranesi (1769) G. B. Piranesi, Diverse maniere d'adornare i cammini 
(Rome, 1769) 

Plesters (1956) Joyce Plesters 
', 

'Cross. Sections and Chemical Analysis 
of Paint Samples',, -Studies. in Conservation (1952-date), 
vol. 11 (1956), pp. 110-57. 

Pliny (1601) Pliny the elder, The Historie*of the Worldp Commonly 
called the Natvrall Historie of C. Plinius Secundus 
(tr. Philemon Holland, 1601). 

Plot (1677) Robert Plot, The Natural History of Oxford-Shire 
(Oxford and London, 1677). 

Plot (1686) Robert Plot, 'The Natural History_of Stafford-Shire 
(oxford-, 1686)". 

Pococke (1888-9) The Travels throR2h England of Dr. Richard Pococke 
(ed. James Joel Cartwrightr Camden Society, 1888-9). 

Powle (16718) Po,. ýrle, 'An'Account of the Iron-Works in the 
Forest of Dean', Philosophical- Transactions, vol. xii 
(1678), p. 931ff. 
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Powys (1899) Passages from the Diaries of Mrs. Lybbe Powys 1756-1808 
(ed. E. J. Climenson, 1899). 

Practical Treatise on Painting in Oil-Colours (1795) Practical Treatise 
(1795) 

Price (1796). sir Uvedale Price, -An Essay on the Picturesque (new edn, 
1796). (1st edn, 1794 -a further volur= appeared in 1798'. ), ' 

Primatt [1667] Stephen Primait, The City & Country Purchaser & Builder 
[1667]. 

PtIckler-muskau (1832) Prince PUckler-Muskau, Tour in England, Ireland, and 
France, 

__in 
the years 1828 & 1829 (1832). 

Pyne (1819) W. H. Pyne, History of the Royal Residences (1819). 

Ray (1673) John Ray, Observations To]2ographical, Moral, & 
Physiological (1673). 

Ray (1674) John Ray, A Collection of English Words (1674). 

Renwick (1909) W. G.. Renwick, Marble and Marble WorkinT (1909). 

Re2ertory of Arts' The Repertory of Arts and Manufactures (1794-1802). 

Report from the Rej2ort from the Select Committee on the Expense of 
Select committee Completing the Alterations and Improvements of 
(1830) Windsor Castle (1830). 

Repton (1816) Humphrey Repton, Fragments on the TheoE y and Practice 
of Landscape Gardening (1816). 

Reynolds (lBl2)- Hezekiah Reynolds, Directions for House and Ship 
Paint (New Haven, 1812).. 

Richardson (1776) 
-George 

Richardson, A Book of Ceilings_(1776). 

Richardson (1802-8) George Richardson, The New Vitruvius Britannicus (1802-8). 
_ 

Rivington 
j1897-8)" Rivington's Series of Notes on Building Construction 

(new. edn, 1897-8). 

Roberts (1939) Henry D. Roberts, A History of the Royal Pavilion 
Brighton (1939). 

Rondelet (1812-n. d. ) J. Rbndelet, Traite theoretique et pratique de llart 
de batir jParis, 1812-n. d. ). 

Rutter (1823) John Rutter, Delineations of Fonthill (1823). 

Sabin 
"(1904) AA. Sabin, The Industrial and Artistic Technology 

of Paint and Varnish (New York and London, 1904). 

Salmon (1672) William Salmon, Polygrýphice (16j2). 

I 

Salmon (1734) william Salmon, Palladio Londinensis: or, the London 
Art of Building (1734). 
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Salmon William Salmonp The London and Country Builder's 
(1745); (1773) Vade Mecum (1745); (5th edn, 1773). 

Saltram (1978) Saltram (National Trust guidebook, 1978). 

Sauval (1724) Henri Sauval, Histoire et recherches des antiquit6s 
de la ville de Paris (Paris, 1724). 

Scott (1857) George Gilbert Scott, 'Remarks on Secular & Domestic 
Architecture (1857). 

Seddon (1886) H. C. Seddon, Builder's Work and the Building Trades 
(1886). 

Serlio (1611) Sebastiano Serlio, The First [- fift] Booke(s] of 
Architecture translated out of Italign into Dutch, and 
out of Dutch into English (London, Robert Peake, 1611). 

Shellac (1965) Shellac (Angelo Brothers Limitedt Calcutta, 1965). 

Shenstone (1939) The Letters of William Shenstone (ed. Marjorie Williamst 
Oxford, 1939). - 

Skyring (1831) W. H. Skyring, Skyring's Builder's Prices (21st edn, 
1831). The first edition was: Z Skyringo Skyring's 
new and complete List of Builder's Prices (1811). 

Slive (1961) Seymour Slive, 'Henry Henham's "of Colours"If 
Burlington Magaziner vol. ciii (1961)l pp. 378-80. 

Smirke (n. d. ) Robert Smirke (pseud. Roger Shanhagan), The Exhibition 
(n. d. ). 

George Smith (1808) George Smith, A Collection of Designs for Household 
Furniture (1808). 

George Smith (1812) George Smith, A Collection of Ornamental Designs after 
the Manner of the Antique, for the Use of Architects_, 
Ornamental Painters, Statuaries, etc. (1812). 

George Smith (1826) George Smith, The Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's 
Guide (1826). 

James Smith (1815) James Smith, The Panorama of Science and Art (Liverpool, 
1815). 

John Smith (1676); The Art of Painting (1676); (2nd edn, 1687); (3rd edn, 
(1687); (1701); 1701); (4th edn, 1705); (5th edn, 1723). Further 
(1705); (1723) editions appeared in 1738,1753, and 1788. 

Soane (1802) Plans, Elevations, 
_and 

Pers]2ective Views, of Pitzhanger 
Manor-Eouse (1802). 

Specification for &Decification'for Repainting work (Lead Industries 
Repainting (1939) DevFlopment Council, 1939). 
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stalker. -and Parker 
. 

John Stalker and George Parker, A Treatise of Ja2annin 
(1688/1971) and Varnishing 1688... with an Introduction by 

H. D. Molesworth (1971) 

Stallybrass (1913) B. Stallybrass, 'Bess of Hardwick's Building Accounts' 0 
Archaeologia, vol. lxiv (1913), pp. 347-98. 

Stanhope (1932) The Letters of Philip Dormer Stanhope 4th Earl of 
Chesterfield-(edi-Bonamy Dobr6e, 1932). 

Stapleton & al. H. E. C. Stapleton, G. G. Pace, and J. E. Day, A Skilful, 
(1975) Master-Builder (York, 1975). 

Stillman (1966) Damie Stillman, The Decorative Work of Robert Adam (1966)'. 

Stillman (1967) Damie Stillman, 'Robert Adam and Piranesil, Essays in 
the History of Architecture 2resented to Rudolph 
Wittkower. (ed. Douglas Fraser, Howard Hibberdp and 
Milton J. Lewine, 1967), pp. 197-206. 

Stratton (1920] Arthur Stratton, The English Interior [1920]. 

Dorothy Stroud, The Architecture of Sir John Soane (1961) Stroud (1961) 

Stroud (1966) Dorothy Stroud, Henry Holland his Life and Architecture 
(1966). ý 

Stroud (1971) Dorothy Stroud, George Dance Architect 1741-1825 (1971). 

Summerson (1969) Sir John Summerson, Architecture in Britain 1530 to 
1830 (5th edn, 1969). 

Survey of_London The Survey of London (1900-date). 

Tessin/Cronstrl5m 
(1964)ý 

Theophilus (1847) 

Thomson (1943) 

Les Relations artistisHes entre France et Sue de. 
1693-1718. Extraits d'und correspondence entre 
l1architecte Nicod4me Tessin le jeune et Daniel 
Cronstr8m (ed. R. A. Weigert and C. Hernmarckf 
Stockholm, 1964). 

An Essay upon Various Arts in three books by Theophilus 

Thornton (1978) 

(tr. Robert'Hendrie, 1847). 

Letters of a Grandmother (ed. Gladys Scott Thomson, 1943). 

Peter Thornton, Seventeenth-centuEy Interior Decoration 
in England, France and Holland (19781. 

Thornton and Tomlin- Peter Thornton. and Maurice-Tomlin, The Furnishing and 
(1980) Decoration of Ham House (1980). 

Tingry '(1803) P. F. Tingry, TraAg thgoretiSMe et pratique sur l'art 
de faire et -d'appliquer les vernis (Geneva,, 1803). 

Tingry P. F. Tingry, The Painter and V-arnisher's Guide - 1(1804) 
(1804); (1816) (2nd edn, 1816). 
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Tingry (1830) P. F. Tingry, The Painter Is& Colourman Is Complete Guide 
(3rd, revised edn of the above, 1830) . 

Transactions of the Transactions of the Society... of Arts (1783-1823) 
'ý; ciety... of Arts 

Turnbull (1740) George Turnbull, Treatise on Ancient Painting (1740). 

Turnbull (1741) George Turnbull, Curious Collection of Ancient 
Paintings, (1741). 

Turner (1877) T.. Hudson Turner, Some Account of Domestic Architecture 
in England (2nd edn, vol. 1,1877). 

Uppark (1976) Uppark (National Trust guidebook, 1976). 

1 
Ure (1839) Andrew Ure, A Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and 

Mines (1839). 

Ure (1860) Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines 
(5th edn, ed. Robert Huntf 1860). 

Vanherman (1828) T. H. Vanherman, The Painter's Cabinet, and Colourman's 
Repository (1828). 

Vanherman (1829) T. H. Vanherman,, Every Man his own House-Painter and 
Colourman (1829). Text identical with above. 

Vasari (1927) Georgio Vasari, The Lives of the Painters, 
- 
Sculptorsf 

and Architects (ed. William Gaunt, 1927). 

Vernatti (1678) Sir Philiberto Vernatti, 'A Relation of the Making of 
Ceruss', Philosophical Transactions, vol. xii (1678), 
p. 935ff. 

Vitruvius (1826) The Architecture of Marcu-i-Vitruvius Pollic, (tr. 
Joseph Gwilt, 1826). 

Waller (1686) Richard Waller, 'A Catalogýie of Simple and Mixt Colours', 
Philosophical Transactions, V01. xvi (1686), pp. 24-8. 

Wallington (1979) Wallington (National trust guidebook, 1979). 

Walpole, 'Aedes', Horace Walpole, 'Aedes Walpolianael, The Works of 
Works (1798) Horatio Walpole Earl of Orford (1798), vol. ii, 

pp. [221]-278. (lst edn was 1747. ). 

Walpole, 
'Anecdotes', 
Works (1798) 

Walpole, 
'Description of... 
Strawberry Hill', 
Works (1798) 

Walpole, Letters 
(1903-25) 

Horace Walpole, 'Anecdotes of Painting', The Works of 
Horatio Wal2ole Earl of Orford (1798), vol. 

, 
Horace Walpole,. 'A Description of... Strawberry-Hill'j, 
The Works of Horatio Walpole Earl of Orford (1798), 
vol. ii, pp. [3931-516. Ust edn was 1784. ) 

The Letters of Horace Wal]2ole (ed. Mrs. Paget Toynbeep 
Oxford, 1903-25). 
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Ware (1756) Isaac Ware, A Complete Body of Architecture (1756). 

Watin (1785) Jean Felix Watin, L'Art du peintre, doreur, vernisseur 
. (4th edn, Paris, 1785). Ust edn was 1772. ) 

Watkin (1968) David Watkin, Thomas Hope 1769-1831 (1968). 

Watson-,, (1781-8) Richard Watson, Chemical Essays (Cambridge, 1781-8). 

Whitehead (1939) A. D. Whitehead, 'The Micrography of Paint Films' , Journal of the Oil &-Colour Chemists Association, 
vol. xxii, -(1939), pp. 139-48. 

whittock (1827) Nathaniel Whittock, The Decorative Painters' and 
Glaziers' Guide (1827). 

Williams (1966) J. D. Williams, Audley End: The Restoration of 1762-1797 
(Essex County Council, 1966). 

williams-Ellis Clough Williams-Ellis, Cottage Building in Cob, Pisg, 
(1919) Chalk & Clay (1919). 

wilsford (1659) Thomas Wilsford, Architectonice. The Art of Building 
(1659). 

Wilson (1960) R. E. Wilson, Two Hundred Precious Metal Years A 
History of the Sheffield Smelting Company Limited 
1760-1960 (1960). 

John wood (1749) John Wood, Essay Towards a Description of Bath 
Und edn, 1749). 

Margaret Wood (1965) Margaret Wood, The English Mediaeval House (1965). 

Woodward (1724) John Woodward, 'Praeparatio Caerulei Prussiaeil , 
-Philosophical Transactions, vol. xxxiii (1724), 

pp. 15-17. 

Wren Society Volumes of the-Wren Society (Oxford, 1924-42). 
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MANUSCRIPTS AND OTHER UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL 

MANUSCRIPTS 

Armitage (n. d. ) F. Armitage, 'Lewis Berger' & Sons Ltd. A New History' 
(n. d. ). 

Arundel MS. MS. at Arundel Castle, Sussex, MD 18 part II (bills of 
George Evans (painter) and John-Cuenot (carver and gilder) 
for work at Norfolk House, London, 1753-6). 

Berger MSS. MSS. in archives of -Berger Paints, Berger House, Berkeley 
Square, London: 

first experimental notebook: half-bound quarto volume 
labelled (on the back cover) 'Recipes & Experiments 
Various'; 

second experimental notebook: similar volume bound in vel- 
lum containing formulae dating from between 1819 and 
1831 with a final item dated 1840; 

third experimental notebook: similar volume containing 
formulae dated between 1830 and 1846; 

1831 formula book: tall, vellum-bound volume containing 
costed production formulae dating from 1831 onwardsl 

'Lake & Carmine Book': similar volume thus labelled on 
front cover containing formulae and other entries from 
1787 to 1829; 

letter book: quarto volume containing two series of copy 
letters covering the periods 1785 to 1788 and 1778 
to 1788; 

'Sample Book': quarto volume identified by paper label as 
such containing entries between 1778 and 1802; 

stock 1801? -2: stock list and accounts for 1801 showing 
stock held on lst January 1802; 

stock 1805-6: corresponding volume for 1805-6; 

stock 1809-10; corresponding volume for 1809-10. 

Boughton MS. Accounts (in three volumes) of executors of lst Duke of 
Montagu, in possession of Duke of Buccleuch at Boughton 
House,. Northamptonshire. 

Bristow (1976) Ian C. Bristow, 'The Use of Colour in Historic Buildings: 
The Technology of House-Painting in England from the late 
seventeenth to the early nineteenth Century'# Institute of 
Advanced Architectural Studies Research Paper No. 13[1](1976). 

Bristow (1977) Ian C. Bristow, 'The Use of Colour in Historic Buildings: 
The Detailed Examination of Selected Interiors', institute 
of Advanced Architectural'Studies Research Paper No. 13 
(11) (1977). 
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B. L. MSS. MSS. at Department of Manuscripts, British Library, 
British Museum, London: 

MS. Sloane 2052 (notebook of Sir Theodore Turquet de 
Mayerne-dating..., from c. 1620-40); 

MS. Sloane 3292 (anonymous MS. in early seventeenth- 
century hand but containing material dated 1564); 

MS. Sloane 6284 (MS. of c. 1603 containing list of 
colours by W. Rogers, engraver); 

MS. Add. 36367 (drawings by the Bucklers); 

MS. Add. 41133 (letter book of Sir William Chambers). 

candee (1965) Richard Candee, 'Materials towards a History of Housepaint' S 
(1965), unpublished MA-thesis submitted to the Faculty of 
State University of New York College at Oneonta. 

C. M.; & G., MS-_ Volume of MS. bills relating to 15 St. James's Square, 
London, in possession of Clerical, Medical & General Life 
Assurance Co. 'Ltd.. of that address (volume given by the 
Earl of Lichfield to Mr. Coles in April 1893). 

Courtauld MS. MS. notebook-of George Field labelled 'Chromatography 
Specimens 18091 at Courtauld Institute, 20 Portman Square, 
London. 

Dickens House Tenancy agreements of Charles Dickens and his successor in 
museum MSS. respect of No. 48 Doughty Street, London, dated 1837 and 

1840 respectively in ownership of Dickens House Museum at" 
that address. 

Dunham Massey*-MSS. MSS.. relating to Dunham Massey, Cheshire. (Although still 
at the house and uncatalogu6d in August 1980, it was then 
intended they should be transferred to the John Rylands 
Library, University of Manchester. ) 

Dyrham MSS. MSS. relating -to Dyrham -Park, Gloucestershire (now Avon) 
deposited at Gloucester Record Office: 

D. 1799, A105; 
D. 1799, A108; 
D. 1799, A110; 

-D. 1799, A141; 
D. 1799, E234. 

Farington's Diary . -Typescript of Joseph Farington's MS. diary in Print Roo m 
of British Museum, -London. 

Gordon Castle, MS. - MS. account -. for painting at Gordon Castlep Morayshire, 
-: 'now at-- Scottish- Record Office# Edinburgh, MS. CD 44/51/387/2. 

G. L; Cý MS. ' MS. at Greater, '. London- Council Record Office, BRA/437/10 
(inventory of'22 Arlington Street, London, taken after death of Henry Pelham in 1754). 
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Sources and abbreviations continued MANUSCRIPTS 

Ham MSS. Documents relating to, work at Ham Houser Surrey, at 
Department of Furniture and Woodwork, Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London: 

Gooderick's account: ý"IIS. account dated 1638 for painting 
work; 

II 
Kinsman's account; typescript copy of account for 

plastering work in 1637 and 1638. 

Harpur-Crewe MS. MS. letter dated 25th' May 1809 in Harpur-Crewe papers 
at Derbyshire Record office (photocopy furnished by 
Howard Colvin). 

Hertford MS. MS. at Hertford Record Office, QSB/12. 

Kenwood MS. Greater London Council photograph (serial No. 54/2894) 
of Antonio, Zucc 

, 
hi's MS. account for painting the inset 

pictures in the Library at Kenwood House, Middlesex, 

King's Cambridge MS MS. at King's College, Cambridge, -papers relating to the 
erection of Gibbs's Building (transcript furnished by 
Dr. Terry Friedmap). 

Newcastle MS. MS. memorandum dated 17th July 1775 relating to improve- 
ments to be carried out to house in Arlington Street, 
London, amongst Newcastle MSS. at University of Nottingham 
(transcript furnished by Gervase Jackson-Stops). 

Northumberland MS. - Typescript in possession of Gervase Jackson-Stops of MS. 
notes by Duchess of Northumberland amongst various papers 
at Alnwick Castle, Northumberland, concerning the houses 
which she visited. Kedleston reference cited as 121/16. 

Osterley MSS. Photocopies ifi Department 6f Furniture-and Woodwork, 
Victoria and Albert Museum, 'London, of bills for painting 
work at Osterley. Park, Middlesex: - 

(1774): account dated 1774 for work carried out by David 
Adamson between 1772. and 1774; 

(1787): account from David Adamson dated 1787. 

Penn (1966) Theodore Zuk Penn, 'Decorative and Protective Finishes, 
1750-1850: Materials, Process, and Craft' (1966), unpub- 
lished MA thesis submitted to the Faculty of the Univer- 
sity of Delaware. 

Petworth MSS. MSS'. at Petworth, House, Sussex (available by arrangement 
at Chichester Record Office): 

PRA 6614, No. 2,19 (George Evans's bill for painting work 
at Egremont. Houses, London, 1759-64); 

PHX6615* No... 265 (bill for plastering work athouse in 
Wood Street, 1763-4). 
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Sources and abbreviations continued MANUSCRIPTS 

P. R. O. MSS. MSS. at Public Record'Office, Chancery Lane, London, or 
at Kew: 

C. 66/2357/3; 

E. 351/3227,3228,323q'V-, 32451 3248,3263j, 3271,3272, 
3312,3450, -34531- 

T. 1/241,,, ý 

WORK. 114; s 
WORK. 4/2; 

WORK. 5/1,2,3,4,9,14,15,23,24,25,27; 7 

WORK. 5/30,32,41,, 42,52,141; 

WORK. 6/5,16; 

-WORK. 19/48/1. 

R. I. B. A. MSS. MSS. at Royal Institute of British Architects, London: 

CHA 3/1,3/2,3/3 (accounts for Somerset House, 
London, 1776-95); 

PEL/1 (the Pelham ledger, accounts for Henry Pelham's 
house 'in Ailingt6n Street, London, (now No. 22)); 

WiR/l/l/l (contract between Robert Willson, carpenter, of 
the parish of St. Mary Rotherhithe, and John Stein- 
metz for erection of a dwelling house, bakehouse, 
and lofts in the parish of St. Anne, Middlesex, 
5th April 1770); 

WRE/2/19 (Royal Naval College, Greenwich, tender of 
William Thompson for-, paintwork, accepted on 14th 
August 1696)14 

WRE/2/20 (tender of Robert Abbott for the same [1696 

WRE/2/21 (tender of John Dodson for the same [1696]). 

R. I. A. MSS. MSS. at Royal Irish Academy, Dublin, Charlemont letters. 

S. R. O. MSS. MSS. at Scottish Record Office, Edinburgh: 

4/62/3 (account for painting the dome at the General 
Register House, Edinburgh); 

GD 150/3396 (recipe for green paint). 

Soane MSS. MSS. at Sir John Soane'sHouse and Museum, London: 

Berkeley Square: volume of MS. accounts relating to 
-erection, ofýNo. 44'Berkeley Square for Lady Isabellaý' 
Finch (AL. 39 B); 

'Business': volume of MS. notes by Soane labelled 
-'Business to be done Sept 1795-18131; 
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Sources and abbreviations continued M=SCRIPTS 

'Ealing': volume of MS. notes by Soane labelled 
'Ealing 1800-18031, bill pasted in at end; 

Martin: MS. by John Martin (AL. 41 C). 

S. A. L. MS. MS. in Library -of -So"'c'iety of Antiquaries, Burlington Housel 
London, deed of transfer of completed rooms at Somerset 
House, London, to the Society, 15th February 1781. 

Tredegar MSS. Typed transcripts furnished by the Curator of Tredegar 
House, Newport, Monmouthshire (now Gwent), of MS. bills 
in Tredegar papers at National Library of Wales for work 
done by Thomas Williams in 1688 (102/98) and by Rowland 
and Jacob Nicholas in 1792-3 (68/76). 

Walton (1980) Karin-Marina Walton, 'Eighteenth-century Upholstery in 
England, with particular emphasis on the Period 1754- 
1803: The Work and Status of the Upholsterer', unpub- 
lished M. Phil. thesis submitted to the University of Leeds 
(1980). 

Woburn MSS. MSS. relating to Woburn Abbey deposited at Bedford Record 
Office, box 394. 

V. A. M.. MSS. 
_MSS. 

in Library at Victoria and Albert Museumv London: 

L. 5203-1920 (volume of press cuttings containing at f. 19r. 
a manuscript letter dated 18th February 1756 from 
William FarJ,. ngton to hi's sisters describing the open- 
ing reception at Norfolk House, London); 

L. 1774-1935 (MS. attributed to Edmonde Barton); 

L. 4631c-1970 (MS. inventory of the contents of David 
Garrick's villa at Hampton, Middlesex, lst March 1779). 

I 
York City MS. MS. in York City Archives Department, Chamberlainla 

vouchers for 1729/30. 

Y. A. S. MS. MS. at Yorkshire Archaeological Societyr Leeds, Payne- 
Gallwey Collection, DD94, box 2. 

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS 

Ashmolean drawings Drawings in Print Room, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 

Audley End drawings 'Scrapbook' at Audley Endf Essex. 

B. M. drawings Drawings in Print Room, British Museum, London. 

Eton College drawings Topham Collection, Eton College Library, Berkshire. 

G. L. C. drawings Drawings in Greater London Council Record Office. 

Kedleston drawings Drawings at Kedleston Hall, Derbyshire. 
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MANUSCRIPTS Sources and abbreviations continued 

M. M. A. drawings Drawings at Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

Nostell Priory D rawings relating to Nostell Priory, Yorkshire, in 
drawin : sý possession of Lord St. Oswald. 

R. A. drawings Drawings"ilýLihýicir`y'b-f Royal Academy, London. 

R. I. B. A. drawings Drawings at Royal Institute of British Architects 
Drawings-Coilp'C'Eioni British Architectural Library, 
ý; 21 Portriajý Square', " ýLondo I n. 

Soane museum Drawings at Sir John Soane's House and Museum, London: 
drawings 

Pitzhanger album: volume labelled 'Pitzhanger, Ealing, 
Sundry views' in AL. Soane case, shelf C, left. 

'Sketches & Drawings': volume labelled 'Sketches 
Drawings of the House & Museum of J. Soane Esq. ' 
in South Drawing Room cupboard. 

Soane perspective album volumes at AL. 22. 

V. A. M. drawings Drawings in Print Room, Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

PICTURES AND WATERCOLOURS 

Attingham Hall, Watercolour at the house showing John Nash's design 
Shropshire for the Gallery, 1806. 

Blickling Hall, Watercolour by Buckler at the house showing the Hall 
Norfolk and staircase in-1820. 

British Library, Watercolour by Buckler in British Library MS. Add. 36370 
London -U. 38) showing the Drawing Room at 33 Upper Brook Street, 

London, in 1820. 
V" 1 -. 1 1 ý, . I, - -- 

Guildhall Library, Watercolour by Buckler in Guildhall Library, London, 
London e'e io , 

'ý' (Wakefi'-'IaýC611'6ý"n: ý""'iV/BRO) showing Library-Drawing 
Room at Bromley Hill, Kent, in 1816. 

National Gallery, William Rogarth, Marriage a la Mode: 
London No. 114 'Shortly after the Marriage'; 

No. 116 'The Countess's Morning Levee'; 
No. 117 'The Killing of the Earl'; 
No. 118 'The Suicide of the Countess'. 

National , Gallery, No. 792, -William-Hogarth, The Western Family 
of Ireland, 

'Dublin 
National , 'Portrait,., No. 217 Francis Heyman't Self Portrait with a 
Gallery, London -Companioii"(c. 1740-5). ý 

No. 2106. Fraficis Heyman, John Hoadly and Maurice Green 
(1747). 
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Sources and abbreviations continued PI = RES AND WATERCOLOURS 

Petworth House, Mid-nineteenth-century watercolour at the house, 
Sussex showing the Sculpture Gallery. 

Royal Borough of Watercolours by Louisa Goldsmid (c. 1818) in 
Kensington and Aubrey House album at Royal Borough of Kensington 
Chelsea Central and Chelsea CentrAl Librar (accession No. 
Library 57/26302). 

Soane Museum, James Thornhill, oil. sketch in Picture Room for 
London ceiling of Queen'. q, State, Bedchamber, Hampton Courts 

Middlesex. 

Tate Gallery, No. 
London 

No. 
No. 
NO. 
No. 

916 Antonio Verrio, oil sketch for painted ceiling 
at Moor Park, Hertfordshire, (c. 1670-85). 

1153 William Hogarth, The Strode Family (c. 1738). 
1943 Francis Cotes, Paul Sandby (c. 1760). 
5359 William Hogarth, The Staymaker (c. 1744). 
6200 James Thornhill, oil sketch for painted ceiling. 

V. A. M. Victoria and"Albert Museu'm, London. 
F. A. 145 William, *ulready, Choosing the Wedding Gown. 
P. 31-1935 Arthur Devis, The'__Duet (1749). 

OTHER OBJECTS, TRADE CARDS, &c. 

B. M. trade cards Heal and Banks Collections of Trade Cards in Print Room 
of British Museump London. 

Castle Museum, York Trade cards in Castle Museum, York. 

I. G. S. samples Mineralogical samples at Institute of Geological 
Sciences, London. 

N. M. R. National Monuments Record, ýondon, photographic' library. 

Patent Office Printed series of patents at Patent Office, London. 

ýI"1. ýi ý,,; V. A. M. Victoria, and. Albert, 
_ýFseumj. 

London: 

1736-1869 Boudoir de Madame' de Sigrilly; 

3-1891 Sizergh Castle Room; 

1029-1903 Cliffords Inn Room; 

W. 43-1936 Adelphi Room; 

W-54-to-6-1953 Marble-tOpped table of c. 1820 
formerly belonging to George Gwilt; 

W-Zý-to-2v-19 . 57 P'aih+-e'W a'rabesque 'pane It frbli' 
Ashburnham Place,, Sussex; 

W. 76-1975 Bookcases from, Library,, at Croome Court,,,,,, 
Wordestershire;,,,,, 

W. 41-1977 Pair of bergýres from Drawing Room of 
DaVid'Gairick's house in the Ade . lphi:, 

Graining and marbling sa I mples by Thomas Kershaw of Bolton#, 
on loan from Bolton Museum and Art Gallery, Lancashire. 
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CHART I 

91 

Whiting (D) Lime (D) 

White lead (i) (PO) Titanium white (PO) 

I 

- -- 31 

White lead (ii) and White lead (ii) and 
1,4flite lead (ii) (LO') Prussian blue (LO) lamp black (LO) 

White lead (i) and White lead (i) and 
lamp black (LO) ivory black (LO) 

8 9 

White lead (i) and 
vine black (LO) 

10 



CHA-Rr II 

White lead (i) and 
Lamp black (LO) lamp black (LO) 

11 

White lead (i) and indigo (PO) 

1) Azurite (Fl. 

15 

Smalt strewn on 
white lead W (PO) 

17 

12 

14 

White lead (i) and azurite (PO) 

White lead (i) and 
smalt (PO) 

p 
lo 

18 



CHART III 

White lead (i) and Prussian blue with, to the right, increasing 
additions of charcoal black (PO) 

19 

20 

22 

23 

21 24 

White lead (i), Prussian blue, and carmine (PO) 

28 

29 

31 

32 

2 

26 

27 

34 

35 



3? 

38 

CHART IV 

White lead (i), Prussian blue, and camine (PO) 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

N 



CHAW V 

White lead (i) and carmine with, to the right, increasing additions 
of vermilion (i) (PO) 

-M Or-FROISI'll 

48 51 

114 TU 

47 

49 

50 

52 

53 

White lead (i) and red ochre (iii) (PO) 

55 

56 

57 

54 



CHART VI 

Carmine -laze (LO) 
0 

on ground of 
white lead (i) and 
red ochre (iii) (LO) 

58 

Ven-Alion W 
on ground of 0 
red lead (LO) 

59 60 
(. Note: a sma17 amount of white lead (i) was added to each of the above. ) 

Rose pink (D) 

White lead (i) and 
red ochre (i) (LO) 

61 

62 63 

White lead (i), red ochre (ii)q and lamp black (LO) 

65 

White lead (i) and White lead (i) and 
red ochre (ii) (LO) red ochre (iii) (LO) 

66 

Red lead (LO) 

64 

67 



CHART, VII 

Red ochre (iv) and lamp black (LO) 

"I f Red ochre ýv) and, lafnp -iD! acl-,, (LO) 

Red ochre (vi) and ivory black with, below, increasing additions of 
yellow ochre W (LO) 



C- IHART VIII 

Yellow lake (i) as 
a glaze (LO) 

-. 

83 

85 

%qhite lead (i) and White lead (i) and 
yellow ochre (i) (LO)* canary litharge (LO)* 

White lead U) and 
Naples yellow (LO)* 

Whiting and Pink (D) 

84 

86 8? 

White lead (i) and Yellow lake (ii) as 
patent yellow (LO)* a glaze (LO) 

88 89 90 

I White 1-2ad W and 
chrome yellow (LO)* 

King's yellow (LO) 

*Equal amounts of white lead and staining pigment. 



(1, xi ýA -_; ýT !X 

Relagar (LO) 

92 

I- Whiting and yellow ochre (ii) with, to the right, increasing additions of 
red ochre (vii) (D) 

94 

White lead (i), yellow ochre (i), and red lead (LO) 

96 99 

95 

102 

97 

98 

100 

101 

103 

lo4 



CHART X 

White lead (i) and 
yellow ochre (i) (LO) 

Samples 108,109 as sample 106 but with increasing 
additions of vermilion (ii) (LO) 

log 

White lead (i) and 
burnt umber (LO) 

Note: sample 105 - 1% yellow ochre by volume 
sample 106 - 3-3% 

10-/ sample 10? - 1% 

lic 

Note: white lead and tinting pigments in equal volumes, 

113 

As above, but with the addition of an equal part of yellow ochre 
with its own volume of white lead W 

Equal parts of 
samples 110 and 112 

ill 

114 

White lead (i) and 
raw umber (LO) 

112 

115 



I; H I. K. xi 

White lead (i) and yellow ochre (i) with, to the right, increasing 
additiona of lamp black (LO) 

116 117 

Me above with the addition of red ochre (viii) 

White lead (i) and 
raw umber (LO) 

lig 

125 

120 

118 

121 

124 

White lead (i) and 
yellow lake (iii) (LO) 

126 127 
ýI 

11 

White lead (i) and 
burnt umber (LO) 



Distilled verdigris with, to the right, increasing additions of pink; 
the top row as glazes, tho- lower two contaj-, -ýing white lead (i) (LO) 

White lead (i), yellow ochre (i), and lamp black (LO) 



CHAirL XIII 

Copper resinate (glaze) with, to the right, increasing additions of 
white lead (i) (PO) 

146 I 4rl 
, 148 

, Malachite ..., ith, to the ri&, t, increasine additions of white lelad (i) (PO) 

149 150 151 



CH A IJT X IV 

Green verditer with, to the right, increasing additions of whiting (D) 

152 153 
- 154 

Blue verditer with, to the right, increasing add4tions of whiting (D) 

155 156 15? 

Azure blue with, to the right, increasing additions of pink mixed with 
two parts of whiting (D) 

158 

French green (D) 

161 

159 160 



CF I AljT XV 

White lead (i), yellow ochre (i), and Prussian blue (LO) 

White lead (i), pink, and Prussian blue (LO) 

.. " 
.: 



CHAIIIU XVI 

White lead (i), Naples yellow, and Prussian blue (LO) 

18o 

181 

182 

183 

, 184 

185 

186 

i s? 

188 

Patent yellow, and Prussian blue with, below, increasing additions of 
white lead (i) (LO) 

189 192 195 

Igo 193 196 



CHARIT ýVII 

Jhite lead (i) and Scheele's green (LO) 

Emerald green (LO) 

198 

'01 

199 

White lead (i), chrome yellow, and Prussian blue (LO) 

202 

203 

205 

206 

200 

C) C. 

209 

210 



ý.; HA. -RT X'J-TI 

Sample 173 ,., ith 
, ddit LOr. s of burnt umber (LO) 

211 212 

Ilreen verd-Lt, --r, ,, elloý,, ocilre uncier,:, -oat of %.,, hý' and Prussian b-lu(- (LO) on te I 

11+ 

213 
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CASE STUDY 1, The Balcony Room at Dyrham 

Schedule of samples. 

7 Gilding of door architrave (east Gide south dco. -) 
8 Gilding of entablature (betweer, centre and south windows) 

10 Pilaster return 
11 Anple bead pilaster 
12 Face of pier between -,, --; I-usters 
13 Angle bead of pier 
14 Return of pier 
15 Stile to right of large panel 
16 Cyma of narrow panel 
17 Surround of narrow panel 
18 Raised field of narrow panel (south wall opposite) 
19 Bead of large panel 
20 Cyma of large panel 
21 Torus of large panel 
2 21 Surround of large panel (s(, uth will opposite) 
23 Raised field of large panel 
24 Cavetto of pilaster base 
25 Bead of pilaster base 
26 Torus of pilaster base 
27 Cyma of dado moulding 
28 Face of dado 
29 Bead of dado moulding 

Bead of skirting moulding 
31 Torus of skirting moulding 
32 Vertical face of skirting 
33 Stile between wide and narrow dado panels 
34 Cyma of narrow dado panel 
55 Raised field of narrow dado panel 
36 Surround of panel below half pilaster 
37 Cyma of above 
38 Door stile 
39 Torus of door panel. moulding 
40 Door panel 
41 Plinth of door architrave 
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CASE STUDY ?, The Servant's Hall at Boughton 

Schedule of samples shovring layerspresent. 

Sample Wood A B I) v 

20 Cornice torus x x x x 21 Cornice cavetto x x x x x x 2 Panel stile x x 16 Do. x x x x 23 Panel ovolo x x x x 24 Panel margin x x x x 25. Panel ground x x 26 Dado rail x x 
15 Do. x x x x 
27 Dado panel ovolo x x x 
28 Dado panel margin x x x x 
29 Dado panel ground x x x x 
30 Architrave return x x x 
11 Do. x x x x 
31 Architrave, outer cyma x x x x 
32 Architrave, first fascia x x x 
33 Architrave, second cyma x x x 
34 Architrave, second fascia x x x x 
35 Architrave, bead x x x 
36 Door muntin x x x x x 
37 Door panel ovolo y x x x 
38 Door p, Anel margin, x x x X 
39 Door panel ground x x x x x 
14 Do. x x x x 

17 Passage panel grcund x x x x 
18 Passage dado pane'I. ground x x x 

41 Panel rail (fireplace) 
42 Panel bead (fireplace) 
43 Panel cyma (fireplace) x x 
44 Panel torus (fireplace) 
45 Panel ground (fireplace) 
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CASE STUDY 3, The Cabinet at Houghton 

Schedu'le of Samples. 

1. Ceiling panel 
2 Skirt ing riser 
3 Skirt ing moulding, bead. 
4 Dado 
5 Chair rail, gilded fillet at junction with dado 
6 Do. gilded bead 
7 Do. bead (ungilded part) 
8 Do. cyma recta 
9 Do. gilded fillet at top of cyma recta 
10 Do. fascia 
11 Do. gilded enrichment of cyma reversa 
12 Do. top fillet (gilded) 
13 Angle bead, ground of carving 
14 Do. carving (gilded) 
15 Main entablature, frieze, ground 
16 Do. do. ornament (gilded) 
1? Do. architrave, lowest fascia 
18 Do. cornice, ground between dentils 
19 Window architrave, inner fascia 
20 Do. fillet (gilded) 
21 Door, panel moulding, gilded enrichment 
22 Door architrave, cyma, gilded enrichment 
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CASE STUDY 4, The Vestibule at the Casino, Marino, 

Schedule of Samples 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
ýo 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 

Ceiling, centre panel, 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. frame, top fil 
Do. do. cyma r( 
Do. do. fascia 
Do* do. soffitl 
Do. do. do. 
Do. do. do. 
Do. do. do. 
Entablature, cornice, I 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. frieze, 9' 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. architrav 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Wall immediately below 
Do. 

ground below strings at top of lyre 
wind instrument 
ground at mouth of serpent 
tip of leaf nearest Saloon on east 
south-east patera, outer cavetto 
do. fillet 
do. bead 
do. centre ground 
do. hollow of centre 
do. central flower, 
do. do. 
ground adjacent to entablature 

Llet 
:,, versa 

ground of guilloche 
guilloche 
flower 
face 

top fillet 
cyma recta 
fillet below cyma recta 
cyma reversa 
fascia below cyma reversa 
cyma reversa of modillion 
soffit between modillions 
outer face of modillion 
soffit of modillion 
Ovolo, egg 
fillet below ovolo 
cavetto, flower 
round 
vase 
leaf from bottom of swag below lyre 
e, top fillet 

cavetto, petal 
bead 
upper fascia 
cyma reversa 
lower fascia 

entablature 

Wall within niche to east of exterior door 
Semi-dome, architrave, top fillet 
Do. do. cyma reversa, petal 
Do. do. long upper bead 
Do. do. upper fascia 
Do. do. husk of bead 
Do. do. lower fascia 
Do. guilloche band, ground outside guilloche 
Do. do. guilloche 
Do do. cyma reversa 

side 

ground 
petal 
centre 

and crumhorn 



53 Semi-dome, guilloche band, fillet on face 
54 Do. pentre semicircle, face 
55 Do. do. ovolo, egg 
56 Do. do annular panel, ground 
57 Do. do: do. petal of central flower 
58 Do. fr=e of coffers, face 
59 Do. coffer iqoulding, ovolo 
60 Do. ground 'of. coffer-- 
61 Impost, top fillet 
62 Do. cyma recta 
0 Do. * fillet below, cyma recta 
64, . -Do. cyma reversa' 
6.5 Do. fascia above fret 
66 Do. ground of fret 
67 Do. fret 
68 Do. fascia below fret 
69 Wall below impost 
70 Door to saloon, entablature, cornice, cYma recta 
71 Do. do. do. upper fascia 
72 Do. do. do. soffit 
73 Do. do. do. fillet below ovolo 
74 Do. do. do. soffit between dentils 
75 Do. do. do. face of dentil. 
76 : Do. do. do. fascia behind dentils 
77 Do. do. pulvinated frieze, leaf 
78 Do. do. do. ribbon 
79 Do. do. architrave$ upper fascia 
80 Door to exterior, architrave, 'fillet 
81 Do. do. long 

. 
bead 

82 Do. do. middle fascia 
83 Do. do. cyma reversa 
84 Do. do. inner fascia 
85 Chair rail, top 

`86 Do. ornament 
87 Do,. ground of ornament 
88 Do. fillet of frame 
89 Wall-below"chair rail 
90 Skirting, top fillet 
91 Shutter panel 
92 4s'85 
93 As 78 
94 As 77 
95 Wall adjacent to-f. ridze'6f Saloon doorcase 
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CASE STUDY 5, The Saloon at the Casino, Marino 

Schedule of Samples 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
91 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
191. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

Ceiling, central panel, Apollo's head, bow on top 
Do. do. long ray below Apollo's head 
Do. do. ground adjacent to 2 
Do. do. ground-adjacent to frame 
Do. frame of central panel, inner side, top fillet 
Do. do. do. cyma recta 
Do. do. do. fillet below cyma recta ýDo. do. fascia 
Do. do. flute 
Do. do. soffit, face 
Do. do. do. ground of guilloche 
Do. do. do. face of guilloche 
Do. do. do. hollow in face of guilloche 
Do. do. do. foliage ornament 
Do. do. outer side, bead 
Do, do. do. upper fascia 
Do. do. do. cyma reversa 
Do. cove, ground 
Do. do. coffer, ovolo, egg 
Do. do. do. do. frame of egg 
Do. do. do. fillet of moulding 
Do. do. do. ground 
Do. do. lozenge, ground 
Do. do. do-. foliage ornament 
Do. do. moulding at base, guilloche 
Do. do. do. fillet 
Do. do. do. fascia 
Entablature, 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

cornice, top fillet 
do. cyma recta 
do. fillet below cyma recta 
do. cyma reversa, ornament 
do. fascia 
do. soffit fillet 
do. soffit bround 
-2 -I 

U06 ovoio, egg 
do. do. frame of egg 
do. do. foliage between eggs 
do. cavetto 
do. face of dentil 
do. acorn 
do. fascia behind dentils 
do. lower cyma reversa, ground within semi-quatrefoil 
do. do. 
do. do. 
do. do. 
frieze, ground 
do. leaf of rainceau 
do. stalk of rainceau 
architraveg top fillet 
do. cyma reversa, 
do. do. 

floret 
semi-quatrefoil 
acanthus 

floret 
-quatrefoil Cround within semi 



51 Entablature, architrave, cyma reversal ground outside semi-quatrefoil 
52 Do. do. do. semi-quatrefoil 
53 Do, do. do. acanthus 
54 Do. do. long bead 4. 
55 Do. do. upper fascia 
56 Do. do. ovolo, egg 
57 Do. do. do. frame of egg 
58 Do. do. lower fascia 
59 Wall, applied half-round moulding 
60 Do. applied reeded moulding 
61 Chair rail', top 
62 Do. ýground of fret 
63 Do. fret 
64 Do. ogee, tongue of ornament 
65 Do. do. ornament 
66 Do. fillet on face 
67 Windowl shutter, panelground 
68 - Do. do. panel moulding, fillet 
69 Do. do. do. ovolol egg 
70 Do. do. do. do. frame of egg 
71 Do. do. do. do. dart 
72 Do. do. 'frame 
73 Do. architrave, inner fascia 
74 Do. do. ovolo, dart 
75 Do. do. cyma reversal acanthus 
76 Door, architrave, -cyma reversal semi-quatrefoil 
77 Ceiling, cove, ground 
78 Do. do. coffer 
79 Do. do. lozenge, ground 
80 Do. do. ground 
81 Do. do. coffer 
82 Do. central panel, ground 
83 Do. do. tip of ray from Apollo's head 
84 Do. do. do. 
85 Do. do. d. O_. 
86 Do. do. do. 

do. t 87 Do. streak tc north of Apollo's head 
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CASE STUDY 6, The Old Drawing Room at Pitzhanger Manor 

Schedule of Samples. 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

Ceiling frame 
Outer fillet panel A 
Inner frame panel A 
Ground of lintel 
Inner fillet panel A 
Ground within panel A 
Angle ornament panel A 
Fillet around centr4 patera panel A 
Ground within central patera panel A 
Leaf of central patera panel A 
Outer fillet moulding around panel B. 
Cyma reversa moulding around panel B 
Inner fillet moulding around panel B 
Ground of panel B 
Fillet of moulding around central motif 
Cyma reversa of moulding around central 
Ground within cdntral mtif panel B 
Fillet of outer moulding panel C 
Cavettv of outer moulding panel C 
Inner frame panel C 
Inner fillet panel C 
Ground of panel C 
Base of urn panel C 
Pater4 panel C 
Outer fillet panel D 
Border of panel D 
Fillet of inner moulding panel D 
Ovolo of inner moulding panel D 
Ground within panel D 
Fillet of moulding around panel E 
Ground within panel E 
Inner frame panel F 
Ground within panel F 
Ground outside panels C, D, F and 0 
Outer fillet of panel G 
Border of panel G 
Inner fillet panel Q 
Ground within panel G 
Fluting of fan at angles of panel G 
Outer edge of the same 
Darts of the same 
Outer fillet central patera panel G 
Guilloche of the same 
Ground to leaves of the same 
Leaf in central patera panel 0 
Ground of frieze 
Ornament of frieze 
Cornice 
Architrave of east door (face) 
Back of shutter north window east wall 
Northernmost pilaster east wall 
Skirting in north, east, corner of room 
Return of south pilaster east wall 

panel B 
motif panel B 

Junction frieze and cornice in angle above 67 



69 Return of architrave east door 

114 White below blue Cround, panel D 
115 Green ground, panel H 
116 Blue ground, panel D 
117 Red ground, centre rosette, panel G 

- 

- 
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CASE STUDY ?, the Drawing Room, 
__Bolling 

Hall, Bradford 

Schedule of Samples. 

1 Ceiling, central roundel, centre 
2 Do. do. leaf 
3 Do. do. ground between leaves 
4 Do. do. fillet 
5 Do. do. bead 
Z Do. orname nt around central roundel, leaf 
7 Do. do. ground between leaf and festoon 
8 Do. do. festoon 
9 Do. do. outer ground 
10 Do. do. fillet 
11 Do. do. bead 
12 Do. do. fascia 
13 Do. do. flute 
14 Do. do. roundel. 
15 Do. do. outer fillet 
16 Do. inner annulus, ground within leaf ornaments 
17 Do. do. ground 
18 DO. do. ground 
19 Do. do. anthemion 
20 Do. outer annulus moulding, inner fillet 
21 Do. do. leaf 
22 Do. do. ground betweeri'leaves 
23 Do. do. outer fillet 
24 Do. outer annulus, ground surrounding panel 
25 Do. do. do. 
26 Do. do. ground within panel 
27 Do. do. do. 
28 Do. do. top of urn within panel 
29 Do. do. panel moulding, egg 
30 Do. do. do. outer fillet 
31 Do. panel surrounding outer annulus, ground within festoon 
32 Do. do. do. 
3-3 Do. do. ground outside festoons 
34 Do. do. festoon 

. 
35 Do. outer reeded moulding, ribbon 
36 Do. do. reeds 
37 Do. triangular panel, centre half roundel, centre 
38 Do. do. do. major leaf 
39 Do. do. do. ground between leaves 
40 Do. do. do. minor leaf 
41 ', Do. do. do. bead 
42 Do. do. outer semicircle, major leaf 
43 Do. do. do. ground between leaves 
44 Do. do. do. bead 
45 Do. do. do. outer fillet 
46 Do. do. ground within festoons 
47 Do. do. ground within ribbons 
48 Do. do. ribbon 
49 Do. do. ground within festoons 
50 Do. do. ground outside festoons 
51 Do. outer reeded moulding, ribbon 
52 Do. do. reeds 



53 Ceiling, outer surrounding ground 
54 Cornice, top fillet of corona, 
55 Do. cavetto, soffit 
56 Do. do. 
57 Do. bead 
58 Do. fillet 
59 Do. fascia 
60 Do. flute 
61 Do. roundel, outer annulus 
62 Do. do. inner annulus 
63 Do. do. centre 
64 Do. soffit of corona, 
65 Do. fillet 
66 Do. cyma recta 
67 Do. fill6t 
68 Do. caveito, ground 
69 Do. do. leaf 
70 Do. bead 
71 Do. fillet 
72 Wall, immediately below cornice 
73 Do., five feet above floor . .' 74 Do. below position of missing chair rail 
75 Door to Staircase Hall, architrave return 
76 Do. quarter round of panel moulding 
77 Skirting, cavetto 
78 Window, architrave, return 
79 Do. do. 'ý fillet of first-fascia 
80 Do. shutter, -roundel LHS lower panel 
81 Do. wall behifid shutter 
82 Ceiling in bay, central semicircle, outer ground 
83 Do. inner semi-annulus, ground 
84 Do. outer semi-annulus, ground surrounding panel 
85 Do. do. do. 
86 Do. do. panel ground 
87 Do. do. do. -, - 88 Do. central semicircle, -. ground between leaves. 
92 Wall, approximately one foot below cornice. 

Samples from Staircase Hall 

89 Doorcase lining, cyma 
90 Skirting,, fascia 
91 "bo., cavetto 

:".. r.. -, ý 
,,, 11 - 
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CASE STUDY 8, The Royal Society's Housekeeper's Room at Somerset House 

Schedule of Samples. 

Housekeeper's room 

1 Ceiling 
2 Soffit of cornice corona 
3 Wall 

'4 Frame of dado cap moulding 
5 Cyma of dado cap panel moulding 
6 Dado cap panel ground 
7 Dado, wall 
8 Cavetto of skirting 
9 Torus of skirting 
10 Vertical face of skirting 
11 Fascia of door architrave 
12 Ovolo of door architrave 
13 Cyma of door architrave 
14 Return of door architrave to wall 
15 Plinth of door architrave 
16 Stile of door 
17 Stile of window shutter 
18 Panel ground of window shutter 
19 Ovolo moulding of window shutter 
20 Ovolo, of glazing bar 
21 Fireplace surround 
22 Ground-of fireplace frieze 
23 Ornament of fireplace frieze 
24 Flat face above cavetto of fireplace cornice 
25 Face of corona fireplace cornice 
26 Egg and dart ornament fireplace cornice 
27 Return of fireplace to surround 

37 As 4 
38 As 4 
39 As 4 
40 As 4 
41 Enriched member of fireplace architrave 
42 Enriched member of fireplace cornice corona 

43 Stone colour, dado wall (Zone A) 
44 Blue do. (Zone E) 
45 Pink, cyma of dado cap lanel moulding (Zone E) 
46 Chocolate, door stile (Zone A) 

53 Graining, door stile (Zone 
54 Wallpapers 

Secretary's room 

28 Door stile 
29 Door panel moulding 
30 Door panel ground 
31 Enriched member of fireplace cornice corona. 
32 Return of fireplace surround to wall 

I; 



33 Ground of panel fireplace surround 
34 Face of corona fireplace cornice 
35 Ground of fireplace frieze 
36 Wall 

47 Fascia of door architrave 
48 Dado cap panel ground 
49 Door architrave plinth 
50 Vertical face of skirting 
51 Chocolate, door stile (Zone A) 
52 Stone colour, dado cap panel ground (Zone A) 

55 Wallpaper 

4 
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CASE STUDY 9, The Breakfast Room at Pitzhanger Manor 

Schedule of Samples 

1 Ceiling ground within panel 
2 Panel fillet 
3 Wing of flying figure at junction with arm 
4 Ceiling ground outside panel 
5 Ceiling edge moulding 

ý6 
Soffit of reeded segmental arch 

7 Ground of segmental area below ceiling 
8 Wall close to pilaster 
9 Pilaster capital 
10 Pilaster 

12 Skirting 

70 (NE) Ceiling ground within panel 
71 (NE) Thigh of flyink figure, left hand side 
72 (NE) Pilaster capital, above flying figure 
73 (NE) Coffered capital, south face, outer ring 
74 (NE) Idem, inner ring 
75 (NE) Idem, ground 
76 (NE) Idem, ornament 
77 (NE) Block of caryatid, south face 
78 (NE) Coffered base, south face, outer ring 
79 (NE) Plinth below coffered base, south face 
80 (NE) Skirting below 79 
81 (NE) The of caryatid 
82 (NE) Wall at 7J inches from pilaster 
83 (NE) Wall beyond 7; inches from pilaster 
84 (NE) Wall within 7J inches of pilaster 
85 (NE) Centre of wall area 
86 (NE) Pilaster, west face 
87 (NE) Arm of caryatid 
88 (NE) Patera in angle of ceiling 
89 (NE) Fluting of caryatid block, south face 
90 (NE) Fillet, second from top, pilaster capital, south face 
91 (NE) Ceiling edge moulding 
92 (NE) Flat ceiling within oculus, 
93 (NE) Inner band of reeding, moulding around ceiling oculus 
94 (NE) Ground between 93 and 95 
95 (NE) Inner torus, moulding around ceiling ocitlus 
96 (NE) Ground between*95 and 97 
97 (NE) Inner fillet., central part moulding around ceiling oculus 
98 (NE) Fillet of greek key 
99 Motif above doors to library, top surface rosette 
100 (NE) Coffered plinth of caryatid,, west face, inner ring 
101 (NE) Idem, ground 
102 (NE) Idem, outer ring central patera 
103 (NE) Idem, outer petal of flower ornament 
lo4 Pilaster capital, south face, upper beaded fillet 
105 Idem, topmost fillet of lower pair 
106 Idem, lower fillet of lower pair 
107 Moulding ýetween segment and wall proper, upper bead 
lo8 Idem, centre fillet 
109 Door architrave,, torus 



110 Idem, centre bead 
ill Idem, outer bead 

Note: Samples marked (NE) taken from NE angle of room, locations shown 
on Fig. 231 are mirror image positions. 
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CASE STUDY 10, Charles Dickens's Drawing Room at 48 Doughty Street 

Schedule of Samples. 

1. Ceiling 
2. Cornice, top fillet 
3. Do., soffit of top fillet 
4. Do., cyma (enrichment) 
5. Do., cyma (ground of enrichment) 

'6. Do., fillet below cyma 
7. Do., soffit of corona 
8. Do., panel in soffit of corona. (enrichment) 
9. Do., 49. (ground of enrichment). 
10. Do., bead below corona 
11. Do., torus 
12. Do., quirk 
13. Do., cyma 
14. Do., torus 
15. Do., lower fillet 
16. Wall below cornice 
17. Modern picture rail 
18. Wall below picture rail 
19. Wall immediately above skirting (dado) 
20. Skirting, bead 
21. Do., scotia. 
22. Do., torus 
23. Do., fascia 
24. Wall oh site of chair rail 
25. Window architraveg fascia 
26. Oppositewindow architrave, fillet 
27. Do., OVOL10 
28. Do , fillet 
29. Do:, fascia 
30. Do., fillet 
31. Do., fascia 
32. Do., bead 
33. Window shutter, stile 
34. Do., large quadrant 
35. Do., small quadrant 
36. Do., panel surround 
37. Do., panel moulding fillet 
38. Do., panel moulding bead 
39. Do., panel 
40. Bead below shutter 
41. Fillet below sill bead of sash 
42. Shutter stile 
43. Door to stairs, stile 
44. Do., large quadrant 
45. Do., small quadrant 
46. Do., panel surround 
47. Do., panel moulding fillet 
48. Do., -panel moulding beadý 
49. Do., panel 
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ADDITTC14AL STUDY 6, The earlier Great Rucý-,. i at 712, Arlington 

Schedule of samples 

1. Chair rail, top fillet 
2. Do. top cyma reversa 
3. Do. fascia 
4. Dado 
5. Skirting, cyma reversa 
6. Do. cyma. recta 

Do. torus 
Do. fascia 

9. Door archi-. rave, fascia 
10. Door, bottom rail. 
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ADDITIONAL STUDY 8, The first-floor Drawing Room at 15 St. James's Sauare 

Schedule of samples 

Back Drawing Room 

1. Cove panel, ground 
2. Small rectanEular ceiling panel, ground 
3. Central square panel, ground 
4. Central star, ground 
5. Central square panel, ornament 
-6. Hain rectangular frame, ornament 
7. Bay, outer annulus 
8. Moulding across bay, ornament 
9. Half star of bay,, ground 
10. Ditto, ornament 
11. Central star, ornament 
12. Central panel of cove in' flank wall, ornament 
13. Ditto, white'overpaint 
14. Annulus of bay, ornament 
15. Ditto, white overpaint. 

Front Drawing Room 

1. Central octagon, ground of coffer 
2. Rectangular pahel, ground 
3. Ditto 
4. Ditto 
5. 

, 
Ditto,,. omament 

6. Large hexagonal panel, ground 
7. Ditto, ornament 
8. Triangular panel., ground 
9. End compartment, ground 
10. Ditto, inset hexagonal panel, ground 
11. Ditto, innermost'ground 
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ADDITIONAL STUDY 10b, the State Bedrbom at the Casino. Marino 

Schedfile of samples 

1. Entablature, cornice, top fillet 
2. Do. do. cyma recta 
3. D9 do. cyma reversa, gilt ornament 
4. Do: frieict,, ground 
5. Do. do. centre leaf of ornament 
6. Do. architravet top fillet 
7. Do. do. - cyma reversa, ornament within semi-quatrefoil 
8. Db. do., ' do. ground within semi-quatrefoil 
9. Entablature,,, architrave, fascia 
10. Do. do. ovolo, egg 
11. As 6. 
12. As 9 
13. Chair rail, top 
14. Do. ogee, gilt ornament 
15. Do. fascia 
16. Do. gilt fillet 
17. Soffit of columnar screen, frame 
18. Do. panel moulding, ovolo, egg 
19. Do. ground of fret 
20. Do. fret 
21. Capital, volute return 
22. Base, cavetto 
23. * Do. top fillet 
24. Do. upper torus 
25. Do. qavetto 
26. Do. iower7torus 
27. Do. top of plinth 
28. Do. face of plinth 
29. Door to corridor, plinth 
30, Window, architrave, fascia 
31. Do- * "' -ý-`ýo. husk 
32. Deiached capital (in store), lower fillet of upper moulding 
33. Do. centre of volute return 
34. Do. necjý ornament 
35. Do. ground of neck 
36. Door entablature in site store, ground of frieze 
37ýý 'Do. 
38: As 14 
39. As 16 
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ADDITIONAL STUDY 15, The Top Hall at Nostell Priory 

Schedule of samples 

1. Ceiling, panel A, central floret, inner petal 
2. Do. do. do. middle petal 
3. Do. do. do. outer petal 
4. Do. do. do. spine of leaf 
5. Do. do. do. ground between leaves 
6. Do. do. moulding, inner fillet 
7. Do. do. do. bead 
8. Do. do. do. outer fillet 
9. Do. do. outer leaves, spine 
10. Do. do. do. intermediate leaf 
11. Do. do. ground surrounding outer leaves 
12. Do. do. annular moulding, inner surround, inner fillet 
13. Do. do. do. do. cavetto 
14. Do. do. do. do. outer fillet 
15. Do. do. do. ground 
16. Do. do. do. guilloche border, inner fillet 
17. Do. do. do. do. cavetto 
18. Do. do. do. do. floret, leaf 
19. Do. do. do. do. do. centre 
20. Do. do. do. do. do. ground 
21. Do. do. outer annulus, ground 
22. Do. do. do. outer ornament 
23. Do. do. do. ground beyond outer ornament 
24. Do. do. outer moulding, inner surround, fillet 
25. Do. do. do. do. ogee 
26. Do. do. do. ground 
27. Do. do. do. guilloche border, inner fillet 
28. Do. do. do. do. cavetto 
29. Do. do. do. do. patera, outer moulding 
30. Do. do. do. do. do. ground 
31. Do. do. do. do. do. leaf 
32. Do. do. do. do. do. centre 
33. Do. panel B, ground 
34. Do. panel C, ground 
35. Do. do. peltoid 
36. Do. panel D, outer ground 
37. Do. do. inner ground 
38. Do. ground adjacent to cornice 
39. Entablature, cornice, top fillet 
40. Do. do. cavetto, face 
41. Do. do. do. flute 
42. Do. do. cyma reversa 
43. Do. do. fascia 
44. Do. do. soffit 
45. Do. do. dentil 
46. Do. do. fascia behind dentils 
47. Do. do. ovolov egg. 
48. Do. do. do. frame around egg 
49. Do. do. do. dart 
50. Do. do. fillet below ovolo 
51. Do. do. cyma reversa 
52. Do. do. lower fillets, top fillet 
53. Do. do. do. middle fillet 
54. Do. do. do. lower fillet 



55. Entablature, frieze, ground 
56. Do. do. patera, outer fillet 
57. Do. do. do. ground 
58. Do. do. do. ornament 
59. Do. architrave, fillet 
60. Do. do. fascia 
61. Wall immediately below entablature 
62. South elevation, do. 
63. Do. panel E, ground 
64. Do. panel F, ground 
65. Do. panel G, ground oý 6dallion 
66. Do. do. main ground 
67. Do. panel H, ground 
68. Do. outer moulding-of tympanum, guilloche, ground 
69. Do. do. do. cavetto 
. 70., Do. do. do. outer fillet 
71. Do. do. inner moulding, ogee 
72. Do. do. do. fillet 
73. Do. wall adjacent. to door 
74. Do. wall within arched recess 
75. 

, 
Do.,. panel 1, ground 

76. Do. 'do. ground of small inset panel 
77. Do. panel J, ground 
78. Architrave of door to perron, fillet 
79. Do. ov-010 
80. Do. bead 
81. Do. first fascia 
82. Do. ogee 
83. Do. second fascia 
84. Do. return 
85. Semi-dome, inner octagon, ground 
86. Do. outer-octagon,. ground 
87. Do. panel,, ground 
88. Do. fluted fascia, groufia 
89. Do. do. flute 
90. Do. guilloche around soffit of arch, ground 
91. Apse, wall immediately beneath impost moulding 
92. Do. panel above door, ground. 
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